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Abstract 

A thesis in two independent halves. 

Eajl_L A scientific proof-of-principle prototype was constructed and tested in 
order to evaluate the performance capabilities of a ring imaging Cerenkov detector. 
The detector measures the velocity ot relativistic particles, and is the first Cerenkov 
counter to take advantage of the most fundamental properties inherent to Cerenkov 
radiation. Single photons from the Cerenkov cone of a radiating particle in a gas or 
liquid Cerenkov medium are focussed into a ring. Those Cerenkov photons with far 
ultraviolet wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum are converted to electrons, 
with high efficiency, in the uniform electrostatic field of an electron drift tube. 
The "electron* are drift in the field to a novel proportional wire chamber which is 
sensitive to tingle electrons. Analysis of the reconstructed Cerenkov rings from an 
11 GeV/c test beam show that an excellent velocity measurement can be obtained, 
allowing dean r/K particle identification at a level of ~ 15 standard deviations to 
be achieved. 

The physics and technology of this new Cerenkov detector are discussed, in
cluding materials studies, construction techniques, and resolution measurements. 
Sources of resolution error are individually identified asd measured where possible. 
The results of all studies indicate that the measurement resolution is understood. 
This work hat led to the adoption of • large scale ring imaging detector as part of a 
new high energy physics spectrometer, the SLD, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center. 

Part II: Results from an amplitude analysis of strange meson final states in 
K~r -* "Ri*~p interactions arc presented. The data derive bom a 4 event/nb 
exposure of the LASS (Large Aperture Superconducting Solenoid) spectrometer to 
an 11 GeV/c K~ beam. The data sample consists of — 100,000 events distributed 
over the Dalits plot of the channel. 

The process is observed to be dominated by the production and decay of natural 
•pin-parity (Jp m l-,2+,3-,...)strange meson states. The datecan be understood 
in terms of a simple model in which the resonant If*- are produced predominant)} 
via natural parity exchange in the I channel. The leading A"(890), X*(U30), and 
A'*(1780) resonances are clearly observed and measured, and the underlying spec-
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troscopy is also extracted. Indications of higher mass resonance production are also 
shown. 

The observed properties of these stales are used ID confront current models of 
quark spectroscopy in strange mesoD systems. 
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I. Introduction to Cerenkov Ring Imaging 

The exploration and dwovtty of natural phenomena haa always motivated the 
work ot scientist*, authors, and philosophers. Such discoveries have been achieved 
through the efforts of the man and warn— of history to team, invest, study, and 
create new tools and technique* with which to probe the unknown. In the specific 
OM of particle physic*, the unknown haa required that new machine*, the paitide 
accelerator!, be created which enable the study of ever higher energy regime*, and 
hence ever smaller distances. There machrxw accelerate charged particle* of a 
variety of type*,«.«,, elections «nd proton*, to interact with other matter to produce 
new interesting physical system*. In pantlel with the accelerator development, the 
detectors which enable the scientist to study these new systems have also evolved. 

With the promise of the rich physics expected from the decay o( Ibe Z» produced 
in e + e~ collisions from new accelerator*, the Linear Collider at Stanford and the 
Large Electron Positron project at CERN, new detector* are being constructed to 
peimit detailed studies in this frontier energy regime. The center-of-mass energy of 
=alOO GeV, will allow scientist* to make systematic studies at a-man scale which 
was hitherto unknown. This new energy seal* will call for new detection techniques, 
one of which is a novel device for identifying the type, or flavor, of envied particles 
•i they fly away bora the interaction point in the «+o~ colUsioo*. This device, the 
Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector, pushes to new levels the application of Cerenkov 
radiation a* a tool for doing high energy physics. 

The Cerenliov effect was first studied by P.A. Cerenkov in 1937, where he ob-
served two peaks in the angular distribution of radiation produced by the beta decay 
of radium B in carbon dijulphs.lt. Analysis showed that these peaks corresponded 
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to two different velocities ol electrons in the emission'''- It was at that time that be 
first discussed the possibility of using the effect to determine the velocities of parti
cle*. It was ten years later before Cerenkov counter* were constructed as practical 
devices. 

A Ceieokov detector is designed to measure velocities in a specified momentum 
range, using Cerenkov rediatora with refractive indices chosen ao that the Ceteakov 
angle varies with the velocity, from threshold to the highest anticipated momentum. 
To date, most Cerenkov detectors have not been used in this way. Traditionally, 
Cerenkov devices are used as threshold devices, where the simple detection or ab
sence of light from a track in the radiator, constituted the signal Wail* this method 
ha* proven useful in a wide range of experimental applications, it makes poor use 
of the Information intrinsically Available from the Cerenkov radiation. The geo
metrical properties of the Ceteakov cone, could they be taken advantage of, would 
enormously inrrsass the separation power of a device. The difficulty of making 
large scale device* which use the fall Cerenkov information, has bean the reason 
that threshold counters have been so successful for so long in high energy physics. 

Cetenkev ccanten are inherently dentate instruments, in that they must be 
sensitive to single photon rigrula in the most extreme cases, often requiring ex
pensive sad difficult photomuHipner systems which have sometimes proven to be 
less robust than would be desired, in that signal-Vo-ooise problems are often se
vere. One physicist was overheard to have quipped, '...particle identification is 
the largest waste of good manpower in high energy science today...1*, which refect* 
upon the frustration that Cerenkov counters have caaee.in the past. Also, cost* 
have been too prohibitive to allow good Cerenkov coverage in an experiment, so 
that the segmentation is often coarse, which leads to problems in high multiplicity 
environments. 

The ring imaging idea was originally conceived by RoberlsM, though never 
adopted on a large scale in that form. Tlie contemporary excitement for the tech
nology was generated by Ypsilantis and SeguinotP-'). They recognized that in 
this day of 4x spectrometers, any particle identification device must be uniformly 
sensitive over the full solid angle, with excellent segmentation, high quantum effi
ciency, and good time resolution. They first studied the potential photocathodes, 
the requisite chamber gases, and introduced the eaveotial long drift technology. la 
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' collaboration with other* ' 1 , mutable electron counter* were toon developed which 
enabled efficient readout of the Cerenkov devices. Soon, other teams worldwide 
became involved!*'*!, with the results leading to the construction of the SLD and 
LEP detectors. 

This thesis will detail the scientific principles, construction details, and the 
results of tests made with a prototype Cerenkov ring imaging detector, promising 

; to provide particle identification lor experiments at new levels. In the ring imag-
• ing device, the Cerenkov photons are detected and the power of imaging optics is 

used to actually take 'photographs' of the Cerenkov light. The details of the recon
structed image have simple interpretations in terms of the particle velocities and 
give unprecedented particle identification performance. 

Chapter II introduces the ring imaging concept, motivating the design essen
tials which the physics of radiating rdativistic particles imposes upon such a de
tector. Some of the associated physical pitfalls a n also introduced. Chapter III 
is essentially a recipe for concreting a ring imaging counter, taking advantage of 
the limited opportunities which Mother Nature has provided in this far ultraviolet 
corner of the electromagnetic spectrum. Chapter IV detaib some new aad exciting 
work using carbon monofilaineat*iabers aa the sensitive elements for the very heart 
of the counter, while Chapter V reports npoo the results obtained with the proto
type ring imaging counter which was constructed as a result of the understanding 
of the science described in the previous chapters. Chapter VI will conclude this 
ring imaging portion of the complete thesis, summarizing the convincing evidence 
presented in favor of the conclusion that the ring imaging detector >s clearly a new 
and important tool for the high energy physicist. 

II, Principles of Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detectors 

H I Properties of Cerenkov Radiation 

Consider a rdativistic particle of mass m moving with velocity fi in a medium 
with index of refraction n- The fundamental relationship for the angle of emiwoa 
of a Cerenkov photon from the particle is given by 

Since (cos/cl <1 , there is no Cerenkov emission until fit = n _ 1 > where fit is the 
threshold velocity in units of the speed of light. The complete nature of the spec
trum of Cerenkov light wss understood theoretically with the work of Frank and 
Tamm'1*!. Introducing the index of refraction into Maxwell's equation led them 
to conclude that Cerenkov radiation was essentially an electromagnetic analog of a 
sonic shock wave. In effect, the charged particle is moving with s velocity greater 
than the phase velocity of light in the medium. The intense electric field polarizes 
the medium, which relaxes back to equilibrium by emission of an electromagnetic 
wave. Their treatment showed that the effect leads to production of a coherent 
wavefront, in addition to many other details and interesting predictions which were 
amenable to direct tests. In particular, the energy radiated per unit frequency 
interval per unit path length is given by ti>] 

dxdu £('-pdtj) (,I-2) 
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where a U a (unction o( the frequency of radialioD, i.e., there can be chromatic 
dispersion. When integrated over the radiating path length L, 

Prom this, the number ol individual Cerenkov quanta emitted can be calculated. 
The total energy emitted for N radiated photons !> 

N 

Iml 

so that 

or, perhaps in a more illuminating I 

where a« i* the Roe almcture ronatant. The total number of photon* emitted 
depend* upon the wavelength integration, but is general, a* (II.5) indicate*, the 
number of photon* emitted per unit length per unit energy i* a constant, when there 
are no absorption band* dote to the interesting frequency range. ThU conatant i* 
jutt the mean of a Poiaaon distribution ia tbe number of photons, because it is an 
inherently statistical process. 

When there are absorption bands nearby, the calculation becomes more tedious. 
There v e several models, dating from the late 19 1 h century, trbicb approximate the 
problem of anomalous dispersion. If the first absorption band is the dominant one 
for a given radiator, the Scllrorier equation 

» V ) - 1 + A A (I1.T) 

is a good approximation, where 2T(JL» is the wavelength of the first absorption 
line. If the absorption is very strong, more complicated dispersion relations must 

11.3 Ccmrkvr tXcettttf 

be used. These equations are important here, because they can be used to estimate 
the amount of chromatic dispersion expected from a Cerenkov radiator, the limiting 
source of error in practice. 

11.2 Cerenkov Detector* 

This calculation for the ideal case must be modified to account for the inef
ficiencies of any practical detector. Because the detection efficiency, c(u) , is a 
function of frequency, 

where JV ia now the number of photons detected, and 0< t(u>) <1 for all w. If a 
device is designed to detect photon* in a spectral region far from whew the radiating 
medium ha* absorption bands, n can be taken to be independent of frequency and 
the traditional equation used to describe Cerenkov counter* results, 

N = N.i4iu*» e (11.9) 

where 
N * = ^ /C(L;)<L». (11.10) 

Tbe quality factor, Na, is tbe figure of merit for the performance of a given Cerenkov 
counter. The larger Na, tbe better the device. It is important to note here that for 
the Cerenkov ring imaging device, the Cerenkov light is in the far ultraviolet where 
tbe refractive index of any suitable UV transparent radiator is very frequency de
pendent, i.e., all radiators are substantially dispersive. The full integral relationship 
should be used to evaluate No 

Cerenkov detectors are used in high energy physics to distinguish particle types. 
A particle type is distinguished by its mass, and from simple relativistic kinematics, 
that mass m is related to /? through (he rnorncntum, 

lpl=™-rWl ( " • » ! 

* 
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in units when c-1. This meana thai 0 and » muat be known before m ran 
be determined, s> ii determined by measuring tie trajectory of tbe particle aa it 
moves in a magnetic Bdd. Tbia ia typically determined to a higher precision, than 
otber meaaurenieata and will be assumed to be so here. Tbe Cerenkov coaster is 
used to find fi through (IL1). At issue here ia tie accuracy to which an can be 
determined, and more importantly, tbe degree to which diScreat masse* CM be 
distinguished. Tbe accuracy b a function) of the Cerenlrar angle aad tbe number 
of detected photons, so that t? the extent thai the momentum meaMreaneat ia 
accurate, the errors in the Cer\ nkov angle nwuremeat need to be aaderstood aad 
controlled to tbe highest degree ia order to optimise the separation potential of a 
Cerenhov device. 

Most of tbe Cereukov light i* emitted in the far _tr»-io*K ngjoa of the elec
tromagnetic spectrum, is indicated by (ILC), where lb* A - * behnvrar ia explicitly 
given. It ia the nature of w ^ u tbe ultraviolet t a^ there an oauy a liaadfal of sub-
stances sufficiently transparent to permit anod Ccreakov nieaaarrrnrnla. law levels 
of cootamination in tbe farm of mote abwadant materials She wafer and osiifsn, 
which abaorb strongly ha the tlV, can hnahats the coBertioa of the nseaget staenat 
of light radiated. This meaaa that extraordinary care snswt be tatea to iawar* that 
Cereakov radiator volumes are p&.e at th a parts per nuKoa level, which caa beomae 
a formidable task over large volumes. Just the eaten of Cereakov Eght eaa aaake 
it hard to correlate a signal with a mass, ia that the Poissoa disttibatioa of the 
number of photons for .-» particle just above threshold leads to ambiguities ia the 
identification. An even laoce severe constraint ia the lack.of luaeitivs p ntocathodes 
in tbe far ultraviolet. Typically, to obtain ouaatam erawsendes of just Vff> features 
the use of AfEcull materials a«Kh at Cil aadftbTe. Not only must extreme care be 
taken with tbe preparation, handling, aad maintenance of such materials, the con
sequent expense makes them unsuitable for large surface area detectors. It is ia fact 
the recent development of highly efficient ultraviolet pbotocatbodes which makes 
Cerenkov ring imaging possible. Nonetheless, Cerenkov counters have tabw) many 
shapes and ace now considered a bread-and-butter tool (or the high entrgy particle 
experimentalist. The usefulness of the technique could be enormously increased if 
the shortcoming! could be overcome, improvements that the Cerenkov ring imaging 
technology wiil mitt practical. 

The Cerenkov ring imaging technique evolved from considerations of tbe simple 
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optical system shown in Figure ll.l. A relativiatic particle is normally incident on a 
spherical mirror of radisa ft. Tbe focal length / of the mirror ia / = \9L The mirror is 
immersed in a vdame of radiator, a gas or liquid, with index n, so that tbe emitted 
Cerenkov radiation ia tocusaed to a ring of radius 

r = / t a s t e (11.12) 

at / . A photosensitive detector at / converts the Cereakov light into signals 
which an Electronically aeased and recorded, preserving the image information. By 
accurately determiaiag r, ic and beaca/j caa be calculated. This is the ring hnigiag 
technique ia its simplest form. Ia principle, the mirror need not be spherical, and 
in gone™*, she iucuAu particle will not be jormally iaddent at the center of the 
mirror. These conditions give rise to 'rings' which am not necessarily circles, bat 
nnarthrlrss form unique shapes ia the focal plana. While these shapes may have 
complicated rescript inns, they can be analysed, aad so to not aiect the power of 
the ssethbi n principle. 

Figunt 'I. J- *\ auatih riag iasaffiis nywUm 

In practice, the images do cot for»n smooth curvet in the focal plane. Be
cause tbe Cerenkcnr sadiators have finite lengths, tbe number of photons emitted 
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is limited, w that the Cere,ikov angle measurement becomei an awrage of several 
independent angle measurement! of the few points which comprise the image, Due 
to the Poisson nature of the photon emission, there are fluctuations in the number 
of points detected in t!" image. The higher the number of detected photons the 
better the measurement, so that the mean K ot the Poisson distribution for 0=1 
particles should be a* large as possible. It is important to understand and optimize 
all the contributions to Np, 

Tbr Cerenkov radiators used in this imaging system are in the gas phase. A 
typic*> ij s radiator will have an index of refraction of the order of t.0016, which 
implies 0,1, *» 0.9984. These radiators work well for separating very relativistic 
particles, where 0 * 1 . For particle separation at slower velocities, an alternative 
technique has been developed. 

II.3 Proximity Focussing Detectors 

The basic ring imaging system just ducuased employ* a gas radiator as the 
Cerenkov medium. Gases work well for relatively high momentum backs, where, 
since (n-1) is small, P is close to 1. For slower particles, the same ring imaging tech
nology can in principle be applied, with the use of the proximity focoscing technique. 
The basic detector is schematically shown in Figute 11.2. A relativistie particle is 
normally incident (for simplicity) upon • liquid Cerenkov radiator. Such liquids 
typically have indices on the order of n*s 1.3, so that 0t •» 0.7. The Cerenkov angle 
in such radiators is substantial, so that tbe photons are quickly well separated from 
(he track. Tbe liquid must transmit ultraviolet, which severely limits the choices 
of radiator, so that the photons reach the boundary window and escape into the 
surrounding environment. The environment is a low index transparent gas, so the 
photons are severely refracted as they axil the boundary window. As in tbe gaseous 
radiator case, the photons pass into a photon detector, where they are converted 
into signal electrons. Because of the large refraction, the circle of Cereokor photons 
from ihe radiator make a large circle of signal electrons in the photodelector, if the 
spacing between l**e radiator and the detector is large. The distance is chosen to 
be long enough so that the crtor on the radius of the circle of signal electrons is 
small in comparison to the mean radius. An additional contribution to the error not 
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present in the gas case it due to the finite thickness of the radiator. It contributes 
a "flat-top" error, proportional to that thickness. 

Fitpm ir J: Tfc* proximity fbcuonof technique, Thw »erlfcsl lim Mamast at the 
bottom of the 6fur« m lb« parlklt Irajrctoi? thrvuih lb* Keaid iw*. 
•torwhmic. TW drift nfunvof lbs phatMstUctar bolthetsai. Tsw 
band rennacnts the alfomd ptwon trsjsetsiM*, few a spedne rtutasr. 

The resolving pawn of such* device does not approach that of the gaseous 
devices, but it is very useful nonetheless for it enables good particle identification 
in a momentum range where gaseous radiators are insensitive. Also, it i* easily 
installed into the same detector volume with tbe gaseous device, so that tbe two 
integrated, but '-jntplementtry, instruments cover most the available phase space 
of interesting particle identification. 

II.4 The Photon Detector 

Once the photons have been generated, they must be detected and measured. 
A schematic drawing of the pbotodelector which wii. be discussed here is given in 

i 
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Figure 11.3. The detector volume proper in the sketch, with tbe boundary window! 
in the planes normal to tbe photons, ia embedded in an electreatatic cage formed 
of thin wire*, shown ai tbe uniformly (paced line* ir> Figure 11.3. Tbe detector is 
sensitive to ultraviolet photon* from in front of or behind it, u indicated by tbe 
raya in the figure. The photons are converted to (ingle electron*, which mat be 
tr(A(ported in thegac-Slledvoluroetoao electron counteraloneeod. Tbe electrons 
a n constrained to move along the electric field line* which are defined by a plane of 
high voltage at tbe opposite end of the detector, and maintained by toe field cage 
wires. The cage is on the order of one-meter ia length. From the drift properties 
of the detector gas, as will be described, tbe electric field must be kept maintained 
at about 400 V/cm, implying a maximum potential at the high voltage cathode of 
about 40kV. 

LIQUID l l *DI*T0ft 
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Figure II. J: A simplified schematic of the pJiofodetector. Incident Ccrenkor pho
ton* must make it into the drift volume mnc) to the electron counter, pre
serving (II of the informstion (bout their precise point of photoconvenrion. 

11.5 TlKEmdmeyofCrmnkorPkoHHlDttctiom J l 

The field wires encircle tbe volume, on the inside and outside, and are con
strained to maintain a uniform potential drop, i.e., electric field, along tbe volume 
length. Tbe two sets of exterior and interior wires are essential, as tbey conspire 
to prevent sources of field lines exterior to tbe volume ( « box) from distorting tbe 
highly uniform field inside. Also, and in the same sense, the wires are kept in in
timate contact with tbe windows, to prevent any polarisation or ion build-up from 1 
occurring. . 

Inside (be drift box, • vapor rjf gaseous pbotocatnodet* carried in a. UV trans- " 
parent base gas. Tbe photocatnode ia present at a relatively low level, consistent 
with its vapor pressure. Photons which enter the volume through tbe UV trana-
par.-Dt face of the'drift box are absorbed by the pnotocathode,. which may respond 
by releasing a, bound electron. The quantum .efficiency of the pbotocathode used . 
is high, at least 1/3 of the incident photons are so «m»erted. The photoelectfons i 
drift to tbe electron detector under tbe action of the electrostatic field set up by ' 
tbe eijoipotential wires. At tbe phctodetector, the electrons are electrostatically 
guided to a sensing plane, a plane of anode wires, the sense wires, which detect 1 
tbe arrival of single electrons. The signal to electronically amplified, and converted 
into tbe coordinate* of the point of pbotoconvenion, including tbe effects of say 
measurement errors. It a important that the acceptance for drifting electrons in 
any coordinate be uniform and give a unique measurement of tbe initial position of 
the incident photoctectron. 

H.5 The Efficiency of Cerenkov photon Detection 

The efficiency of photon detection for the ring imaging counter is a the direct 
product of the independent component efficiencies. To understand tbe effects of 
the various efficiencies it is helpful to examine their relative contributions for the. 
idealized example of Figure 11.4. In the figure, there is tbe proximity focussing sys
tem consisting of tbe liquid radiator, a boundary window, a gas-filled gap, another 
boundary window, and the photodetcctor, all in front of the gas system and first 
encountered by a relativislic particle. It is discussed later. The gas system consists 
of the gas volume, the mirror, a boundary window, and the pbotodetector. The 
photodetector is divided into two region*, the drift or photoconversion volume, and 
the electron counter. The Cerenkov photons can be lost due to absorption in the 
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radiator gas, due to absorption or scattering at the reflecting sutface of the mirror, 
due to absorption (without photoelectric conversion) in the photodeteclor, or due 
to scattering or absorption in the boundary windows. If the photons are photocon-
vcrted, then the signal electrons are subject to losses due to recombination in the 
photodetcctor, due to bad electrostatics in '•« photodeteclor, or due to inefficien
cies in the electron counter. Briefly then, the efficiency, c(u) , can be succinctly 
writ ten a* 

'<"> * T / W " ) , W « ) T . i n M Q r M « ) Vdet<** ( , U 3 > 

where 

T r l d - is the probability of photon transmission from (lie radiator 
volume to the detector, 

R m j t - is the reflectivity of the mirror. 
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T w i n - is the transparency of the detector window, 
QLpc - >s the quantum efficiency of the photocathodc lor conversion 

ot photons to drilling electrons, 
Ad - is the probability for a drifting electron to reach the detector, 

j J t l - is the probability for an electron to be counted. 
Each of these probabilities can be determined by independent tests. The com

posite of the results gives) No, effectively the acceptance of the ring imaging counter 
for photons from the full Cerenkov spectrum. The results of such tests and the 
determination of No for a particular ring imaging counter design are described in 
subsequent chapters. 

II .e T h e Resolution of a Ring Imaging Detector 

It is not enough to ask that there be a large number of photons per measurement 
of the Cereokov angle, it i» important that each individual photon be well measured. 
There are several factors contributing to the ultimate resolution, in » ring Imaging 
counter, and just as for the No estimate, they can be separately identified and 
studied- The expected source* of error ate-. 

Chromatic - the frequency dependence of the index of refraction. 
Measurement - the coordinate measurement errors in all dimensions, 

including those due to distortion and segmentation. 
Diffusion - the random thermal motion of the drifting jlectrons. 

Optical - mirror aberrations and focal astigmatism. 
Tracking - momentum measurement and multiple scattering 

Some of these contributions can be directly measured and others are extrapo
lated by indirect measurements. The effects of the errors can be calculated, since 
the contributions to the totsl Ccrenkov angle ate related in ktio«» way*. 

From (II 1), the error on the velocity is related to the index and measured 
Cerenkov angle by 

0 n 

• 
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Use (II.12)to write it in ternu of experimental parameter! as 

tp _ Sa (fr) 2 fir 
ff~ n + l + (5)*V -7') r + i-Arw(T-TJ- <" 1 5 > 

As discussed previously, the optical error* are small, for a very good mirror, so 
that for this example, if = 0. Also, the Cerenkov angles are small, bat tbe local 
lengths of the mirrors are long, reflecting the lengthy gas radiator volumes, so that 
( £ ) 2 « : 1. Considering the most illustrative case of a highly relativist*: particle, 
0 » 1. Af-o, the index for toe gaseous radiators is very close to ooe. Using these 
approximations in (11.15) gives 

^ = " 2 + ( j ) 4 ( ~ ) a - <n.i6) 

The point is that the resolution on tbe gas ring* is dominated by chromatic and 
measurement errors. The simplifying approximations used above are only approx
imately true in a practical counter, where tbe geometry of the counter and tbe 
momentum distribution of the tracks gives rise to a variety of creams'spres where 
other errors cannot be ignored. For example, when tbe momentum of the radiating 
particle is low, (11.11) implies that the momentum error can become comparable 
to the other errors, due to multiple scattering. Also, for off-axis, oblique Cerenkov 
light rays, the optics of the spherical mirror are such that the focal length can 
vary appreciably iver the ring image, i.e., astigmatic focussing errors can become 
significant. 

There is arother source of error which will degrade significantly the low momen
tum resolution properties of practical counters in the coniding beam spectrometers. 
The magnetic field required for tracking in the spectrometers, means that all tracks 
are bent as they traverse the Cerenkov tadiators. Low energy electrons, in partic
ular, will suffer severe bending, so that the Cerenkov light emitted from Ibe track 
will be smeared across the face of the gas radiator mirror, smearing the ring image. 
This contribution to the measurement error goes like 

30 
ffmuj, = — mrad (11-17) 
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and in fact dominates the error at low momenta. Unfortunately, this parameter 
could not be studied here, and a-> will not be discussed further. However, as it is a 
wel! understood phenomena, independent of construction technique and materials 
issues that a prototype device is built to address, the loss to tbe prototype studies 
waj felt to be small. 

J/.6.a Chtoaatie Error* 

Given n(u>), the chromatic error can be estimated. Unfortunately, it is difficult, 
and expensive, to accurately determine the frequency dependence of n in the far 
ultraviolet and the instrument tor making; tbe exact measurement was not available 
for these studies. This meaturement reqaires a UV refracfometer, • device that 
measures the refraction of incident UV rays a* » function of wavelength and angle 
in a given material. However, measurements can be found in tbe literature for any 
of tbe radiators that are interesting here. From a measurement of tbe Cerenkov 
angle from beam tests, the average index can be determined, which serves as a 
consistency check on Ibe assumed values of n. The relevant error criterion is just 
the average of the chromatic dispersion over the Cerenkov photon acceptance of a 
specific couuier design. 

The measurements which do exist indicate a variation in n-1 of about 1 : J 10 
fo. the interesting gas radiators, and about 1 in 27 for the liquid radiators. In that 
case, the derivative of (Il.l)gives 

«c = / i — r " . ( » 1 8 ) 
nVn* - 1 

as an estimate of the chromatic error, when averaged over the photon acceptance of 
the counter. For the gas radiator used here, isobutane, o f * as 1.2mrad per photon, 
and for the liquid, aj* as J.lrnrid per photon, at a momentum of 5 CeV/c. 

/ / 6 b Measurement Errors 

The measurement errors are the errors incurred in the reconstruction of the 
Cerenlov angle due to tbe electrical, mechanical, and thermodynamics) hardware 
of which the Cerenkov counter is made. These are the errors over which the ex
perimenter has the most control. The largest range of potential error sources fall 
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under this heading. All contributions to the error due to relative misalignments in 
the system components, due to manufacturing imprecision, and due to electrical or 
electronic problems are included here. The greatest impact here is in the design 
and construction of the pliotodetector. 

The measurement errors affect the three, coordinate measurements in distinct 
ways. One coordinate is determined by the absolute position of a sense wire. An 
electron incident upon Ik". clceUon counter will avalanche in the neighborhood of 
a single sense wire, i.e. ionize many gas atoms and liberate many additional signal 
electrons by the Townsend multiplication process in a locally intense electric field. 
This in contrast to conventional wire chambers where the signal is distributed over 
several wires. The electrical detection of the avalanche generates a coordinate riven 
by the location of the sense wire. This coordinate is uniformly sampled over the 
breadth of the volume due to the constant spacing of the sense wire*. A* such, the 
error introduced by this spacing i) just the "flat-top* error denned as I D / 1 2 , where 
iv is the wire spacing. Measurement* judicata that the error on this coordinate Is 
consistent with being due to the integral wire spacing. oM represents the error in 
this coordinate, where 

ol = u>'/l2. (1)19) 

A second coordinate is determined as a function of the time between the passage 
of the charged particle and the arrival of a sensed photoelectron, the electron drift 
lime. The photoelectrons will have drifted in the gas-filled box for distances or 
.is much as one meter or more. In order to reconstruct where the photoelectroa 
originated, the time-of-arrival relative to the particle passage must be known to 
good precision, at least as good as the wire spacing mer. ^-.ement if this error is not 
lo dominate. The proper measurement of this coordinate requires the establishment 
n relationship between time-of-arrival and initial position, that is. requires that the 
drift velocity of the electrons in the drift volume be known to high accuracy. The 
drift velocity depends upon llie composition of the gaseous environment, the local 
t-leciric field, the pressure mid temperature. The drift field must be uniform over 
Hie drih volume, and IT not. a precise drift-map of ihr volume must be determined. 
N'ojilinea.-ities in cither (he time or space measurements will cause distortions in 
(He drift path, which will confuse the direct relationship between position and lime-
•>f-arrival a! (he delerlor. 

rr.0 The Rejofulion of m Ring Imaging Dctevlor 

McasAjievncTAs of l\ie detected electron position in this coordinate were made 
both as a fun-lion of initial position in this coordinate and in the transverse wire 
coordinate. Similar measurements taken by varying the electric field and gas com
position were shown to be consistent with other measurements of the drift velocity 
in the same gases. Once understood, the drift velocity serve* os a calibration for 
the lystem, to monitor the stability of the CRID gas environment. This allows any 
variations in the data to be corrected. The drift time is measured electronically by 
dividing the drift box in discrete time slices. The slices bad a fixed width, on the 
order of tens of nanoseconds, so that a simple count of the number of slices between 
a detected avalanche on a sense wire and an event trigger gave the measurement 
of initial photoconveraion in this coordinate, when the drift velocity is known. Tbe 
error in this coordinate, oy, is just then the statistical error from the width of the 
time slice interval, and the systematic error from the drift velocity measurement, so 
that 

"l " <r'?i> + "3»?- (!»•») 
In practice, this error is small enough to be an insignificant contributor to the 

overall error. 

The third coordinate measurement needed is that tJong tbe length of tbe sense 
wire, that is, in the coordinate orthogonal to the wire position and tbe drift path. It 
aiSo depends upon the electron avalanche to generate the signal. The technique de
veloped here depends upon tbe charge division of the induced signal between the two 
ends of the sense wires. The requisite precisian, compatible with tbe measurements 
ou the other two coordinate*, might be obtained by measuring tbe induced signal 
on the cathode of tbe sense chamber, and in fact this method has been adopted by 
others I' 1'. However, Monte Carlo studies indicated that a substantial signal loss 
due to dead time was inherent to that method, in addition to the fact that the al
ready severe signal- to-noise requirements on the anode wires would be exacerbated 
for sucb a cathode chamber. Given that a suitable technology could be found, the 
charge division technique was the most appealing. 

When an avalanche occurs along a resistive wire, the current in the wire is a 
function of the position of the avalanche along the wire. This current pulse may 
be integrated, and the resulting charge measurement can he simply related to the 
position of the avalanche. In the practical device, the resolution required is on the 
order of 1% cl the wire length. A 1% percent charge division accuracy is common 
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in high energy physic* experiments where the wire length is on the order of muter*, 
not centimeter*. This mean* that conventional tense wire materials will not offer 
the necessary performance to the CRID in a charge division mode. A thorough 
study of the problem resulted in the successful implementation of a new and precise 
charge division technique, the details of which are describe in a chapter HI. The 
error in this coordinate, o-,, then is 

a?=o&. (»-21) 

j / ,6> Diffusion Effect* 

The diffusion of the photoelectrons during the drift contributes an independent 
gaussian smearing to the error in each coordinate. While the amount of diffusion 
error depends upon the coordinate, whether along or transverse to the drift direc
tion, trie value in either case is amenable to direct measurement. Diffusion is a 
function of the time that an electron spends in the drift volume, and in principle, 
also a function of the local magnetic field strength. When the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the drift, the Lorentz force damps the diffusion. Th i diffusion i* 
given by 

<7rf = <7 0i . (H.22) 

where t is the drift length, L — vjt, and an the diffusion coefficient in unit* of 
/t/^/cin. A careful study of the correlation between the known initial positions 
of some test electrons and the detected position of the same electrons provides 
information about, the diffusion error. A method was developed which employed an 
ultraviolet laser and optics to produce the distributions from which the diffusion 
errors were determined, which were on the order of an = 200 u/ v

/ crn. 

fl.S.d Optical Errors 

The optical error contribution to the resolution is also amenable to direct mea
surement. The focal properties and surface quality or mirrors which are suitable for 
ring imaging work are not very demanding in the technical sense. Any astronom
ical telescope mirror of the right focal length will be far more accurate than the 
Cercnkov detector requires. Nonetheless, the mirrors used must be understood so 
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that proper account of any focussing mistakes may be taken. Also important, the 
relative alignment of the mirrors and drift box. Errors from either source implies 
that photon* will be displaced from their predicted location* in the focal plane of 
the mirror. Straightforward geometrical optics can be used to predict the resolut on 
contribution from these problems. 

I1.6.e Momentum Effects 

The tracking errors are due to multiple scattering of the incident particle and 
divergence in the track*. The amount of multiple scattering is calculated from 
a knowledge of the amount and composition of the total material traversed by the 
radiating particle. The multiple scattering errors go like Aj, and are small in the gas 
ring case, but dominate the resolution of the liquid rings. There can be calamitous 
results in the initap;J of severe kinking in the material between any tracking device* 
and the ring imaging counter. The beam divergence error, which is relevant for the 
test beam results presented here, is determined from the track angles as found by 
fitting to track data from a system of tracking clumbers which in the beam line 
jear the ring imaging detector. 

II.S.( Total Resolution 

The total resolution measurement can be written as the quadrature sum of 
all of the independent errors, neglecting the magnetic effects as they are irrelevant 
to these tests. Since there are N independent measured points on the ring, the 
Cerenkov angle error is improved by N _ J ^ over the individual point error. The 
actual error for the full Cerenkov angle measurement then is 

' " " > 
^ E ( { " c h r o , „ ) 2 + <"™„) 2 + fain")2 + ("optic)2 + ( ° W > 2 ) (»-23) 

The resolving power of the ring imaging detector, in relation to other Cerenkov 
devices, is due to the fact that there are several measurements of the same Cerenkov 
angle per track. The best resolution will require the that the errors from the indi
vidual contributors to ac be kept small. 
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11.7 Backgrounds 

in a full scale high energy physics application, tbe Cerenkov ring imaging tech
nique will become an exercise in hypothesis testing, where information from the 
tracking will be used to help distinguish between e,fi, r, K and p guesses. From a 
small distribution of rough.y correlated bits in the photodctector, which appear as 
pixels to the analysis, a conclusion must be drawn about the velocity and hence the 
mass of the track which produced the hits. As the number of hits per track is on the 
order of 10 for a typical track, it is very important that there be Tew additional hits 
which would be presented (o the analysis. A goal for a useful detector then would 
be the virtual elimination of sources of background hits. Three distinct sources u(* 
background bit generation were identified at an early stage in the evolution of ring 
imaging counters. 

First, and the source of most concern, is the track itself. In this' era of 4* 
detectors, the radiating tracks necessarily pass through tbe photodelector. As they 
paas through, the ionization trail that they leave a* a result of dE/dz lots, give* 
rise to backgrounds. The gases used in the photodetector are heavy, so that the 
amount of ionization per track can be as great as 1000 times as large as the single 
electrons from the Cerenkov photons. 

Second, it is common detector lore that there is a simultaneous emission of 
UV radiation from an ava!*nche around a wire. The precise nature of tbe radiation 
depends upon the quantum mechanics of tbe gases involved, so that the spectral 
characteristics of the emission can be very complex. Because the photocathode used 
in the ring imaging detectors is very sensitive to UV radiation, the very beauty of 
it, any pholoconversions of these regenerated UV photons, the "photon feedback", 
will make photoclcctrons which then become signals in the electron detector. 

Third, as might be garnered from the brief words about dE/dx, the dynamic 
rniigt- of signals that (he counter must process is on the order of 1000. This huge 
number places severe com! raiuts on the electronics which are used to sense the wire 
chamber signals. Large pulses ran generate crosstalk over many wires unless special 
precautions ate taken to prevent the problem. The crosstalk can give rise to false 
pulses which are subsequently recorded as hits. The investigation and treatment of 
iht-se sources of background are essential, prior to the practical implementation of 
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a working ring imaging counter. 

11.7..1 The dE/dz Problem 

The problems with the ionization trails from tracks are Ihiee-fotd. First, the 
majority of the time a track will not pass through a photodetector at right angle? 
where the ianizat;..,u left would be at a minimum. As a result, the track will spread 
itself out over a longer drift space and over several wires. In addition, diffusion 
of the charges will increase the width of the charge distribution which arrives at 
the electron detector. The large molecules of the detector gas then implies that a 
large amount ol ionization will give rise to hits over several- time slices, expanding: 
over several wires. Thi; cannot be completely avoided in the current schema. 
Possible alternative* are to invent ways to decrease the intensity of the ionization, 
by decreasing the density of the gas or by choosing alternative lighter gases as the 
photodetector gas, so as to decrease the amount of generated dBfdx. However, the 
alternative gss must meet all of the other criteria of a good electron counting gas, 
and to date, no good candidate exists. 

Also, when the dE/dt ionization arrives at the electron detector, it will undergo 
avalanche multiplication, and so generate feedback photons. As there is much more 
initial charge per avalanche than fnr the Cerenkov photoelectrona, the amount of 
UV emission will be proportionately larger. In that sense, the feedback problem 
from the track is the most severe source of extra °salt-and-pepper* background. 
Feedback is discussed in more detail in the next section. Also, the larger pulse 
height generated in tbe avalanche of the dBjdx implies that tbe crosstalk problem 
is most severe for the track. 

II.T.L' The Photon Feedback Issue 

Photon feedback is a particularly troublesome phenomena in the Orenkov ring 
imaging environment. It places severe constraints on the design and implementation 
of a co.mt.ei. The nature of the regeneration is clear, as discussed briefly above. The 
generation of IfV light in an avalanche is an interesting physical phenomena in its 
own right. There have been proposals for delccloTS which use this light as a means 
to detect an avalanche, and in particular, as a possible means of gathering third 
coordinate infoTniationl , ,l. The amount and spectrum of the light is very dependent 
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- on the local environment of the avalanche. The very strong non-uniforr.i electric 
fields which define the avalanche region, coupled with the dynamics of the gases, 
means that not only is UV emission a function of the atomic quantum mechanics 
of the constituents, but also a pioperty of the molecular interactions which may 
take place during an avalanche. A complete description of the UV generation in 
an avalanche environment will not be offered here, because it is peripheral to the 
immediate problem. It is important to note that it exists and that in the context 
of a viable ring-imaging system, must be controlled. 

The choice of a detector gas which is suitable foe ring imaging work is lim
ited to the saturated hydrocarbons. Unfortunately, these gases radiate strongly in 
the UV, and to date the only pragmatic to'deal with this feedback problem is the 
straightforward mechanical one. A practical chamber design must optically isolate 
the avalanche from the photodetector proper. This is achieved by so-called "blind
ing" schemes. Figure 11.5 provides a simple illustration. The lines in the figure are 
legitimate electron drift paths as denned by the electrostatics of the photodetector. 
The tinea end on sense wires, where charge multipUcatioo occurs, and feedback UV 
generated. Photons which are emitted in the direction of the photodetector proper 
from the avalanche are optically shadowed by the blinding grids shown, the thick, 
round wires. The blinding grids cannot be randomly inserted into the chamber, 
however. The electrostatics of any blinding structure must insure that all of the 
true Cerenkov photoelectrons reach a sense wire. Otherwise, precious Ceieukov 
signal is lost. Thus, the electrostatics of the blinding structure becomes an integral 
part of the Cerenkov counter design. Any blinding scheme adopted must also isolate 
sense wires from neighboring sense wires. Because the feedback is in the UV, care 
must also be taken to insure that the metals in the blinds and chamber cathodes 
are chosen to minimize any photoelectric generation of charges which would drift 
to the sense wire and generate false hits. 

The design used here was studied by simulating the electrostatics of the prob
lem with the aid of computer programs which solve Maxwell's equations in two 
dimensions, which is valid at points well away from the end of the sense wires. The 
results and experience with the chosen design are presented here. 

/ / . T.c Crosstalk 

As indicated, the chamber signals from a ring imaging proportional wire chain-
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8 Fieldt 0.0 6.0 0.2 kG 

Mobility: 
7.5cm 2 /(kV microsec) 

Drift Field> SOOV/cm 
Guide Wires' -3.70 kV 
Voltage3 -3.30 kV 

: Voltage: -2.70 kv 

Blind Wire*'- 2.20 kV 
Radius' 450.0 microns 

Anode Voltage> 0 kV 
Cathode Voltage'-2.00 kV 

FifiamlLS: Priacsptsof "binding* Photons miMad from thaavatanehccicapcto 
tb* pbotodeteetor proper whm thmy convert to create false Cerenkov 
signals 

ber vary in size over as much as three orders of magnitude, but only the first 
decade is interesting. That is, the signal processing requirements slightly in that 
linearity is only important for the smallest, but most important signals. In fact, 
a non-linear pulse saturation would be desired, which limits the effects of largest 
signals. Nonetheless, the extraordinary dynamic range must be handled without 
adversely affecting the sigsal shape over as much of the range as possible. It turns 
out that the range of useful pulse heights from Cerenkov photoelectrons is close to 
10, so that a very good signal must be measured for this range. If the crosstalk 
from neighboring simultaneous hits is too severe, the measurement is poo: and the 
consequent resolution for the particular hit suffers. More serious, the large pulse 
heights from tracks must not induce signals on neighboring scivse wires. For the 
work to be shown here, this particular difficulty was avoided by arranging the op
tics so that any Cerenkov photoelectrons would arrive at the electron counter well 
ahead of the primary ionization from the beam partkle. The primary emphasis of 
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mis work is to show proof that a good A'o can be achieved for these chambers, so 
that the difucultta* of the dEjAx from the track were not interesting. Later work, 
with improved custom electronic*, has been done which indicates that in fact the 
difficulty can be minimized f , , l . 

III. Prototype of a Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector 

III . l The Cerenkov Detector for the SLD 

Cerenkov detector* arc designed for specific applications. In the case of the 
ring imaging counter discussed here, the device is being built to serve a* the tool 
for identifying particles at the SLC accelerator'15' facility at SLAC, a* part of and 
in conjunction with the SLD'"' detector. The SLC machine is being built for the 
express purpose of studying the physics of the Zo, the neutral intermediate vector 
boson of the Weinberg-Salam-Glasbow theory. The Zo, with mass mz «92 OeV, 
was discovered at CERN in 19S3. It is responsible for such effects a* the observation 
of a left-right asymmetry in the scattering of polarized electrons from a deuteron 
' irget, a* observed at SLAC ( ! 7 i . The accelerator a designed to allow a complete 
energy scan across the Zo resonance, enabling high precision studies of the mas*, 
width, and decay properties of the particle, it is thought to couple to *JI quarks and 
leptons with mass less than m^/2. The importance of studying the spectroscopy 
of all of the decays of the particle motivates the implementation a state-of-the-art 
particle detector like the SLD. The need to be able to identify the types of particles 
produced in the decay of the Zo's motivates the ring imaging counter design. From 
thai point of view, the counter must he able to identify particles well for individual 
particle energies of m^/2, i.e., to approximately 50 GeV. 

The ring-imaging counter must be built to cover as much of the complete solid 
angle around the interaction point of the colliding beams from the SLC as possible. 

26 
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As such, barrel and endcap modules for the detector are being constructed. Fig
ure III. 1 give* an artists view of the counter as it is will be installed in the SLD. 
The barrel and eadcap sectious are necessarily very different in design, because of 
the 0.6kG magnetic field produced by the SLD solenoid. In the buret region, the 
magnetic field is parallel to tbe drift of phctoetoctrous in the drift volume, while 
in the e n d u p it is perpendicular. While the ring imaging principle is the same in 
both regions, the implementation of tbe counter is quite different. 

Vettex Chamber uui SSMAIS 
figure III. 1: Ciuiivjy view at one quarter of the SLD. The counter i i a t a l m 

radius from the interaction point. 

The geometry and resolution requirements of the SLD detector have driven the 
design choices for the ring imaging counter. It is necessary to have two distinct 

IU.2 Tht Choice ot* Photecmthode U 

radiators in order to idertify particles over the full momentum range of outgoing 
particles, a liquid radiator to sepuate low momentum particles, and a gaseous 
radiator for tbe high momentum ones. The required resolution is on the order 
of 1mm in each dimension of the detector. This criterion was c'uosen to optimize 
performance at a reasonable cost. The most economical counter would be one where 
the number of electronics channels used in the chamber readout is smallest. Early 
on, it was recognized that this could be best accomplished if the photoelectrou* were 
drifted along the barrel, parallel to the magnetic field. If tbe proper combination ; 
of gases and materials were bund which would permit SINGLE electrons to drift 
unperturbed by any external forces over distances on the order of 1 meter, tbe 
detector could be realized. However, not only must tbe electrons drift unperturbed, 
they must also survive the drift, that is, there can be no electronegative components 
in the drift gas which would steal precious signal electrons from tbe chamber by 
capture. A successful implementation of this "long drift* detector was the challenge. 

JTI.2 T h e Choice of • Photocatbode 

Certainly the most important element of the ring imaging detector is the pbo-
tocathode. It is crucial that tbe quantum efficiency of the photocatbode be very 
high, > 3 0 ? , in order to get good particle identification. Because the Cereukov 
light is emitted in the far ultraviolet, the list of candidate photocathodes was small. 
While solid pboiocathodes like Csl and Nal are sensitive in the far ultraviolet, tbey 
can at best do as well as 10% quantum efficiency, and that requires extraordinary 
care with the handling of the substances. There were liquid alternatives. Benzene, 
acetone, and triethylamine (TEA) have been used as photocathodes. Their quan
tum efficiency, while high, begins in the extreme UV, near 1300A or less, where the 
choice of window materials is limited to the difficult and expensive alkali-halides. 
Also, early studies'1" showed that the materials were too sensitive to Oi and WjO 
contamination. Figure 111-2 illustrates the frequency of the quantum efficiency of 
several possible photocathodes, and the wavelength cutoff of some potential window 
materials. 

The curve in Figure III.2 labeled TMAB reflected thp quantum efficiency of 
the latent entry on the list of interesting photocathodes at the time. TMAE 
(tclrakis-diinetliylamino-ethylene) as might be garnered from Figure 111.2, has the 
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Figot* 111.2: The qiimnlum efficiency of mom* potculisl pnotocaCn0d*e*. The fre
quency cutoff" oT wvsraj niaoV* msiefial* is also shown. 

lowest photoionization threshold of any known liquid, at S.3GeVl"l. The TMAE 
molecule, Cj (N(CH 3 ) j ) < 1 illuitrated schematically in Figure 111.3 it one example 
of a tetraaminoethylene, which are fully substituted ethylene molecule*, and its 
proclivity So ,rive up electrons is reported to be due to the strong electron donor 
properties of t lie attached dialkylamjno groups. By inspection of Figure UI-2, the 
fortuitous property of TMAE is that it has good quantum efficiency in a spectral 
region where the window material could be fused silica (SiOj). In fact, this overlap 
of material properties is what makes possible the cost effective implementation of 
a large-scale ring imaging. Fused silicfc is very robust and relatively inexpensive, 
.Mid has an excellent spectral maUh with TMAE and the transmission region of 
potential ring imaging detector gases. While there are other TMAE-like molecules 
and hence potential alternatives, TMAE is the only one whirh is readily amenable 
to practical use. 

The proper means of introduction of TMAE into Ihe detector is achieved by 
UubMing the carrier gas through a container of TMAE TMAE lias the property thai 
iis vapor pressure at room temperature is very low. on the order of 1/2 Ton The 
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TMAE Molecular S t r u c t u r e 

CH 3 CH 3 

I I 
CH 3 N N CH 3 

/ ~ \ 
CH 3 N N CH a 

I I 
CH 3 CH 3 

Figure 111.3: Tht chrmkm) struelws of TMAE. "Com isterkr methjl troup* • » 
responsible lot its reimrksbte properties. 

vapor pressure determines the quantity of TMAE available to be picked up by tbr 
carrier gas stream, and so determines the absorption properties of ihe photodetectoi 
gas. The absorption length of ultraviolet photons in the TMAE environment of the 
photodetector must be short enough so that a large fraction of incident Cerenko< 
photons convert. Fortunately, as will be shown, the TMAE properties are such thai 
it ha* a i absorption length on the order of 2cm at 28°C, which is short enough tc 
maximize the number of pbotocon versions in a shallow photodetector volume of i 
large scale counter, where it is important to maximize the Cerenkov radiator length 

The absorption length also depends upon the purity of the TMAE, which must 
be kept clean to maximize the counter performance. TMAE, as it is delivered 
contains several other chemicals dissolved in it, some of which are very UV absorp
tive, some of which are very electronegative. The gas delivery system must removi 
the significant fraction of these pollutants. It was important, then, to monitor th< 
absorption length in the TMAB-Jaden pliolodclector gas during the course of thit 
work. The measurement is principally dependent on the understanding of the char 
acleristics of an ultraviolet monochroniHlor, and since this instrument is at the heart 
of this and several other measurements which will be presented, it is necessary tc 
digress from the principal topic at this point to discuu the M V monitoring system 

? i 
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III.it Precision Measurements with an ultraviolet monochromator. 

The instrument used to make measurement! of relevant UV quantities was 
a dual port monochromator, the Acton Model 502 vacuum moaocbromator, fit
ted with a HamamaUu HTV-C704 power supply and a model L8T9-01 deuterium 
lamp for tbe UV light source. The source is bright from 1100A to more than 4000A, 
though the emission spectrum consists of many sharp resonance lines, which implies 
that a reference measurement must be made for every interesting sample measure
ment. The monochromator is designed to work in an evacuated environment but it 
WHS never used in that mode. Instead, it was fixtured to allow a continuous purge 
with a UV transparent gas, such as argon or the very pure gas from liquid nitrogen 
boil-off. Inside the vacuum chamber is a diffraction grating on a movable mount 
which allows it to be swiveled to reflect the source intensity to » chosen port. Bach 
port was terminated by a phototube, the RCA 8850 quantacon, in front of which was 
•.glass plate which had been coated with p-terphenyl wavelength shifter. Each port 
had independent UV intensity control, as did the lamp, by means of micrometer 
controlled slits. The pulses from the quantacon tube were mmjSSmAL discriminated, 
and scaled in a nearby NIM crate. A sample chamber, which varied with appli
cation, was machined to insert between a phototube and the nnnochromator and 
installed in such a way as to isolate the system from the exterior environment. Toe 
lamp and central monochromator were fitted with CaFj windows, so that UV of 
wavelength as short as s l450A could be transmitted to either port. 

The connection to the monochromator of the sample stream was by Swagelok 
fittings to a series of stainless sieel tubes. It was found that clean stainless steel 
tubing was necessary to maintain purity levels, and so was used throughout not 
only the monochromator station, but the entire gas system. The monochromator 
station was built so that a complete variety of input streams could be sampled. It 
wis necessary during the course of the ring imaging tests to be able to sample gases 
as they (lowed into/out of the detector, to bypass the detector altogether in order to 
monitor transparency and/or absorption of all kinds of combinations of gas streams, 
and to permiL the calibration argon or nitrogen to be sampled. Also, as an integral 
part of the system, the water vapor and O2 levels in the gas stream were monitored 
in the TMAE free parts of the gas system. Water absorbs I'V strongly, and oxygen 
is very electronegative. The oxygm level was monitored by a Teledyne Model :it0 

" ' " "HUD 
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Oxygen Trace Analyzer which is accurate to 1 ppm, and the water content was 
observed by a Panametrics System 5 Hygrometer, also gcod to I pp.n. 

In general, any measurement with this monochromator system consists of a few 
straightforward tasks. The system was used to make transmission and absorption 
measurements of window materials and various gas mixtures, mirror reflectances, 
and TMAE absorption. First, the sample volume was purged with tbe calibration 
gas, and tben baseline transmission measurements were made over the wavelength 1 
range of interest. Typically, the interesting region was from 1600A to 2500A. Whea 1 
this was completed, the sample gas was purged through tbe volume, until the oxygen 
and water meters showed that all traces of those two contaminants were at tolerable : 
levels. Measurements of the properties of the sample were taken, usually several • 
times in order that the repeatability of the measurement established a stable re- ! 
suit. The sample measurement was then corrected by the calibration. Experiments j 
showed de&iitecwrelaiiaiiacf measurements with the amounts of Oj and HiOob- : 
Mtved on the respective meters, so that the meters were useful and often indicative : 
of leaks and other problems in the gas delivery aystenx. Tbe individual experimental, 
techniques and results are described in detail where appropriate. 

IU.2.b Measurement* of TMAE Properties 

The quantum efficiency of TMAE has been measured witL high statistics"'!. 
This measurement is difficult and cannot be made in situ, but the UV absorption 
measurement of TMAE-laden detector gases could be monitored locally. The ab
sorption measurement became a sensitive indicator of the cleanliness o'. tbe TMAE 
used in the experiment. Problems would frequently -irise with the TMAE samples 
used. Were the TMAB to be used without treatment as delivered, these pollutants 
would enter tbe gas stream and the photodetector volume, robbing either Cerenkov 
photons or the generated photoelectrons, thereby reducing N 0 . Fortunately, stan
dard chemical processing techniques were developed which were both simple and 
effective, so that the delivered TMAE samples could be purified'*'!. This purifica
tion had to be done in an anaerobic environment, as TMAE reacts strongly with Oj 
in the environment. If any substantia] amount of O2 is present, the reaction takes 
place spontaneously, easily recognizable by a beautiful green flourescence from the 
reactants. So, a dry box was used for all transfers, where the box could be purged 
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with a transparent inert gas and the internal Oj content reduced to less than 100 
ppm, typically. 

As mentioned briefly previously, the TMAE " u introduced into the gaa stream 
by a bubbling technique. The purified liquid TMAE ii placed in a clean, Pyrex 
receptacle which was fitted with input and output tuba , The jar ii submerged 
in a temperature controlled bath of ethylene glycol. The bath, the Al'a RTE-
-I Recirculating Dath, can maintain a temperature tolerance of 0.1 degree*. The 
temperature ii alio monitored with a thermometer. As the gai bubble! up through 
the liquid, the bubble* become saturated with TMAE vapor. Then, as long a* the 
temperature away (rain the bath ii maintained a (ew degree* above the temperature 
of the bath, the TMAE will remain in the gajeous phase as it U transported through 
the ring imaging detector. The typical operating temperatures are above room 
temperature, which meant that the (as plumbing bad to be heated, which was done 
by wrapping the pipe* with beating tape*. The temperatures were monitored at 
various place* along the piping,- so that TMAE condensation was avoided. This 
must be done carefully, a* even a small, localized cold spot can cause condensation, 
which leaves TMAE liquid in the plumbing, a condition to be avoided. There 
w u alio some concern about hot spots which could possibly breakup the TMAE 
molecule, and perhaps introduce pollutant* into the gas stream. 

The absorption length ot the TMAE saturated detector gas has an important 
temperature dependence which must be understood. The temperature character
istics will determine such parameters a* the depth of the long drift box. The box 
should be a* thin as possible, so that the largest proportion of the available detec
tor volume can be used for radiator, yet not so thin that an appreciable number of 
Cerenkov photon* pass through the photodetector volume without being converted 
to electrons. The measurement of the absorption length as a function of temper
ature is made with the monochromalor apparatus, with some knowledge of a few 
simple facts of liquid vapor pressure behavior. Given a beam of photons of intensity 
lo. the intensity remaining after traversing a path of length I is given by 

' (*) = 'o(A)e-*/' = / o ( A ) « " " ' A " . ("I 1) 

«'h' e p is I he density of the absorber and « is the wavelength dependent absorption 
rrc. ( section. The concentration, and hence the absorption length, of the TMAE 
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vapor depends upon the partial pressure, which in turn depends upon the bubbler 
temperature as '"' 

F « r , ( r L ° y ; r T (III.2) 

where to is the latent heal of vaporization, H » the gas constant, and n is near 
one. In fact, in the region of experimental interest to the ring imaging detector, 
line power law temperature dependence is negligible and the exponential term dom
inates. Then, if the absorption length at 300K is known, it follow* thai 

Ii r. fi(300)e-THjfo-f> = p 0 «-Tr l <l i« -+) (IH.3) 

The test of this U a measurement of the absorption dependence over the rel
evant wavelength*, a* described previously, over tbe modest temperature range of 
potential detector operation. The interesting quantity is 

T{X) = I . a m r , , ( A ) / / „ / ( A ) = e - * W (III4) 

» that 
u( ,X>=-raTO)/f . (HIS). 

Included in the numerator and denominator of (111.*) is a background intensity 
subtraction, to allow for noise in the pholomultipuei tube, a problem of very low 
level which stayed low throughout the experiment. The result* < f the test* are shown 
in Figure III-4. Tbe measurement of tbe TMAE absorption was often repeated, 
nominally at tbe 28* temperature. Tbe wavelength dependence of the temperature 
measurement was also reproducible. If X'ae curves were not reproduced, it was an 
indication tbat there were leaks in the plumbing, or contaminant* in tbe TMAE. 
Often, it was this measurement which warned of trouble. 

IH.3 Choice of Cerenkov Radiators 

There are three physical considerations for a radiator of Cerenkov light. First 
and foremost, the radiator must be transparent to the photons which are emitted. 
Second, the index of refraction should be » high as possible in order to gel the 
highest possible emitted photon yield in the spectral window of the device- Third. 
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the dispersion of the emitted photons sbould be small enough that the spread ol 
the Ctrenlcov cone does not severe)/ compromise the separation performance. Note 
that this third criterion is aa essential ingredient for a ring imaging counter, and 
in fact will turn out to limit the resolution of the liquid radiator. In a threshold 
counter, the dispersion of the radiation is not such a crucial parameter. 

The majority of Cerenkov radiation is emitted in the ultraviolet region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum where the choice of radiator materials is limited, partic
ularly for the liquid radiator. The choices for both types of radiators are listed in 
Table III.1 and Table III 2. 

Ideally, complete particle separation for momenta as large as 30 GeV would 
be achieved in the perfect Cerenkov counter. However, at the SLD, Monte Carlo 
studies of heavy quark decays indicate that exceptional coverage of the 1 to 10 GeV 
momentum range is desirable. Appropriately, the liquid Cereakov sbould provide 
particle separation at least the 3<r level out to a few CeV. where the gas coverage 
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Gaseous Radiators 

Gas j Index {fi-i)*!*-* £ j (GeV/c*) E f (GeV/c1) 

Helium (Be) 35 17.0 59.0 

Argon (At] 2*3 5.67 20.9 

Nitrogen (Nj) 297 5.5 20.3 

Methane (Ctti) 441 4.5 ie.7 

Carbon Dioxide (CO}) 450 4.7 17.4 

E&ane (CjH«) 708 4.5 16.7 

Isobutane (C*Hi.) 1550 2JS0 8.9 

Neopentane (CaHu) 1710 2.38 S.5 

?ernouropeataae (CsFii] 1725 Z37 8.4 

Tkbklll.l: PnmtUj i ndfilws ft ta» ting immgrnc counter. Tb* leof 
wanksftb mAmx. ami la* Ihmhalrl antra? far *'» sad K'» « alas 
shtwa. 

would then beccne useful at about the same level. Potential combinations of the 
radiators shown in the above tables indicated that a choice of perflourobexane as 
the liquid and either isobutane or perflonropentane ss the gas radiator would give 
good performance. They have ultraviolet transparencies which overlap the region 
of TMAE quantum efficiency well, so that the optimum performance of the counter 
can be achieved. Figure III.5 is a sketch of the predicted spectral acceptance for 
the prototype Cerenkov ring imaging counter, where isobutane was chosen to be the 
gas radiator*. 

11X4 Choice of Window Material 

The radiator volume* must be isolated from the photodclector, in the focal 

* Similar (fans oust m the caw where perloaropeataoe '» the radiator. » ihst gu "ill be 
wed in the actaal SLD sad IEP coaalers. See. for example, the SLD Design Repoil 
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Liquid Radiators 

Liquid Index El (CeV/c*)| £ f (GeV/e 2 ) B.P. (*C1 

Liquid Helium (He) 1.03 0.56 2.07 -269 

Liquid Neon (Ne) 1.10 0.34 1.19 -246 

Liquid Nitrogen (Nj) 1.205 0.24 0.39 •190 

Liquid Argon (Ar) 1.23 0.23 0.85 •186 

Pcrflourohcxane (CaTis.) 1.277 0.22 0.8 56 

Water (HjO) 1.33 0.20 O.TS 100 

Table rij.i. Potential liquid radiators Car «h« ring inlawing counter, The boiling 
poinU for thi liquids am alio shown. 

plane of the spherical minor, to confine all the photoconvensions there. At the same 
time, the photons must be able to travel across the boundary with little Ion. These 
two conditions mean that the chosen material must be transparent in the ultraviolet, 
while at the same time being non-porous and strong. The material must be inert, 
so that no undesirable chemical reactions occur at thr interface. The necessity 
(or ultraviolet transparency constrains the choice of window materials to a choice 
of lithium Uouride, magnesium Bouride, calcium flouride, barium flouride, natural 
quartz, or fused silica. The fused silica option is essentially the only practical one 
(or the ring imaging systems, because It ia not significantly hygroscopic, has a high 
itileraitts to radiation, and primarily, can be fashioned into large Sat sheets. There 
was some concern that it may be porous to water vapor and oxygen at very small 
l«'i-cls, and that stresses introduced during construction may lead to development of 
mirrocrackj. These questions remain unresolved as of this writing. 

HI.5 Gns Radiator Mirror 

\ s explained in chapter 1, the gas radiator volume is terminated Wy a UV 
reflective mirror. Such a mirro: built of ground And polished, which is coated with 
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a sputtered aluminum surface, snif coated with a transparent UV layer, typically 
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MgFj. The coating it necessary to prevent oxidation of the aluminum and hence 
maintain the high level of reflectively. The magnesium flouride is inaen litive to water 
vapor and doesn't react to degrade its transmission when exposed to the Cerenkov 
radiator environment, whether it be isobutane or the perflouropeutane of the SLD 
design. 

The requirements on the surface precision and focal properties of a mirror suit
able for a ring imaging Cerenkov counter are very relaxed in comparison with even 
a modest astronomical mirror. The error introduced by any mirror imperfection* 
must just effect the resulting ring image at level* smaller than other errors, typically 
no more than 0.5 mm. The mirror chosen for the beam tests with the prototype 
detector was an / = 50cm Acton telescope mirror. Us properties surpassed what 
was required, with focal plane error* < 0.5 mm. The mirror was delivered with 
a coating of MgFj. The monochroroator was used to measure the UV reflectivity 
which was found to be > 95% over the interesting region. 

I l l . e Choice of Pbotodetector Drift G a s 

Here, again, the list of potential candidates for the gas which fills the interior 
of the quartz drift box is a short one '"I. First, any candidate drift gat must hare 
the following properties: 

1. UV transparent. Clearly, the radiator gas must not absorb Cerenkov photons. 
Any such effect is a direct loss to the counter. 

2. Inert in the presence of the photocathode. There cannot be any poisoning 
effects when the TMAE and the detector gas occupy the same volume. Be
cause the TMAE is mixed with the gas by a bubbling technique, there must 
not be any compounds produced which are either ultraviolet opaque or are 
electronegative. Nature has provided several candidate detector gases which 
ire TM A E-friendly. 

3. Non-etectronegat ive. The Cerenkov photoetectrons must be able to migrate 
from the point at which they are produced to the electron detector without 
loss. This property of the gas is reflected in the measurement of electron 
lifetime. If a detector gas is to be a candidate for the counter, a single election 
should be able lo travel the full length of the box at least 80% of the time. 

III.* Chokmot Photodtttctar DrM Gm a 

This corresponds to an electron lifetime time in the gas of approximately 
5 times the box length. This is a very stringent constraint on the purity 
of the gas, and while there are example*, e.g., the noble gases and several 
hydrocarbons which in their pure form meet this requirement, there must 
be no electronegative contaminant* in the gas stream. This figure of merit, 
the electron lifetime will, in the end, be the measure of performance for the 
entire counter. 

4. Dielectric strength. The drift gates are also the avalanche multiplication gases 
for the electron detector. When single electron detection is necessary, it turns 
out that few gases can maintain a Townsend process prior to breakdown 
before a tingle electron counting plateau, is reached. Since breakdown is 
thought to be associated with the onset of strong UV emission, the drift gat 
must also be able to absorb the UV which it generated in the avalanche, i.e., 
it must be self-quenching. Thist ultraviolet absorption must not be strong 
at the Cerenkov wavelength* though, or ebe signal photons are lost. Alto, 
a high dielectric strength will aid in the suppression of spurious photon* 
from point* of UV corona emission inside the drift box. While special care 
ia taken to protect against corona emission points, additional protection it 
always welcome. 

5. Photon Feedback. It has been shown that several potentially interesting 
combinations of noble gates and hydrocarbons don't work, because they pro
duce too much avalanche induced UV in the Cerenkov photon spectrum'1 4!. 
There are no obvious or perfect choices, but careful chamber designs using 
just hydrocarbou mixture* have brought this problem under control. 

6. Drift velocity. The drift velocity of electrons in the drift gas is an important 
resolution parameter. For example, to meet the 1mm resolution criterion, 
the drift velocity must not vary by more than 0.1% over the full drift volume 
of about one meter. This stringent requirement would ideally be met by a 
drift gas whose properties were such that the drift velocity was independent 
of electric field, a saturated drift gas. While candidates exist which behave 
like this at the few hundred volt* per centimeter of electric field which is 
appropriate to the Cerenkov ring imaging detector, they do not meet the 
other criteria mentioned above. It is unfortunate that the hydrocarbon ;ases 
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have a nearly linear behavior of the drift velocity with electric field, because 
a careful calibration of the drift velocity is then essential for the performance 
of the courtier. Such calibrations ire routinely made however with the use of 
a ;V2 laser. This laser has become an important tool for research in the ring 
imaging field, and more will follow about it. 

7. Diffusion. Drifting signal electrons will suffer from diffusion effects due to 
the massive molecules of the drift gas. It is desirable that the effects upon 
the resolution due to diffusion be on the same order of magnitude, or less, as 
the o t W individual resolution contributions, i.e., order of lmm or less. The 
hydrocarbons meet this requirement, especially the heavier ones, while the 
light (inexpensive) noble gases are too diffusive. For the large counters, the 
magnetic field effects on the diffusion should be considered. 

Clearly, a hydrocarbon drift gas was favored. Pure or mixed methane, ethane, 
and isobutane environments were considered. Pure methane was quickly ruled out. 
Preliminary tests had shown that methane is very unstable by itself, i.e., it is subject 
to premature voltage breakdown. Also, the pulse height behavior was unsatisfactory. 
Ethane, at that time, was expensive and without a local supplier in large, relatively 
pure (> 99%) quantities*. Pure isobutane required relatively higher chamber volt
ages in order to work well as a chamber gas. Also, indications were that it did not 
yield good electron lifetimes'25). In addition, the U V cutoff of isobutane was just at 
the edge of acceptability, and required special care in order to keep the transmission 
high. 

The combinations of 70/30 methane/isobutaoe or 60/20 methane/ethane were 
used. Methane was reaiiily available in very pure form in quantity, a small quantity 
of research grade ethane was procured, and less pure isobutane, as it came from tbe 
manufacturer was used. The isobutane could be purified, based on monochromator 
tests of th I'V transmission, by venting off 10ft of the filled vessel weight of the gas 
upon delivery. All of the results shows here uje one of these mixtures. 

H I T The Gas Delivery Sys tem 

A major focal point of effort involved the detailed construction of the gas 

* The problems with ethane no longer exist ai of lht% vexing In fact, H is now ihr preferred 
choirr for Ihe SLD ring imaging detector 
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delivery system. The system adopted must serve several functions. 

1. The system must be flexible enough to work with different gas mixtures. 
Separate flowmeters were installed in the input gas lines to permit a tuning 
of the flow rates. The constituent gues then entered a small mixing volume 
and allowed to come to equilibrium before coming in contact with TMAE. 

2. The severe cleanliness requirements required the use of electro-polished stain
less steel tubing, all of which were internally cleaned with acetone and al
cohol, prior to assembly. The pipes were connected with Swagclolt fittings, 
except in the most critical assemblies, where Kajon VCR fittings were used. 
All valves used were high- quality stainless steel valves with stainless steel 
bellows. These valves are expensive, but tests showed that the level of con
tamination introduced into the drift box would be minimized by the adoption 
of a fully stainless steel deliver j system. 

3. Tbe input gases were to be of the highest quality available. The gas bottles 
came from tbe manufacturer with less than lOppm of contamination of im
purities. Nonetheless, additional safeguards were introduced to prevent any 
particulates from within the bottles from being allowed to enter the drift box 
stream. I3X filters were installed at the output of the low-pressure regulators 
for this purpose. Also, Oxisorb 0 2 and HjO niters were installed in the gas 
stream, to reduce these contaminants to the smallest level. 

4. The TMAE-ladcn photodeteetor gas must be delivered to the drift box at a 
specified temperature. As the temperature is to be a variable for diagnostic 
tests, the control of the temperature at all positions along the gas system 
was essential. This was accomplished by the use of temperature-controlled 
baths at the TMAE bubbler, and with the aid of Variic controlled heating 
tapes which were wrapped around the stainless steel pipes for the full delivery 
length. 

5. The pressure control of the apparatus was another cril ical issue. A moderate 
overpressure between the intake and exhaust manifolds of the drift box would 
mean that the quartz windows would be the sole source of restraint against 
instant pressnre relief in the system, potentially a disastrous situation in 
the making. Not only the problem of large cracks, or worse, developing, 
but the pressure overhead must not be allowed to open even the smallest 
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of cracks, which would then serve as doors (or contaminants to enter the 
box by diffusion. Equally important, the escape of the hydro* arbon/TM AE 
mixture to tbe external environment must be prohibited. To this end, a 
sensitive system of pressure regulation by remotely monitored capacitance 
manometers, were installed in parallel with the drift box exhausts. 

6. The safety problems with TMAE are not welt understood, but they are po
tentially severe. With that in mind, • refrigeration system was built at the 
exhaust of the complete gas line which served aa a condenser of the entrained 
vapor. Kept slightly above the freezing point of water, to prevent water vapor 
condensation and potential ice blockages in the piping (a learned thing), tbe 
TMAE was extracted from the gas stream, potentially to be recieaned and 
used for subsequent experiments. 

7. As discussed briefly in the section on monitoring, the gas system was also 
designed to deliver a multitude of alternate gas streams to tbe monitoring 
equipment. Enough valves and pipe were installed to allow virtually any com
bination of input/output detector gas with/without TMAE to be delivered to 
any combination of the drift box/roooochromator/oxygen meters/water va
por measurement apparatus. Also, a source of liquid nitrogen was plumbed 
:n as the monochromator calibration. 

Tbe gas system is shown schematically in Figure III.6-

ITI.8 Photodetec tor Volume, or Drift Box 

The photadetector volume which supports the TMAE-laden detector gas mix
ture was constructed entirely of fiberglass G-10 composite, fused silica sheets, and 
Shell Epon 826 and Versamid UO epoxy adhesives. Preliminary tests had confirmed 
that the three structural members were not subject lo corrosion in a TMAE atmo
sphere. Also, the construction must he of these good insulators, because the box 
must withstand » Si 60kV voltage drop along its 80cm length. The box was 20cm 
wide, and tapered from 4cm in depth at the high voltage cathode end to 4.8 cm at 
the electron detector. This was lo protect against diffusion lasses near the YTHMIO-K 
surfaces. 

HIS PboUxktectar Volume, or Drill Box 4( 

FifUrviiM: ThmgaMMjmt&n of (bo prototype Casta. Tho pressure control devices 
and monilorinf eouipattft! an also shown. 

The sidewall G-10 pieces were fashioned with printed circuit tinned copper 
traces at 2.5mm inch intervals. The traces were connected to one another by IX 
lMfl resistors. These resistors defined the electric potential along the length of the 
box. At the high voltage end, the resistor chain waa soldered to a high voltage 
cathode, a flat, rectangular copper plate to define the initial voltage plane. At the 
detector end, the drift box was fitted with a G-10 throat, with the field gradient 
properly continued by traces on it, before fitting flush on the electron detector 
mounting. Tbe termination of the resistor chain and the field are discussed in 
chapter III. 

Ill Sn ElectrosUlics of the long Drift Prototype 

As has been mentioned, the electric field in which the electrons drift must be 
very uniform in order that events be properly reconstructed. An electrostatic field 
cage was built into the long drift box of the prototype to accomplish. The cage 
consists of CuBe wires, strung at a tension of lOOg, on the inner and outer surfaces 
of the front and back quartz windows. There axe wires inside and out in order to 
prevent poUsitation of the (used silica window material, which might not onty cause 
local field distortions outright, but also serve as a getter and store of ions in the drift 
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box, another potential source of undesirable electric fields. The wires, 75u copper 
beryllium stretched to 100 grams, were soldered lo traces on the inner and outer 
surfaces of the G10 side-pieces. The work was done in a very modest clean room, 
under a microscope to help insure that the inner and outer equipotential wires were 
well aligned. In addition, another external field cage of much looser wire pitch, one 
inch, was constructed on a G10 frame. The same potential gradient existed on this 
outer field cage, which served as more robust isolation of the long drift box from 
external ground sources. The high voltage connection for the field cage/drift box 
structure wa» made to a lai;e Dat copper plate at the bottom of the exterior field 
cage. This was positioned 3cm from the end of the drift box, and the field properly 
graded in between. The copper plate was lit into a three-quarter Inch thick G-1D 
slab, which was the insulation from nearby grounds. The slab had G-10 potts glued 
lo it, set in a pattern to define five concentric sets of smooth cornered rectangles of 
slowly Increasing croaa-aectiou, on which thick copper wire* were connected. Each 
wire was connected to a potential on the exterior field cage to properly degrade the 
high voltage to grounds at the edge of the flab. Electrostatic simulations of this 
geometry, using a program which solve* Maxwell's equations in 2 dimensions for 
an arbitrary set of conducting surface* I2*), showed that the resulting field shape 
inside the drift box was extremely robust against penetration of any field lines from 
sources exterior to the it. 

The most direct way of measuring any field distortion* would be to map the 
distributions of wire hits at the electron detector due to charges which were created 
from sources at known positions along the length or the drift box. Such distribu
tions should show deviations from linearity if three ate field effect*. This is the 
most basic test for any <!rift box design, and the measurement involved the use of 
the ultraviolet laser. Since this laser has became an essential tool for the develop
ment and testing of the detector, another aside to describe the laser apparatus and 
operation is warranted. 

lll.S.h Diagnostic Testing with an VV Laser. 

The laser is an ideal tool for diagnostic studies of gas proportional chambers. 
The ability to direct the laser bearr, and control the light intensity with optics and 
(liters, allows the experimenter the mrans and flexibility to study many aspects of 
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drift chambers. In particular, for the ring imaging detector, potential uses include 
the study of electrostatic distortions, the parameterization of the drift properties of 
electrons in interesting gas environments, the study of the properties of potential 
electron detectors, and the ability to simulate the effects due to different initial 
charge depositions. 

The laser used for this work was the Photochemical Research Associates Incor
porated Model LN100 Nitrogen laser. The laser operates at a wavelength of 337nm, 
at a nominal output energy of 70/iJ per .100 psec pulse. The pulse is initiated by 
a spark gap, whose gap width and voltage were externally adjustable. The option 
is available to externally trigger the laser, although the internal trigger was most 
often used for this work. The nitrogen supply was delivered through a low pressure 
regulator from the same boiloH supply used for monitoring purposes. These few 
parameters were sufficient to provide a stable, reliable light source, provided the 
entire system was cleaned at regular intervals. 

It remains a controversial subject, the precise mechanism of charge deposition 
in the gas of a chamber by laser light. The current lore is that a multiple photon 
absorption occur* in the gas when exposed to the high intensity tight at the waist 
of the roeussed beam. If this is the case, it should follow that the amount of charge 
deposited in a chamber by the laser vary as some power law of the laser intensity. 
The charge variation with intensity might be measured by integrating the output 
signal from the electron detector. Indications from simple tests here indicated that 
the charge varied like the square of the intensity. 

The primary uses of the laser are for measuring lifetimes, studying electro
statics, and measuring drift velocities. Because the electron counter is sensitive to 
single photoelectrons, the raw laser intensity must be heavily attenuated. This was 
done with art assortment ot Melles-Griot UV interference filters of differing optical 
power*. In order to determine when the laser light was most likely generating single 
elections* a counting scheme was used. In principle, if the laser is tused to provide 
a single electron in the drift chamber per l-.ier pulse on average, Poisson statistics 
dictates that only I/e of the time will a single electron actually be produced, for a 
Poisson process of mean 1. By the counting of Lhe number oi troll hits in a large 
number of triggers, an estimate of the Poisson parameter can be made. By observ
ing how this parameter changes with distance, voltage, or location, conclusions can 
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be drawn as to the sources of losses or distortions. 

This requires that a stable, reproducible environment be maintained, both in
side the photodetector gas volume and for the laser itself. The laser output was 
monitored by a photodiode which sampled a fraction of the U V from a beam splitter 
at the output coupler of the laser. The photodiode signal, which also served as the 
trigger for the laser teats, v/as sampled by an ADC which could was readout on-line 
by the control system. Checks were made often that the pulse height distribution 
was sharply peaked and approximately Gaussian. The stability of the gaseous en
vironment was not easy to monitor. In fact, when the laser ADC was stable, any 
difficulties were attributed to the ring imaging photodetector. However, many Sours 
of working with gas system and readout systems finally showed that a consistent 
behavior could be obtained. 

HT.0 T h e Electron Detector 

ID order to use the laser to make measurements, or more importantly, to mea
sure Cerenkov rings, an electron detector (or counter) sensitive to single pbotoelec-
tross bad to be designed and constructed. The electron detector is the business 
end of thr drift box. Here, electrons from the photodetector proper are electro
statically focussed onto small radius wires. Dae to the potential structure in the 
neighborhood of the wires, an electron avalanche is precipitated there. It. is the 
job of the electron detector to sense and amplify the signal locally, for subsequent 
electronic processing. The electron detector must be able to measure two of the 
three coordinates with good resj.Mtion, it must couple with good efficiency to the 
lower electric field of the photodetcitor proper so that all of the photoelectr'>ns 
make it in to the electron detector, it must be designed with proper electrostatics 
to guarantee that the electrons end up on sense wires, and in these chambers, must 
also blind the photodetector proper from the UV photons from the avalanche. Thus 
a careful design of this apparatus is a must. As such, the whole of chapter If] is 
devoted to the electron detector, and a further description will be reserved until 
then. A full description includes the electronics which is responsible for amplifying 
and distributing the signals to the external world. 
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Ill.lO The Womb 

i n . 10 T h e Womb 

As has been stressed, the environment around the TMAE filled detector box 
must be temperature controlled. A full range of control from room temperature to 
greater than 50*C was important for the experiment. An aluminum enclosure was 
built to house the prototype and the radiator volumes. The temperature inside was 
controlled with the aid of platinum thermistors which allowed feedback-controlled 
heating tapes inside the volume to be turned on and off, to a precision of one 
degree. Also, the gas pressure inside the womb »•» held constant with respect to 
atmosphere, and more importantly, with respect to the pressure inside the enclosed 
drift box, by set of sensitive capacitance manometers. The end pieces from the womb 
box could be removed so that the drift box, g»» radiator mirror, liquid radiator 
vessel, and external electric field cage could be serviced, The exterior of the womb 
was insulated with 2in thick styrofoam. 

The.drift box was hung vertically so that the high voltage cathode was nearest 
the womb floor. Gas was delivered to the top of the drift box and exhausted at 
the bottom. The outlet gas from the drift box was vented to the outside world 
through a glass rod which was fit into the G-10 block supporting the high voltage 
cathode of the drift box. The use of the glass tube was mandatory, because a 
non-conducting pipe had to be made to get the gas from the high voltage cathode 
to the external world. The high voltage was brought in near the mir.-or by high 
voltage feedthrough, which was easily disconnected from the outside. The high 
voltage supply was a Spellman Model RHR-lOO-N-100, which could deliver up to 
lOOkV, although it was only taken to 90kV once during these experiments. Inside 
the womb, a lOOkV insulating cable carried the potential to the cathode were it was 
carefully soldered. 

The external field cage was mounted around the drift box on the CIO slab 
which simply rested on the womb floor. The work required to accomodate the 
high volt; ^ proved tedious, but when sufficient care was taken to insure that all 
solder connections were rounded and that all wires were smooth and dust free, an 
electrically quiet, corona-free high voltage environment was created. 

A mirror was mounted at a precise position on the downstream door, and was 
mounted so that the tilt of the mirror relative to an incoming particle beam could be 
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adjusted and known. A liquid radiator cell, which consisted of 2 transparent quartz 
windows mounted in a flange, was mounted on a non-conductinx CIO frame which 
could be externally rotated into/out of the particle beam. The liquid radiator was 
connected to a recirculating pump, so that the pcrflouiohexane could be recycled, 
cleaned, and monitored by the UV mooocbromator. A schematic view of the womb 
interior is shown in Figure III.7. A view into the womb interior from the upstream 
end is shown in Figure III.8. 

Figure tlS.T. Tht interior of Hit womb. The relative locations ot the drift bos , 
radiators, mirror, electron detector, and external field cage is shown. 

HMO The Womb 

Figure 111 J: A new at thw ring imtH>€ prototype. TIM liquid radiator cell (the 
until circular glass vial on the G-10 arm), the spherical mimr (mounted 
on the downstream door), the ions drift boa (tk* two acts of narrowly 
•paced printed circuit traces extending from top to bottom on left and 
right deftae the sides of the ousttt windows), the external field esg*' 
and the womb vessel are all shown. 



IV. The Carbon Fiber Electron Detector 

The resolution requirement* of the ring imaging proportional counter are very 
demanding, if the highest tevelaof performance are to be attained. The particle iden
tification capability of a given design is in direct proportion to the revolving power 
of the inatmment, which in thii caae amounts to the degree to which (ingle photo-
dectrona can he detected, analysed, and their point of origin in the photodeteclor 
determined. If all three spatial coordinate* of an electron's origin are found with 
good accuracy, the resolution will be optimised. Also, if no coordinate is to domi
nate the resolution, all three coordinate measurements should be of like accuracy. In 
the ring imaging chamber, two coordinates are given in a relatively straightforward 
manner, as described in chapter II. One coordinate is given by the position of the 
sensing anode wire, the other by the drift time to that wire. The position of the 
electron along the wire must be also determined. A* the wires are short, on the 
order of 10 cm, it will be shown that conventional wire chamber technology cannot 
provide the requisite resolution in this coordinate, so that a new technique had to 
be found and developed into a viable, practical, and most importantly, functional 
part of the ring imaging apparatus. 

I V . l Properties of Proportional Wire Chambers 

The science of the proportional wire chamber has been studied for almost 25 
years, since Cbnrpsk first built one in 1967l"l. The study of wire chambers and the 
behavior of electrons in gases under the influence of large electric fields of cou;*e 
precedes Charpak, back to the time cf Townsend in the early part of the twentieth 
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century. An excellent compendium of the of contemporary knowledge about wire 
chambers is found in Saulil"'. The details of the process of electron multiplication 
around a sense by the avalanche mechanism can be found there. Only the salient 
points of the process will be described in any detail here. In particular, most 
of Sauli's discussion is focussed on the problem of charge multiplication for large 
initial electron concentrations, which is very different from the interesting case of 
single electron* in the ring imaging detector. 

The freshman physics problem of a charged wire along the axis of a concentric 
cylinder defines the electrostatic* of a simple proportional wire chamber. Between 
the wire, the anode, and the cylinder, the cathode, there is a uniform density of 
gas. If a potential difference is applied between the anode and cathode, simple 
electrostatics mean* that an electric field is set up between the conductors, a field 
which varies a* the inverse of the distance from the anode to the cathode. At this 
point, if an electron is introduced into the gas by some means, it will move in the 
electric field to the most positive potential, defined to be the wire here. If the 
potential is increased, eventually the electric field imparts sufficient energy to the 
electron so that in a collision with a gas molecule, it can jive up some of its kinetic 
energy to the molecule, liberating bound electrons, which then propagate under 
the field, gain energy, and liberate even more bound charges. This is the Townsend 
avalanche. In most gases, as the potential difference is further increased, the amount 
of charge liberated is proportional to the voltage, hence the name proportional 
chamber. At still higher voltages, so much charge can be liberated, that a continuous 
discharge is developed in the ga*, leading to a spark. The region of operation 
of interest to the ring imaging device is the proportion*! region, for two reason*. 
First, as the name implies, a spark emits copious amounts of radiation, and again, 
generation of ultraviolet light other than that from Cercnkov radiation is to be 
avoided in the ring imaging counter. Second, a spark also emits radiation in the 
radio frequencies, which leads to a noisy electronic environment which must also be 
avoided. Other modes of operation of a wire chamber could in principle be utilized, 
for example, the limited streamer mode, but the ultraviolet background problem 
would stilt be immense. In fact, eves when operated in the proportional mode, the 
UV emission is considerable. Eiforts must be made lo keep this exirancous source 
of ultraviolet to a minimum. 

Before any electron counter is deemed acceptable for large scale application, it 
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must be shown to be efficient for electron counting. Full efficiency implies that every 
charge Incident upon the counter generates a detectable signal. At that point, the 
chamber ii skid to be pUtesued. The beginning of the plateau region, the knee, is 
strictly a function of the electronic sensitivity of the proportional chamber readout. 
The length of the plateau is a property of tbe detector gas. For single electron 
sensitive counters, however, the plateau is not so clearly defined. It has been known 
for some time that the pulse height spectrum from single electron chambers are 
very broad, with output pulses varying from zero to 4 or 5 limes the mean. For 
a given electronic threshold then, some fraction of pulse heights is always below 
the threshold, and full counting efficiency i* unattainable. Far a purely Tosrascnd 
process, one of an exponential pulse height behavior, a significant number of signals 
can be lost. Fortunately, nature has provided some gases which appear to avoid 
this problem in that under the extreme high field condition* in tbe single electron 
wire chambers, the statistical process changes. For reasons that are not completely 
understood, the heavier hydrocarbon gases exhibit peaked pulse height distributions 
prior to breakdown. One explanation for this behavior is that one tenet of tbe 
Townsend model, that the probability of electron ioniiatlon is independent of tbe 
distance from tha last iobteaMoB, U w> tongs* v*J*idW. In any case, the observation 
of a peaked pulse height distribution from single electrons can. be regarded as the 
knee o( the plateau for a single electron counter. 

IV.2 Electron Detec tor Options 

The goals for the electron detector have been previously defined. An efficient 
photoelcctron detector must be developed which will provide the means for sat
isfying all of tbe resolution goals of the ring imaging detector, i.e., space point 
resolution on tbe ordci of Imni in all coordinates, white at the same time mini
mizing the amount of spurious photoelectron generation due to the conversion of 
ultraviolet photons which ar? emitted in the routine process of avalanche multipli
cation. The electron detector must be robust against failure from breakdown, ycl 
lie capable of operation over a buge dynamic range of the initial charge which will 
lie Incident upon it. It must be amenable to mass production techniques » would 
he suitable for a. practical particle detector. 

fV.7 Electron Detector Option, 

Consider then the proportional chamber shown schematically in Figure IV.1. 
In the figure, the anode wires are represented by the points in the middle of the 
open cells, between the lingers of the scalloped cathode which extend out beyond the 
plane of the anode wires, so as to serve as optical isolation between adjacent wires. 
The cathode is a single piece of aluminum which was machined to specification on 
a digitally controlled mill. As aluminum has a relatively low work function, on the 
order of 4ev, it was necessary to '.oat it with nickel, work function about 5.5ev, in 
order to minimize oxidation of t i e aluminum, and to reduce the secondary emission 
of electrons from the cathode by the photoelectric effect. The cathode-to-anode 
potential defines tbe avalanche properties of the chamber. 

In between the cathode and the photodetector proper is the blinding grid, or 
affectionately, the "cowfeuce". The cowfence is made from 1mm diameter tinned 
copper welding rods, which were work-hardened by pulling the rods to their elastic 
limit. They were cut to length, and soldered to traces on CIO support pieces at 
the ends of the rods, so tbat a high voltage could be connected to each of the 
three plane* of wires. The purpose <A the cowfence is to prevent the ultraviolet 
photons emitted from the avalanche from propagating back into toe pbotodetector. 
As such, tbe dimensions of the grid were chosen so that only 6% of 2s- did not 
have an opaque barrier in the photon line-of-Bight. Alsr>, if some of tbe ultraviolet 
photons did convert inside tbe grid structure, the electrostatics were designed so 
that those photoeleclrons drift to either the cathode or to another pari of the grid, 
so that no false signals are made. As well, the potentials on the cowfence are defined 
so that all charges which drift into the structure from the photodetector proper ate 
electrostatically focussed to tbe anode wires. That is, all the field lines from tbe 
exterior drift box end on a sense wire. This construction was first simulated with 
the aid of the electrostatics program. An important series of tests were performed 
which proved that the design was correct for the actual prototype detector. These 
tests are discussed in cb.1V. There is a finite probability of regenerated photons 
being converted and hence detected as real signals; it is simply unavoidable at some 
level. The geometry of the detector is such that the complete assembly is less than 
one TMAB absorption lenglb in dimension from the anode wire to the outermost 
cowfence blind, so that tbe majority of the dangerous feedback photons are stopped. 
However, the chance of emission and conversion along the wire is still a potential 
problem, but the solid angle for tha; process is * small fraction of the total. An 
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empirical upper limit of the effectiveness of the blinding scheme is derived from the 
test* to be described later. 

The sense wires were made of carbon monofilament!, a new and important 
innovation which has shewn to very effective and very robust in these chambers. The 
choice of carbon monofilaments as the sense wires was entirely motivated by the need 
to have linm millimeter resolution in the coordinate along the anode wires. There 
were two candidate means for obtaining the required measurement precision in this 
coordinate: "(t< induced cathode pick-up and the charge division. The cathode 
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pick-up method is, at fust glance, the preferred method, since it does not requite 
the development of anj new technology. As detailed in Sauli, the potential* inside 
of the wire chamber are maintained so that the negative charge* avalanche onto 
the anode wires. The large, slow positive ion* drift slowly away from the anode 
wire, in the process inducing an opposite charge on the anode wire, and at the 
same time, a like charge on the cathode surfaces. If the cathode surfaces were 
segmented in such a way thai the induced charge could be detected electronically, a 
determination of the position of the avalanche could be made that way. However, in 
contrast to the anode wire which feel* the full effect of all of the Geld lines from the 
drifting km cloud, the entire cathode surface shares the field line* from the tame. 
Hence, any cathode segmentation implies that only a small portion of the available 
signal can be detected oo any one cathode part. In conventional chambers, where 
signal levels are typically much larger than noise, this is not a problem, because 
the induced signal* are still relatively easy to defect. At the single electron level, 
though, where the anode wire signal j * at the very limit of detection, the cathode 
signal is that much more difficult. Such a design ha* been demonstrated for a ring 
imaging detector, where great pain* have been taken to optimise the coupling to 
individual cathode segment* by placing the anode wires very dose to the cathode at 
very dose tolerance*!1''. Small tolerance errors mean large gala variations, the gain 
is exponential in the separation, so that an extraordinary amount of care must be 
exercised in the construction of such a chamber. The alternative method of charge 
division then become* much more attractive, provided a mean* of doing it can be 
found. 

rV.S Elementary Charge Division 

When tic J work began, carbon monofilaments bad not been used in propor
tional chambers. It turns out that independently and concurrently, a group of 
Japanese nuclear physicists had also recognized the imaging potential of carbon 
monofilaments'"'. Their measurements and experiences with the fibers were very 
similar to ours. 

Now, the TMAE absorption length, A, was found to be X as 2cm at the tem
peratures of interest. This implies that for a photon normally incident upon the 
photodetector, the box must be at least 6 'to deep if the majority of photons are 
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to be converted inside the box. It a precision of lmm is desired, then a position 
measurement must be accurate to m\% of the wire length. The accuracy attainable 
is related to the signal to noise performance of the electronics. Preliminary work 
had indicated that the mean charge which was to be detected by the electronics 
for single electrons was B>2xt0* or leas. That is, the onset of the peaking behavior 
or the pulse height spectrum from pbotoelectrons corresponded to the that charge 
gain. It was also knowo that electronic pre-aroplifiera were available which had noise 
levels on the order of lOOOe's, When connected (or a charge division measurement, 
however, that noise level increased. The situation is illustrated schematically in 
Figure IV.2. 

Figure IV.2: Tbe charge division (ecoiufua. The ends e-f tbe fiber are connected Co 
the input* of the operslioaal ampuoeisatshowa. The input impedance 
is represented by tht niistur at the inpuU. 

Operational amplifiers have the property that the inputs are almost at ground 
potential, so called virtual ground. Therefore, the situation is that of a resistance 
connected to the same potential at both ends. The thermodynamic phenomena of 
Johnson noise then serves as a current source for the detectors at each end. Because 
there is no external source, the total current in tbe wire at any time is zero, but 
depending upon the point of generation, each detector will see different amounts of 
charge. If these detectors are charge scititrve, the currents can be integrated onto 
capacitors, shown «» Cr in the figure. From simple noise theory, the r.m.s. noise 
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charge, called the ENC (Equivalent Noise Charge)!"' is 

for the circuit in Figure IV.2. Here, R, is the noise resistance in the first transistor 
in the amplifier, that is, the first amplifying element, r is the shaping lime of lb* 
circuit, which depends upon the values of the individual elements, and ItT is tbe 
thermal energy. This noise must be added in quadrature with tbe intrinsic, i.e., 
unloaded electronic noise. This last contribution is a function of the avalanche 
location. To evaluate it, define 

a* the charge asymmetry for any chvge division. For a charge incident at t as in 
the figure, the desired measurement would relate ttis position to the asymmetry by 

* = § ( > + *?>• (IV.3) 

If the input impedance of the amplifiers can he neglected, as is tbe case here because 
the wire resistance is so high, AQ varies between -1 and 1. Using all of the relations 
gives that the total charge error is 

»Q = J(BNCp+{&•)**% +fy)*ol (IV A) 

and the resolution is 

T-?-?- ( , V " 5 > 
From (IV.5), the noise must not exceed 2000 electrons for the required 1% to be 

obtained- Typical values for the value of the H, term in (IV.l)is salOOOe'i which 
leads to a lower limit on fi«, of lSkfts. 

Recall that the sense wires are to be only of the order of 10 :m or less. A 5cm 
long 20/1 m wire would h<>vc to made of material with a resistivity of lOkufl-cm. 
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There is no such wire. The U I M wire made from stainless steel would have only 
750s resistance, so that it is ruled out. Carbon, as graphite, has a resistivity of 
1600/ift-cm. Simple arithmetic has that a 7nm filament of carbon would have 
Rr-Ztikn, just what is requireu. fortunately, just that size of carbon filament was 
being manufactured by a few companies i s America and Japan. The filament* are 
manufactured by a process of reducing long hydrocarbon polymer molecules in a 
high temperature furnace. Long strands of filaments can be routinely produced, 
which when tied together, make an extremely strong, yet lightweight conductor. 
These strands are imbedded in epoxiea and used as very lightweight Faraday cages. 
The 7*m» sue was just what was being used ia industry for this purpose. However, 
the thought of using single strands of the stuff waa uncertain, for the process control 
required to maintain a uniform diameter was of concern. 

A sample of filaments, more than enough to string a)} of the chambers for the 
SLD detector, waa obtained from American Cyanamid corporation. These fibers 
bad a nickel coating with the properties listed in Table IV.1 The nickel coating 
made working with the fibers very simple, since they could be individually soldered 
to Una*** traces on printed circuit boards. The nickel could be remored from the 
rest of tbe wire in nitric acid, without attacking the underlying carbon. 

Carbon Filament Properties 

Diameter TjitW 

Breaking Strength 450,000 psi 

Elongation 1.5 % 

Uncoated Resistivity I600ufl-cm 

Coated Resistivity 26|«n-cm 

TmbklV.l: Properties of ih* Amwirji Cyuimirud Cmrban MonaAUaKMa 

IV.4 Carbon Fiber Chamber Tes t s 

A single wire chamber was built to *pproxinate tbe one cell of the final CFUD 

TV.4 Cmrboa Fiber Coambtr TmU fp 

electron detector, shown in Figure IV.3. An aluminum cathode, 5 em in length with 
a 2 mm wire-to-cathode spacing, was fit into a (3-10 carrier equipped with Lemo -
connectors, and enclosed in a Faraday cage. Cable" routed the signal to the ampli
fiers mounted in a nearby NIM crate. The amplifiers were not mounted right at the 
sense wire for mechanical reasons, not an optimal design, because the capacity seen 
at the preamplifier input ia this scheme is higher than would be desired, although in 
practice it closely resembled the configuration of the final prototype electronics. The 
chamber gas was a 70/30 mixture of methane/isobutane, based on a preliminary , 
sample of pulse height* ja obsesved directry oo aa oscflkwcope. The 4.5 cm long • 
carbon fiber used in the test cell was well within the 90 cm critical length limit 1*4 
calculated at the breaking tension of 13 gm (based upon tbe fiber geometry at the 
breaking point in Table IV.1), so that the fiber would not be subject to electrostatic 
instability. The carbon fiber was strung to 11 grams of tenakxt and its resistance 
was measured to be Jt»=19kOs. 

TlwsirigleplK>to(aectrooswenproducedbyiUuminatk>QofthccstlK>dethrough 
an 0.7mm slit, which was placed on top of a UV transparent Aclar cell cover. The 
light source was a com mo-rial DC EPROM erasing lamp. A difficulty with this 
method was that the aluminum was reflective and produced some background to 
the signal; to be discussed latex. 

The low noise amplifier used was the HQV810 from UCroy Research!"!. The 
schematic of tbe test electronics is shown in Figure IV.4. The signal was shaped to 
have a 26 nsec rise time and a 60 usee decay time. From the LeCroy specification 
sheet, and using T = 4 5 nsec., the mean time of tbe shaping filters, the channel 
resistance of the input FET is calculated to be ft, ss 40fii. The capacitance of tbe 
input channels, including effects from the chamber and cabling, were measured to 
be 23 pF. This quantity was determined by isolating the HQV electronics from the 
chamber and measuring the noise voltage on an oscilloscope as a function the size 
of a capacitor which was directly connected between ground and the signal inputs. 
The noise voltage measured with the chamber attached implied the 23pl. Assuming 
20 pF of on chip capacitance, (IV.1) gives ENC = 1588 electrons per channel. 

The output of each channel was input to an ADC and to a low gain amplifier 
stage (a 733 stage with a gain of 7). The outputs of the two low gain stages were 
summed and becamea total pulse height trigger for the data acquisition system. The 
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Hem 

Figure IV. J: The tingk wire btacb lot cell. The ultr»»iol«t source lamp is indi
cated hT (he bulb. 

bench data, were taken with a LeCroy 2249A ABC, and sent to an Apple II/Plui 
computer through 4 CAMAPPLE interface I"'. The data analysis and graphics 
were done with the Apple. 

The gain or the electronics was measured by attenuating MM level pulses and 
presenting that voltage to a 5 pt capacitor, connected to the amplifier input. As the 
nniount of attenuation was changed, the input charge varied and calibration curves 
were generated for both signal channels independently. The calibration points were 
fit uilli ^ quadratic for low ADC counts and a line for larger pulse heights, (> 85 
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counta). The charge gain of the circuit was found to be 2500 fC/fC. Then the two 
channel* were given known charges simultaneously, so that charge division could be 
simulated. From the width of the measured Aq distribution, which should he's; 0, 
the Hit* per channel wan found to be about 1600 electrons per channel, consistent 
with the expectations based on the LeCroy specification*. 

rV.3 Charge Division Performance 

With the light source positioned above the slit and over the wire, single phc-
toclectron pulse height spectra were measured at several chamber voltages, an ex
ample of which is shown in Figure IV 5. The spectra obtained were fit by a Pol/a 
distribution, 

'<»>=r4<i , " l e * fTV6> 

where n is the pulse height, A is the mean of the pulse height, and b is a parameter 
which was typically about 2.S, first measured here and subsequently confirmed by 
others. It must be emphasized that the choice or fitting function was motivated 
by the theoretical work of Alkhazov and others. Polya fits to the data here gave 
X*/dof> 1.5, which implies that the (lata arc not completely consistent with the 
Polya hypothesis. However, the discrepancy is not inconsistent with Alkhazov, in 
that the geometry of the proportional chamber used here is certainly an intermediate 

f 
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caie in the sente of hi* model, where a Poly* distribution it expected for a cylindrical 
geometry. The mean value* of then distribution* were defined to be the charge gain* 
of the chamber. For low voltage*, a simple exponential puke height dUtributioo 
was observed. As the voltage was increased, the distribution of pulse heights below 
the mean (ell near the electronic threshold until a slightly peaked distribution was 
observed. There were always a number of pube beigfaU which were too small to 
measure because of electronic thresholds. A peaked distribution indicated that a 
majority of the pulse heights were being measured, ix . , a peaked distribution implied 
a "pltteaued* chamber. The higher tbe peak, the more pokes measured, bat once 
peaked, tbe Dumber of additional electrons detected aa the peak of the spectrum 
increased was at tbe lew-percent level, until breakdown conditions were reached. A 
plot of mean charge* versus chamber voltage is shown in Figure IV.6. Since the 
Johnson noise is a constant, independent of pulse height, the S/N ratio it expected 
to get worse as the voltage On the chamber is lowered. Furthermore, at a Axed 
voltage the charge division precision should vary. Figure IV.7 shows a scatterplot 
of puke height versus AQ. The distribution it broad for small puke heights and 
very narrow tor large pulses. For the largest pukes, the signak are saturated and 
the s o measurement a possible. Tlw p t ^ U in the saaterplot away from the ceabal 
distribution were attributed to photons which were selected bom the rathncki and 
converted at some other point in the eel], away from tbe colUmaUon slit. There 
may also have been some multiple electron avalanches at different location* oa the 
wire. However, the ratio of the number of noise hits to signal hits did not vary at a 
function of puke height, implying that they were just an artifact of t i e technique. 

For each measurement then, a mean standard deviation, {*A) "» computed. 
This number is just the weighted quadrature sum of the widths of five puke height 
region* of tbe scatterpiot, from threshold to just before saturation. At a mean gain of 
2 x 10 s the mean error was calculated to be 1.7% in the wire length, the contribution 
to the error growing quickly as the pulse height decreased, as expected. Fig/are 1V.8 
shows the distribution of {04) as a function of chamber gain. The behavior i* at 
expected, i.e., aA oc -£. A complete understanding of the plot require* a fctawledge 

* The definition off charge gain used acre reflect* the measured mean of the nhnrrrce' «Wlii-
butKW*. Olbt- author* correct the signal to resect the total chamber (sin, •kick iadaoes 
the additional signal from the long tail due to the *lowly driftiag pontive ice*. However, ia 
this predominaatty methane mixture, the correction m adfy on the order of 1.5. Thank* 10 
J. Vavra [or pointing this out. 
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of the contributing error source*. There are three sources: 

1. The Johnson noite of the resistive carbon filament. 

2. The electrook noi»e from the amplifiers. 

3. The distribution of avalanches due to imperfect source collimatkm. Thi* 
spread arises from the tact that a 1 mm slit introduces a constant ut and 
hence a constant a A- This is indicated by cA in the figure. 

The contributions of tbe independent error sources, their quadrature sum, and 
tbe data are shown at a function of puke height in Figure 1V.9- The errors have been 
converted into equivalent position errors along the wire. Tbe plot is for the case of 
illumination of the central section of the wire, and the total expected noise. The 
measurement agree* well with tbe expectation. The errors in this plot arc primarily 
due to uncertainties in tbe value of the total charge (especially at low total charges), 
and to uncertainties ia the extrapolated value of It. and in tbe "averaged" r value 
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of the shaping used. 

Figure IV. 10 exhibits the excellent performance graphically. Tbe upper plot 
displays tbe peaks in the An distributions i s the source is scanned along the wire, 
the lower is tbe linearity measurement for a more complete set of source positions. 

Clearly, tbe carbon monofilaments can be utilized as sense wires in the Cereukov 
ring imaging application. The excellent linearity of measurements prove that when 
the fibeis are used In conjunction witb low noise electronics, tbe potential to achieve 
good resolution accuracy in the coordinate along the sense wire in the ring imaging 
chamber electron detectors can be realized. Based upon these results, a (ull-sne 
prototype electron detector for the SLD detector was constructed with the carbon 
monofilaments. 
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r v . e The Prototype EI.--tron Detector 

K plane «( sraty-fout wires was strung with carbon E -snonlaments. The wire 
plane Formed the sense plane of the "cowfcncc" described in section III.2. This 
chamber was used to make the beam test measurements for the Tina) ring imaging 
tests. 

The fabrication procedure was arrived at after several weeks of experimentation. 
A C-IO frame with tinned copper traces etched at the requisite cathode pitch served 

\ 
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ai the mounting platform. A fiber wa* aelected and atretched acniaa the frame gap 
at a tendon of 6.5 gram*- A conventional lead-tin solder waa uaed to make the 
electrical conta~t between the fiber and the traces. Once attached, a hypodermic 
needle wai wed to form a bubble of nitric add at the tip, which was moved by 
hand along the length of the exposed fiber, removing the nickel coating. The entire 
procedure was completed uuder a microscope. The frame wa* washed with methanol 
to clean it. 

The tense plane < u mounted to the cathode piece, the blinding grid above 
it, and finally, the guide wire plane. The spacing of the various layers determined 
the necessary voltage drop which would generate a constant electric field inside the 
"cowfence" structure. Note that the field inside the electron detector was kept at 
least t x that of the photodetector proper. This is essential in order to guarantee 
that all electrons drifting into the electron counter are collected. The assembly was 
then mounted on the womb volume above the throat of the'drift box. 

There were three high voltage (perhaps Intermediate voltage is more appropri
ate in this application) supplies required to define the potentials properly, as shown 
in Figure IV.1. The guide wires, the last "fence rung", and the cathode all had 
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independently controlled voltages. The anode wires were held at ground potential, 
in order to prevent the necessity of capadtive decoupling at the front end of the 
charge sensitive electronics. A kapton multi-conductor strip removed the sense wire 
signals to the electronics which sat at the top of the womb. There was about 2" of 
the conductor prior to the first stage of electronic amplification, corresponding to 
about 2Dpf of input capacitance, the same as measured on the bench tests. 

The readout electronics for the chamber used the HQV810 chips, one at each 
end of the Hire. Only the first stage of amplification was at the womb. The signal 
was removed to some electronic racks where the second stage amplification, also 
the HQV810, was mounted. This sbaper stage output was the input signal for 
the waveform digitizer, the LeCroy model 2241 Image Chamber Analyzer, or ICA. 
The schematic is drawn in Figure IV.I1. There was only enough electronic! to 
instrument twenty wires, which provided 6.35cm in chamber coverage. 
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With tbis system then, systematic studies of the prototype ring imaging counter 
could proceed. Chapter IV details the tests and teaults. of those studies, from simple 
gas property studies, to the eventual ring imaging beam work. 

i 
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V. Tests with the Prototype CRID 

V . l Introduction 

With the advent of commercial ultraviolet lasers, it became clear that a ma
jority of the interesting properties of the long drift srheron were amenable to test in 
a controlled and systematic way, barring testa of the Cerenkov performance per se. 
The laser measurements would permit a more complete quantitative understanding 
of the Cerenkov results, since the interesting properties of the detector which con
tribute to the Cerenkov resolution, could be thoroughly studied in the absence of 
Cerenkov light, i.e., in the absence of particle beams. The set of laser tests which 
established the understanding of the detector are detailed here, culminating with 
I be beam test results. 

V . 2 Date Acquisition 

The battery of tests made with the prototype CRID were completed viYlle tests 
of other prololype particle detectors for SLD were also in progress. The ensemble of 
experiments used the common trigger and data processing electronics of the SLAC 
Test Beam Facility (TDF). Each individual group defined their own trigger locally. 
The signal was sent to the TDF master trigger, which handled the trigger arbitration 
for all the groups. When a trigger decision f a s ma-le. the set of CAMAC crates 
appropriate to a trigger were readout into a VAX 750. From there, the data was 
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V.2 Data Acquisition 

logged to a tape drive unit or sent to another VAX 780 which supported the on-line 
event analysis*. 

V.2.a ICA Signal Analysis 

The LeCroy ICA module was relied upon for the bulk of the work done in the 
test beami s s'. The module is built around a high speed CCD chip, which permits 
real-time voltage sampling of an input signal. For purposes here, the module was 
used in the Uniphase mode, with separate ends of a given fiber serving as the inputs 
to the two common phase ports per module. In this way, there were two fibers 
instrumented per ICA. The signals from the chamber electronics vary from 0-2 volts, 
so that ICA counts were in the 2000-4000 region. The ICA pedestal was set to be 
commensurate with this. A clock signal was generated externally, using a NIM pulse 
generator. The frequency was a variable which was set by a dial, and monitored 
by a frequency counter. The modules require a common STOP signal, which was 
generated relative to the trigger from the CRID trigger electronics. Because the 
ICAs provide just 256 time buckets, it waa often the case that the ICA time slice 
was moved by a global offset to a time when the signals were expected. That is, 
in very low fields, or for very long drift distauces, the STOP was moved to provide 
greater resolution of the signal within the ICA slice. Upon receipt of an event 
trigger, the generation of further STOP signals was inhibited, and the ICAs read 
out by the data acquisition VAX over CAMAC for analysis and/or logging, 

V.2.b On-line Event Analysis 

The on-line event analysis was particularly user-friendly. Histograms of any 
interesting quantity could be made and reviewed easily, on the fly. The "touch-
panel" technique proved most natural, and very flexible. In addition, local liardcopy 
was available ?'. a "touch". 

The algorithm for analyzing the information took two distinct forms. In cither 
case, the signal from Lhe electronics had to occupy at least 1 1CA time buckets. 
First, for tl _ majority of the laser tests and the G'crcnkov work, a simple threshold 

* The results presented here represent the successful collaboration or tti« groups in the TllF. 
whose cooperation is very much apprecisled. In particular, tliniik* to Davij* S'lienlen of 
SLAC, for his unselfish help, at any hour of the day or night. 
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peak finding technique was used. By defining an ICA count level as a threshold, 
nny voltage signal which surpassed the level was counted as a pulse. The threshold 
i onM be set from the "touch* panel. The threshold is defined rrlativeto the pedestal 
level. The pedestal level had to be defined first. By sampling a It* buckets at the 
beginning and end of the 256 time slice* per trigger, or at 'quiet* intervals in the 
2!i6. a least-squares line fit to the bin values established a pedestal level. The 
same pedestal technique was used in conjunction with the alternate peak finding 
algorithm, the derivative method. This method proved slightly more efficient (98% 
versus 9554) at finding peaks, based on studies with calibration data. The method 
places constraints on the pulse shape, by taking the local derivative at every time 
bucket, arid from studying the r<-,ulting characteristic pulse shapes from calibration 
data.. Multiple peak finding was enhanced with this method, however, and in fact, 
peaks only 1 time bin apart could be resolved. Single and double hit ICA outputs 
from the ring imaging data are ahown io Figure V.I, The ICA signals from isolated 
pulses, as in (a), can be used to resolve the close pair of pulses in (c) for pulse height 
information. Note how the derivative technique finds the pulse pair accurately. The 
smooth pedestal behavior permits accurate pulse height reconstruction, 

The gain calibration for each channel was crucial to the proper event recon
struction. Because of electronic variations from wire-to-wire, and from one wire end 
to the other, a careful gain calibration was made at repeated intervals. Every elec
tronic channel was instrumented with a precision Jpf capacitor at the input of the 
front end I1QV810, in parallel to the fiber connection. The single calibration signal, 
which was a NIM transition that was attenuated with in-line coaxial 50fl attenua-
tors, was distributed between four calibration lines on the womb electronics board, 
the topology was such that even-odd channels on each side of 4he board could be 
valibraled independently. The calibration consisted of taking about 100 attenuated 
\'1M pulses per attenuation level. The input voltage per calibration could be easily 
valrulaled. hut was always measured by oscilloscope at the calibration input as a 
precaution against non-linearities in the attenuators. I'sing the threshold technique. 
Hie mean and error for 'he 100 pulses was calculated on-line, and recorded. The 
K'Siiting data points were lit with lines, with the slope and intercept then kept as 
a tile on-line, so that subsequent data sets were gain corrected. The typical channel 
Hain was I V/pC". measured from the peak of the puis.-. The effeel of the calibration 
iv sliuwn in Figure V.'J. The distribution of the asymmetry parameter AS a function 
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Figure V.J: ICA displays for Crrrnkor '(•!» The plola (a),lO » " actual event 
snapshots, the plels (b),fd; Ihe are derivatives. In (a), a single peak 
is (omul, indicated by the smalt arrow tr> (c), two peaks are resolved. 
The large negative signal is indicative of the beam crosstalk. 

of pulse height should be reflect the noise in the system only, if the calibration is 
done properly, i.e., there should be no systematic non-zero asymmetry values on a 
wire. 

J, 
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V . 3 Chamber Efficiency 

A measurement of the chamber efficiency for single electrons ia given by de
termining the plateau behavior of it. This is the simplest test for the prototype. 
The laser spot is focussed to a point in the center of tbe instrumented wires. The 
focus is adjusted so that the hits for a number of triggers all occur on a single wire. 
The focus could be checked by a knife edge test, where a razor blade, mounted on 
a micrometer, at a fixed position relative to the last focussing element is slowly 
moved across the laser beam. The number of observed is hits is tallied as a function 
of blade distance. As the blade passes through tbe beam, the number of observed 
hits drops. The distance through which the blade is required to move to completely 
block the beam is extrapolated to the focus, based upon the known focal properties 
of the optics. Spots as small as = 2o0p were obtained, and spot sizes on the order 
of O.omm were the minimum requirement. 

The efficiency is calculated based upon the assumption that the laser is de
positing charge in the chamber according to a Poisson distribution. The light is 
attenuated until, on average, there are no observed hits. Then, the intensity is in
creased until some number for n less than one is obtained, where now n represents 
the mean of the Poisson distribution in the limit of large statistics. For these (im
poses, n is calculated by counting the number of null events in N trigg s. I-'rom 

V.4 Drill Velocity Determination 

simple Poisson statistics, 
if = - tn( l - jj) 

with an error given approximately by 

»?r = W - n ' 

(V.l) 

(V.2) 

and n U just the number of triggers in N where any number of hits is recorded. 
Then, for a plateau study, H if plotted as a function of cathode-to-anode voltage, 
keeping the absolute value of the blind-to-cathode voltages fw-.d. Such a plateau 
curve is plotted in Figure V.3. From the curve, which was made without TMAB in 
the chamber, the knee of the plateau is at s» 1750V. With the addition of TMAE, 
the knee is observed to begin earlier by 50V, so that 1700V was used as the cathode-
anode potential difference for the majority of the experiments. 

Plateau Curve In 7 0 / 3 0 CHj/CiHia 
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Figure V.3: A typicsT plateau curr*s far the cmrbon fiber chamber. The efficiency, 
n, is the mean of the Poiaan distribution as determined by counting 
the number of null events in a large number of triggers. 

V.4 Drift Velocity Determination 

The drift, velocity measurement is the first, and simplest, measurement. It 
required relating the drift time for produced electrons to the electric field in the 
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drift box. Tli-' electric field is given simply by the voltaic difference between tlie 
Spcllman supply and the potential at the guide wiics, divided by tlie 330MS1 resistor 
chain value. The drift time was determined by simply counting the number of ICA 
buckets between tlie laser trigger * n < s <•*»« peak of the signal distribution. Slightly 
better resolution can be obtained if t'le prior knowledge or the shape of the pulses is 
invoked. It is independent of the efficiency- A. plot of the drift velocity tor the gases 
used in the prototype is shown in Figure V.4, Using the same technique, the drift 
velocity in pure C//« was measured and found to be consistent with other similar 
measurements. 
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V.5 Electron Lifetime 

Certainly (lie most important measurement of the drift box environment al 
a»)' time is the measurement of the electron lifetime. This measurement indicates 

J I I I 
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the relative ]»irity of the drift gas, and is the staple diet of the ring imaging ex
perimentalist. The measurement is sensitive to the presence of any electronegative 
pollutants in the gas stream. The source of any such difficulties is not given by the 
lifetime determination, but the measurement can be made expediently enough to 
allow systematic tests of the gas system hardware to be performed in an effort to 
locate the problems. The lifetime was always the first parameter monitored when 
changes to the plumbing were marie, or when new gas mixtures or TMAE supplies 
were introduced. 

The measurement only makes sense when the chamber is stable. The technique 
is straightforward, simply determine the c'lHcjenc; either at 3 given laser location 
as a function of electric Held or as a function o' laser position at a fixed electric 
field. The observed ns should lie along en rxporential curve whose parameter is the 
lifetime. Then, the parameter can be used tc extrapolate to Mro time, to extract 
the actual initial T>, ff(0). This corrected elfxirncy is important to the calculation 
of actual ring imaging detector performance. 

A lifetime measurement by electric field measurement is shown in Figure V.5, 
while the same measurement with laser position is shown in Figure V.6. The ex
trapolated Uptimes from the two figures is on the order of SO/iscc at a drift field of 
400 V/cm-

The history of the electron lifetime measurements reflects the progress iii the 
understanding of the detector gas environment. In the early days of this work, 
lifetimes were on the order of microseconds. As time progressed, various calamities 
occurred which shed light on polluting sources in the gas stream, in addition to 
direct TMAE immersion studies which helped point to contributing evils. As new 
things were learned, the lifetime reflected the improvement. As an aside, then. 
Figure V.7 illustrates the improvement in understanding with lime. 

V.6 Longitudinal Diffusion 

The determination of the contribution of diffusion to the uncertainty in the 
arrival time of a photo-electron is made by fine-tuning the technique used for mea
suring Ihe drift velocity. The measurement requires an unfolding of the laser spot 
size (com the distribution of arrival timrs of photoelectrons generated by the laser 

• 
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Ftgurs V.5.- An electron lifetime by Betd variation. The electric field vmluea ax* 
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rigureV.fi: An electron lifetime bj'source variation The disl 
the electron detector sense plane. 
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are relative to 

as a function of drift distance or electric field. In effect, a very high statistics drift 
velocity measurement is made. With the laser positioned very close to the electron 
detector (about 5cni was the closest distance of approach), the leading edge of the 
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Figure V. 7: The history ofCRID electron rneiisuremejite- The continued improve
ment of the lifetime over the yean reflects the knowledge gained along 
the way. 

drift velocity distribution is measured. Attributing the shape of \ .'ie leading edge to 
spot size and diffusion implies that the intercept should reflect tlu spot size and the 
slope is attributed to diffusion. In principle, this measurement is also independent 
of the efficiency. The results from this measurement are shown in Figure V.fi. The 
best lit line to the points gives a longitudinal diffusion «roeffi<-if tit t•? &i = I S(\ft/^/ctu, 

http://rigureV.fi
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Fijure V.S: The f[>n£itudJDal diffusion rneasurrnic/il. The result is consistent with 
similir nwssuremenU. 

V.T Transverse Diffusion 

The measurement of the transverse diffusion coefficient for the operating pa
rameters of the ring imaging counter is a much more tedious opa. It requires a 
good understanding of the electrostatic* of the chamber. The measurement of this 
quantity was made with a simpler proportional chamber, where the efficiency is 
more easily understood, and more with primitive electronics. But the gas mixture 
was identical, and the properties or the standard gold-tungsten wire chamber used 
ivcre understood. 

The box geometry chamber, blindless except tor the conducting copper walls 
("'tween anudv wires, had a particularly easy electrostatic geometry to simulate. 
As shown in Figure V.9. the electrostatics of the chamber guarantees that some 
fraction of the incident pholoeiectrons are focusscil onto the blinds and never gel 
recorded as siwials. Such an effect must be folded in with the transverse diffusion 
effects in order lo account for the observed hit distributions. The laser must be 
scnniud in small. s= 250JI, steps across several detector cells, and the efficiency of 
fiich. cell nw&sntea as a function ol laser position. An i - y scanning table mount 

v\7 TtAnitvcise IMITiiKinn 

was buih lor the laser which gave the proper precision. 

on 
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Irostallr lo** is riAlly Itioitvlvt 

The scan requires high statistics at r-arli point so Lhat the system was required 
to be stable over periods on the scale of hours. When this stability was established, 
the results of scans made across the same cells for the 70/JO mixture at two different 
drift distances are shown in Figure V 10. Tin distances correspond lo drift titurs of 
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•1.7MS and I7.4i«, aud these imply that diffusion in the transverse dimensions, o-j, 
is ci = 2Uu/cm, for the simulated 80% flat top cell efficiency of Figure V.9. The 
shift in the mean values of the signal distributions from these tests indicated that 
the long distance electrostatic distortions amounted to less than a wire spacing-

0.25; 

0.15 

0.05 

10 20 30 40 
LASER POSITION (l/4mm) 

50 

Figure \'.I0: Trmnsvcn* diffusion in the TO/30 mixture. The two curies are aver
ages over several cells at each distance 

V.a Third Coordinate Tests 

With the other contributing factors measured, i.e.. the drift velocity, the trans-

V.» Beam Teita 

verse diffusion, the laser spot size, and the channel gains, the performance of the 
third coordinate can be studied. For this measurement, a small mirror was mounted 
on an insulating C-10 arm which was secured to the exterior field cage. The mirror ~ 
was adjusted to reflect the focuased laser light across the wide dimension of the pho-
todetector volume, parallel to the plane of the electron detector sense fibers. The 
plane of the beam was 56cm from the fibers. This implied that there would be non-
negligible effects due to diffusion which would necessarily smear any z-distributions. 
However, the diffusion contribution was known, and can be accounted for in the re
sulting measurements. 

The calibration of the fibers was performed as discussed in chapter IV.2.h. 
When all channels were calibrated carefully, the laser beam was again used to gen
erate ionization in the photodetector volume. Because the spot was extended over 
several centimeters inside the box, the average spot size was < 1.5mm. This could 
be estimated from the known focal properties of the optics and the observed laser 
spot on the far womb wall. Ten wires were instrumented for this test, whose results 
are shown in Figure V.11. The peaks of the hit distributions lay along a line. A 
typical wire asymmetry is shown in Figure V. l lb . When the diffusion and laser spot 
size are accounted, for, U i* found that o<j < 1.7mra. This represents an upper limit, 
and is about a factor of 1.5 worse than bench tests would indicate. It reflects the 
more noisy environment of the prototype environment. Nonetheless, the knowledge 
of the conversion point in the photodetector volume is clearly improved, indicating 
that parallax errors in the ring imaging problem would be greatly reduced. 

V.9 Beam Tests 

The acid test of a Cerenkov counter is to make and measure Cerunkov light. 
This requires a source of relaiivistic particles. The momentum and directum of 
the particles must be well known, in order that any contribution to the Ccrenkov 
measurement be minimized and understood. Fortunately, at SLAC, the Test Beam 
Facility was built for just this purpose. 

V.&.n CeainJiiie Modifications 

For these purposes, SLAC beamtiiie 20-21 was used as the source of ** and 
A's, as described in Chapter VIII. There were sonic notable modifications to the 
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Figure V.ll: The observed hit distribution for 13 wirsi. The lo l i» of (he third 
co< rdinale performance for ft complete prototype carboo monofilament 
chamber. 

bearaline however. The KF separators were not used. As a result, the polarity of 
the beam chosen to be positive,-because the percentage of lis was known to he 
higher in the + beam than in the - beam. The LASS magnets and chambers were 
not used in the tests to be described here, but instead, the beam chamber package 
(as described in Chapter VIIt) was used (or additional tracking by resurveying them 
into positions on the beam axis, forward and aft of the womb. 

The CV and C« Cerenkov counters and the SE scintillator were also used 
for triggering and tagging the beam particles. The beam fltrx was controlled by 
adjusting the lead collimators at the entrance to the experimental hall. The flux 
was adjusted to count about 0.3 particle/pulse from I lie 10Hz spill. This helped 
prevent multiple beam track events from confusing the issue. There were additional 
scintillators installed forward and aft of the womb, t of which served as trigger 
scintillator*. 1 of which was a halo veto. Of the t r i w r scintillators, one. the .A 
counter, was mounted on the front of the womb just before the thin aluminum 
beam window on the from door of the womb bov The H.C. and D counters were 
-.ft up just downstream o( the box. The I) counter, a lx-1 in'1 paddle, was used in 
coincidence with the A counter, a Ix 1 in 2 device. »s the main 1 rigger. The B and 
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C counters, both like A, could be included in the trigger if a lighter coltimation was 
required, They were seldom used. 

With this configuration, the best performance was obtained when only the 
forward set of beam chambers was used to define the candidate track. There was 
sufficient material inside the womb box to cause perceptible multiple scattering 
effects which led to relatively poor track parameters if the hits from the aft set of 
beam chambers were included in the beam fitting. With this procedure, the beam 
divergence was known to lmrad. 

It was important to insure that only single beam tracks generated triggers. A 
study of the efficiency of the beam chambers in coincidence with the SE counter 
produced good single track events when the beam chambers indicated that there 
was only a single track, and the pulse height from SE< 180. If the SE ADC cut 
was not incorporated, there were still several multiple track events. 

V.9.b Gas Ring finales 

With an understanding of the beam, the essential ingredients of tbe ring imag
ing problem are known. The error sources have been determined. What remains 
ia a demonstration of the resolution and separation properties of the complete pro
totype detector. The beam is predominantly pions, which are used to study the 
systematica of the gas ring reconstruction. The few kaons in the beam are studied 
to determine if the expected separation properties *re attained. There were £50 
good single track events of which 11 were identified kaons, as determined from the 
beam Cerenkov truth table (table V i l l i ) . 

For these tests, the expected ring from the gas radiator was positioned at 
25cm from the electron detector, which is 50cm from the beam. This was done 
by tilting the spherical / = 50cm focal length Acton mirror, which is mounted on 
a support fixture 44/cm downstream from the center of the driftbox, toward the 
electron detector by 12.5°. This rotation introduces an astigmatism into the focal 
properties of the mirror, which introduces an error on the order of 0.5mm into the 
ring reconstruction. Also, the tilt focusscs the image in the photodetector where 
the depth of the drift box is 4.6cm. 

The gas mixture consisted of 80/20 C!lifC}ltt for the events shown here. 
The chamber properties of this mixture are very similar to the 70/30 ClUIC^H\o 

» 
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mixture discussed previously. The cathode voltage was -l.TLV with a drift field of 
400 V/cm. The drift velocity was found to be &.4 cm/usee. The TMAE temperature 
for these runs was 26°, which from figure III.4, implies an UV absorption length A of 
X m 1.9mm. The corresponding electron lifetime was measured to be T € SS 50psec. 
There were 20 wires instrumented with electronics, which meant that 5% of the ring 
was not observed, on average. The ICAs were externally clocked at 25MHz. 

The raw event data are corrected for calibration, using the procedure discussed 
earlier. The local pedestal was determined from the ICA bin values in the mlenne-
diate region between the bean) and the gas ring. Using the algorithms discussed, 
the photoelectron signals for events consistent with pions u&found and analyzed (or 
wire number, timing, and third coordinate. The scatterplots sbuwn in Figure V.12 
indicate that the third coordinate information has already improved the resolution. 
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Figure V. 12: Third coordinate improvement. Ill <•). the raw J* and raw y values 
are shown. In (b) . the raw I against the th ird coordinate corrected jj 
values are plotted. 

The data were then cuirvrtnl fur the tilt of the mirror, which simply rotates the 
image into lite focal plant- of thr inirrur. Tin- tenter of ttir image must lit.' ili'fiiu-d 
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before any resolution parameters can be extracted. The center is determined by 
translating to a local coordinate system near the center of the Cerenkov ring. The 
corrected scatterplot is then unfolded in azimuth. The distribution of the local 
ring radius is histogrammed, and the process is iterated until the narrowest ring 
distribution is obtained*. The ring radius distribution is plotted in Figure V. 13. 

Figure V . I J : The radius of I lie Cerejuw .ing. T h e best (it gives o> = '1.09 ± 
0.22cm. 

The radius distribution shown in Figure V.13is for the ensemble of gas points. 
Of interest is the event averaged ring radius, as it will constitute the Ccrcnkov 
ring measurement in a working detector. The event averaged radius is obtained by 

l a the S L D device, the mirror positions will be aligned to high accuracy befoteliaml. hy laser 
sighting techniques, m an ellbrL to rrduce the anwunL of time spent with this procedure. 
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making a ±3o, fiducial rut about the radius distribution. Then, all pholons which 
full inside the cut on an event basis »re fit with the best circle, taking into account 
the errors from the ring radius distribution and an error for the center of the ring 
based tipon the ensemble arc/age- The results arc shown in figure V.15, The event 
radius is 

r = 2T.3±0.TI cm. (V.3) 

which corresponds to an index of refraction in isobutanc of 

B C , / , W = 1.00)57 ± 0.00003, (V.4) 

and a Ccrenkov angle of 
#« = M.5±1.5mrad. (V.5) 

consistent with the measurements made by a similar group at CERN'"I. 

The relative contributions of knotvn error sources tan be compared against the 
experimental result. The expected values ate given in Table V.l. The diffusion con
tributions bave been discussed, but in fact, the C/ /+ /Cj /7 | mixture may be cooler 
than the CHA/CAHIO mixture actually measured previously. The wire spacing and 
bucket errors are just simple "top-hat" errors. The charge division is estimated from 
the measured characteristics. The multiple scattering and beam divergence errors 
are found from the tracking. The focal errors are based upon the known mirror pa
rameters. One point should be clarified. Tbe contribution to a, from the measured 
<r, errors is relaxed because the tilt weights the ; contribution by the tangent of 
twice the mirror tilt angle. 

The total expected error estimated is worse than the observed number. It may 
indicate that the diffusion is overestimated, or that several of the smaller errors, 
which are calculated, are pessimistic. , \o error of no more than 151% is assigned to 
(In- calculated value, uhich is clearly not inconsistent with the measure-icnls. 

These r rings should manifest other Cercnkov features. The distribution of 
the number of hits on a ring should be Poisson distributed about some mean value. 
The distribution is shown in Figure V.14. Since the mean is high, a Gaussian 
approximates the distribution well. The fit finds an average of 8.6 photons per 
ring. The number of observed hits tan be corrected for known losses in order to 
ralrulatc the observed A 0 , as is done in Table V."2, The lifetime correction is (or the 
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Error source l\"ll,vurtrr 

Ol = 200-4!-
/cm 

3.175 nun cells 

Mrror contribution 

I mm X Diffusion 

l\"ll,vurtrr 

Ol = 200-4!-
/cm 

3.175 nun cells 

Mrror contribution 

I mm 

Wire Spacing 

l\"ll,vurtrr 

Ol = 200-4!-
/cm 

3.175 nun cells 0.92 mm 

Bucket Spacing 40 nsec bucfect*S5.4 cm/|*sec 0.62 mm 

Y Diffusion a, C-200-A-. Vcm L mm 

Charge Division 2% 0.6 mm 

Z Diffusion -« = Z M ^ : 0.5 mm 

Multiple Scattering 0.2 rad length 0.5 mm 

Beam Divergence 1 mi ad 0.5 mm 

Mirror Aberrations 50 cm focus 0.5 mm 

Astigmatism X—2.2 cm,4.6 cm image depth 0.5 nun 

Total Point Error Quadrature Sum 2.2 mm 

TabfeV.l; Contribution* to Cnesingfe point errors from Jenowrn sAurccs. Th*«K-
l»et*d j* larger than the obwrved. 

25cm drift, the wire loss accounts for the incomplete instrumentation of tbe ring 
image area, and the photoconversion loss is for the photon loss through the drift 
box at this TMAE temperature. There is probably an additional correction for the 
plateau efficiency, because the mixture used is not the best choice, but was the best 
at the time. The corrected A'o then is ssIM cm"' for the 44.5cm radiation length in 
isobulane. 

The kaon events are treati-d identically. Kaons arc selected for single beam 
tracks according to the truth table of Chapter VIII. There are only a few positively 
identified K + events. The event averaged radi us for these events is plotted alongside 
the same quantity for the T events in Figure V.15. The average radius for A"s was 
16.6mm, while lG.4inm is expected for the index of refraction determined from tbe 
ir measurements. The average number of fcaon hits on a ring was measured to be 
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Figurm V.H: Tbm autnfacr of hits on ihm gmm rinp. The distribution is fit with I 
Gmusiian, • good approximation for a rneaa of a.*. 

Observed photon yield - 8.6±0.1 

Electron Lifetime 10ft 9.5±0.1 

Area Loss (no wires) 5* 10±0.1 

Photoconversion Leakage 10% U.l±0.2 

Table V.?: Cvrnxtiotui ft? Ifir observed .Yp. 

3.3 ± 0-3, vrlieie I lie expected number would be 3-1. A pair of events, one pion and 
one kaou, an- shown in Kigure V.16. 
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Asa check oo the power of the third coordinate measurement, the z-diatribution 
of hits is shown in Figure V.17. The asymmetry is defined so that values near one are 
indicate photon hits Dearest the domutream window of the photodetector volume, 
the one nearest the radiator mirror. The observed asymmetry does not extend to 
±1 because of the small opening cone of the drift box. The aperture is 4.8cm at the 
electron detecto . only 4.6cm at the gas ring location. If the electrostatic* is good, 
the cutoff should reflect this difference, as it does. The fast faltoff of the distribution 
towards A=-l is due to the 10% photon loss through the upstream quartz face of 
the drift box. 

A simple Monte Carlo program was written which generated Cerenkov rings 
according to the geometry appropriate here. The TMAE absorption length ami 
I lie smearing in this cooidinate were excluded. When compared with the moasnru-
iiii'iits, the best fit value of the TMAIv absorption length was A = '20J»nm. and 
the Gaussian smearing of T = = 2.4mni. The absorption length compare* very well 
with the 1.9cm expected. 1 lie smearing includes diiiusiou, charge division, and any 
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Figure V. J6: TVo Orrnkav ring images. Tht uppfr pint i* fgr a pion. Ih* lower for 
A kson. The fiducial curvr* and the lilted circle are shown. 

I'lcrtroitAlic clfccta. However, ihr electrostatic rlFvcts ,irr unknown. Ignoring it 

implies a rlinrgi; division I'tror of im in . This is Eighth larn-r than r x p r r t n l . Sonir 

<'»i'huil CAMIMaliuti r t ior ptuliably rritjqiri-. . V H M M I M - U - - , ili«« |>w(\>riiKim°r is very 
-.••nVimtorv. 
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Figure V. 17: Th* distribution afx nwMtifrineiiU tot 4he | » ring data. The Monle 
Casio fit* a d attribution of hit* Tor tht present geometry, extracting the 
parameter* attorn, ai trie b*j»t fit quantities. 

V.9.c Liquid J ling fmage* 

The liquid radiator was mounted upstream of the drift box, some 13cm from 

the quartz face. At this distance, and Annumsng an index of refraction of &I .277, 

the proximity focussed ting, tadiym would be VTctn. Far the msttumeftled area then, 

< 5% of the liquid arc P9 observed in the region before the beam* Liquid ring data 

were taken under these ratlirr f-xlrni.f circumstances, subject to exactly the same 

detector riivirotiiiiciit as in gn» rmg i/vtr. Viie distributions of the rct'orisfr»ic(*<f 

angles made by reconstructed (Ymikuv photon*, relative to the renter of the liq

uid radiator re JI aw shown in Figure V 18. The dilTcrcitce in the raw and third 

coordinAtp data show llie n-«»lnlrnii un|>rov<-i,i<Mil|.;air**,d when the thir<t coordinate 
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information is used. The error on the raw liquid angle (b) of 2.3" is reduced to 0.91" 
(a.), with a mean value of ss 52°. This angle is related to the Cerenkov angle by 
SnelVs law and some simple trigonometry, and gives flj?**'" = 38.4°, or and index of 
nc.Hu = '-2?6> '•> remarkably good agreement with the advertised value. A simi
lar calculation finds an expected error of 0.86° on the raw angle, where the largest 
contribution is due to the multiplicative effect of refraction on the already large 
chromatic dispersion, which goes like the square of the index. The extrapolation to 
a full ring from the number of Cerenkov bit* observed is 34, which corresponds to an 
jVD of 86 c m - 1 . These liquid ring data give comfortable answers, but are considered 
to suffer so from the acceptance that firm conclusions will require further tests. 
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Figure V.1H: Angle distribution* for liquid ring*. In (it) Iht r corrected data 
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Nonetheless, with the afcuiiiulaKnl results, iliv espccU'il separation power of 
the cutiiilLT built and tested here is slu»u-u in Figu.e Wiy. This resolution curve i*. 
un I lie sralc of particle tth-iitilicatiuii ilrvires. spectacular. 
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V.10 Background* 

I lie question of background phenomena was first rai»e<l in chapter Hi. Thr 
problems of tiE/dx, photon feedback, and crosstalk were identified as potentially 
dangerous difficulties worthy of special attention. 

The dE/di problem is primarily responsible for the other two. As mentioned, 
llio difficulties were essentially avoided in these tosts, for good reasons of the more 
pressing interest in <Vg. Some comment! can be made here, however, based on prior 
work from earlier generations of this same prototype. The blinding scheme, as it re
lates to the beam, appears to have had a dramatic effect on the supprcsion of photon 
feedback'3*!. A reduction of 4-5 in the population of feedback hits from the beam 
was attained with the blinding in place. The improvement was noted by a simple 
counting of the observed chamber signals with/without the blinds. As mentioned, 
the issue of beam crosstalk has bena addressed, in the form of electronic improve
ments to the front-end amplifier circuitry. Also, additional capacitive decoupling of 
the chamber cathodes to ground is being implemented in the SLD detectors. Cceat 
improvements are expected. 

Using a similar counting scheme, the contribution of feedback photons gener
ated by Cerenkov photoeleclroni can be estimated. By examining the scatterplot 
of the gas ring radius us a function of azimuth, as was done in order to find the 
image center, a comparison of the number of hits observed in tlie counter in equal 
area wire-time slices in regions just prior to and just after the gas ring region can 
be made. Such a calculation gives an upper limit of 0.07 photons/photoclectron itt 
Uie present blinding scheme. This is given as an upper limit.' because live precise 
nature of the observed hits is not understood. 

The crosstalk was estimated to be < 2%. The estimate was uhtaiued by study
ing K'A plots, looking for correlated signals on neighboring wires from ring signals. 
Ilic e< inflations were alw ays negative, with peak values on ihr order of the number 
isiven. 
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VI. Conclusions and Prospects 

The design, construction, and successful operation of a Ccienkov ring imaging 
counter has been demonstrated. The physical principles of Cerenkov light in all of 
its aspects, have been used and observed, and shown to be amenable to large scale 
construction. The intrinsic information in Orenkov radiation can, for the first time, 
be utiliied to realize a very bigh performance particle identification device. 

The properties of natural materials appropriate for such a device have been 
studied in order to best take advantage of the full capability. Tbe transparencies, 
quantum efficiencies, electronegativities, and other I'ropeities of » host of materials 
have been quantified and assimilated. A new proportional chamber strung with car
bon monofilaments was successfully tcstrd, yielding enhanced resolution properties 
foi the detector. Finally, test results confirm the expected superior properties cf 
this particle identification technique. 

In fact, the results shown here constitute the end of the proo.'-of-priiiciple stage, 
the proof that the physical potential ran be realized, of the ring imaging detector 
development work. Since this work was rcmpleled. in the spring of 19SB, much 
more has been done. There exists now a complete catalog of the contaminants 
known to be the primary causes of electron and ultraviolet loss in the device. New 
technologies for constructing the electrostatic field cages, the blinding grids, and 
the carbon monofilament chambers are firing used for the final SLD construction. 
Better understanding of ipiarlz. radiator, and chamber gas properties have been 
gained so that the linal product will be even more robust in the difficult, high 
radiation environment of a colliding beam accelerator experiment. All of these new 
developments are important ami essential extensions of the groundbreaking scientific 
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work described here. 

With the CEUD at the SLU. the RICH (Ring Imaging Detector) for the DEL
PHI LEP experiment at CERK. the E-605 experiment's ring imaging counter at 
Fermilab, and tbe Cerenkov detector at \he Omega spectrometer also at CERN, 
the ring imaging technology it mature. There have been proposals made to use 
such detectors to study atmospheric cosmic ray showers, for CP violation exper
iments, and in other 4? experiments around the world. Clearly, the high energy 
physics community recognizes the promising potential of this technique, and all in
dications are that Cerenkov ring imaging counters have now become an important 
tool of the experimental physicist. 
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VII. Introduction to Strange Mosoii Physics 

Studies in light quark spectroscopy had revealed a qualitatively satisfactory 
picture of the mass spectrum of the light mesons and baryons by the early 1970s. 
The known sta in were understood In terms of the allowed quantum numbers pre
dicted by the naive quark model involving up, down, and strange quarks. The states 
could be arranged in SU(3) and SU(6) mulliplets, some of which were complete, and 
the observed decay branching ratios could be described in terms of a small number 
of coupling constants and mixing angles. In some instances, simple phenomenology 
was able to predict the masses and quantum numbers of undiscovered states l 5 *~ 4 3 l , 
Uut mi comprehensive model of quark-quark interactions existed that quantitivcly 
reproduced the complete level structure observed in the hadrons. 

The "November Revolution" ot 1974, i.e.. the discovery of the J/*l> particle, and 
the later discovery of the heavier T resonance, opened new windows onto meson 
spectroscopy 1 , , J S 1 . These narrow particles were identified as the ground stales 
uf cc and 44 quarks l' 8-"l, and subsequent investigation re\ealrd entire families of 
such stale?, each with the titanium numbei> uf the photon. J = 1 . The 
spectroscopy of the lowest-lying vector state* "'a:* suuu determined and found to 
he in goo-: agreement with quark model predii tiim* that employed a naive uoit-
tclativi*iic potent i to model the forces between ihe quark mid anti-quark 1**1. 
The poicn:ial model is only att api»ru*iuiatio[i. yet it t* <|ii*ie .->iirressful in rlc~r rihing 
the phenomenology of the litNtvy 'i>i M'stenis. SIKII puteui tal descriptions ,ire vei> 

IUJ 

V JI fntrndiirl lul l ta .Strarigr Mesuii F'lrjsjr-, 

usrM iii helping to fold the iihriiinm-uolt>£ir.-d desi i ipiiuns into a more fundatneittal 
description of the strong interaction {<.}tT>). 

The systematic study o[ the heavy-quark mesons in the J/t/- and T families at 
c + e~ storage rings has heavily impacted the understanding of meson physics 1**1. 
Pure vector states are directly formed in( + r collisions, and many important new 
discoveries have been made in this way, e.g., the v, U, D', Ds mesons. Studies 
of the decays of these vector mesons, particularly the radiative decays, have also 
proved interesting, and have resulted in the observation of the r/(M-tn), /j(1720), 
and i(v2220) mesons. Other states are not readily studied in this context. For exam
ple, the expected ntcson states corresponding to large 09 orbital angular momentum 
excitations are rarely produced and none of the light-quark radial recurrences has 
been observed. Such systems arc more readily produced in fixed target experiments, 
which therefore play a complementary rale in the study of qua»k spectroscopy. 

Knowledge of the masses and widths of the excited mesons provides several 
important clues to the nature of the forces binding the constituent quarks into 
liadrons. The hyperfine structure and radial excitation splittings reflect the relative 
strengths of the terms in the qq Lagrangian, so it is important to understand these 
splittings as a function of both the radial and orbital quantum numbers. Studies 
of the decays of these excited states are also valuable. These decays are believed 
to be strongly affected by the qlj wave function, so that their variation with the q5 
excited state should provide insight into the dynamics of these systems. 

There aTe other reasons to study light-quark meson systems aside from their in
trinsic interest. The speculation that exotic states such as "glueballs" may exist I5D1 
with masses below 2 GeV/c 2 . has increased the need to better understand the 
spectroscopy of the conventional states. One such gluebal] candidate, the n(H40), 
may have been mistakenly identified as such I 5 1 ' , but without a comprehensive 
understanding of the conventional sprrlroscopy, smb ambiguities are difficult to 
resolve. 

The spectroscopy of the light quark mesons has been experiencing a Heuais-
sam-e of sorts in the last few years Several light-quark nonets can now be considered 
complete with well established states: the psruduscalar nonet comprising the *, /»', 

.,. and i,'; the vector nonet consisting of the <<(77u). fi"(S92). <J( 1020). and u.(7S3); 
(lie tensor states, the n.2(1320). ft j(H:lU). /j( 12701, and /' 2(I525J; and more re-
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cently the iDi nonet, with Hie pa(lu90l. u.;i<,l6i0>, KJ(lToO), and <>j(lo50). It is 
important to continue the pursuit of an experimental understanding of mesons so 
I hat the systematica can be better understood and new directions for theoretical 
%vork established. 

The dense backgrounds in (lie busy environment of hadronically-produced sys
tems compounds the problem of extracting resonance parameters from scattering 
data. These backgrounds must be kept small, while the event samples should be as 
large as possible. The resonance structure ran only be extracted by partial wave 
analysis, which requires that the event sample be unbiased by acceptance effects, 
flrese observational difficulties are compounded by the lack of theoritical knowledge 
about of the systematica of the excited meson slates. The non-relativistic potential 
models are very successful in heavy-quark systems (for example, in chaxmonium 
where (v/c)2 as 0.3), and yet predicted levels are in good agreement with observa
tion. Naively, these models might not be expected to work as well in light-quark 
systems, although in fact, they do surprisingly well. 

Apace with the latest experimental results, impressive theoretical progress has 
recently been made in the light-quark meson sector. Several authors have formulated 
models that insert the dynamical features expected from QCD into a potential, 
which they then modify to take into account the relativistic effects in light-quark 
systems I"). In particular, Godfrey and Isgur (Gl) I*3', have shown that it is 
possible to account for the established light and heavy-quark mesons in a theoretical 
framework that is based on such an approach. Besides reproducing the spectra of 
•he well-established states, their model makes predictions for the masses and decay 
rates of the underlying spectroscopy. 

The strange mesons arc an ideal place to study this spectroscopy. The states 
are observed to be narrower than their non-strange partners, yielding better signal-
to-noise ratios. The spectroscopy is expected lo be simpler for s' ?ral reasons: (a) 
the strange mesons have fewer open decay channels compare** wiih the isovector 
and ijoscalar states, which makes the phenomenological interpretation of the data 
simpler: | b | pure glut-ball slates are not possible; and (c) the neutral stales are free 
from th«* ambiguities inherent in the i&osealar-isoveclor sectors. Most importantly. 
'.lie e\i'ited strange mesuu stales are readily produced in collisions beivvevn high-
energy kaon beams and stationary pmton targets, Attempts to unravel the strange 
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meson spectrum have had limited success, however. The spectrum is sufficiently 
complex that it requires sophisticated analyses of large data samples to probe be
yond the lowest-lying, leading excited A'* states, so that only a handful of decay 
channels have been studied. 

The primary sources of data on strange mesons have been the two-body Kr 
and three-body Kxr final states. Each of these channels has been observed in either 
the non-chargc-exchangc reaction K~p -» K*~p or in the charge-exchange reaction 
A'"p —* K*°n. Recently, data from the two-body Kn final state have been analyzed 
as well. 

The non-cha'gc-cxchange reactions that have been studied with Hie highest 
statistics are K~p -t S o i _ p ."-•>), /f±p - , A^x+ir -p t » - « l , and K~p ~-> 
K~i\p ("1. The two-body Kx and Ki\ channels are allowed decay modes for the 
natural spin-parity mesons (J** = 0 + , 1 ~ , . . . ) , the spectroscopy of which is illus
trated in Figure VII.1. To date, the non-charge exchange reactions have provided 
information on the leading A'* resonances, the 1" A'"{892), the 2 + A'*(1430), 
the 3~ ^ ( 1 7 8 0 ) , and the 4+ tfj(2060), with hints of underlying S-wave. The 
/T^x+T'p final states have provided detailed information on the properties of the 
unnatural parity Strang mesons. 

The charge-exchange reactions are dominated by leading K" production in the 
final state. Studies of the two body reaction A' _ p —» A'~jr+n I " - 7 1 ! have yielded 
extensive information on the leading natural spin-parity states up to Jp = 5", 
have established the existence of the underlying JP — 0 + A~£(1350), the JF = 
l~ A7(170Q), have resulted iu the observation of a J** = 1" A','(H10) signal. 
There have been several studies of the three-body charge-exchange reaction A'~p ~-» 
AVr-ir+n I™ - ' 7 ! in which the natural spin-parity 2 +A'j(1430). the 3~A'j(178u). 
and the 4+A'.J(2040) have been observed. The three-body analyses have also clearly 
observed sti ong resonance production in the underlying 1 ~ amplitude, and have also 
yielded evidence for a higher lying 2 + state in the 1.8-2.0 CieV/c 2 region. 

This thesis will report the results from a new study of the A*~» -• J\'QK"P 
reaction using data from experiment 1M35 obtained with the Large Aperture Su
perconducting Solenoid (LASK) spectrometer at the Stanford Linear ArccleratiT 
Center. The experiment was a higli-slatigtics study of incLislie A iiiterailioiiH at 
II CJeV/c. The entire A' - data set <-uu*b>ts of ~11't.OUO.uiJO events eorrespoiKlinK 
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i - i f 

Frgurr \ l i . 1. The naf uraj-paril/ tpcctrtncopy. All of lh* tlalva vhown hav* an al-
lowrd two-body dfc*y moo**, wilt) ih* rxrrption of lh» I**1 at 1400 
MeV/c 1 

lo a sensitivity of ~ 4 cvenls/nb. The experiment yields —100,000 "Rir'p events 
in which the 7?o is observed to decay weakly into two charged * Y 

The analysis of this reaction is performed by seh-rtfjig I he sample of faiiciiriati-
evetVis, (torn the complrlr- data set. This event sample is analyzed in the context of 
.1 one-particle exchange model, where the results of this analysis give a description 
• if ll.e 7 \OT" system in teints of the spin-parity amplitudes For the inlrrim-iliale 
H^O:..IIH ">*?.tes. 

1 Iii<- iulf of I he full thesis opens with an aljrulijed description of llie LASS 
facil:ty in < 'liaptei XIII. wheie tliL' liaidwme and and joflivarr of I lie experiment aw 
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discussed. The selection process thai isolalrs the A'g*~p event? from the total event 
sample is described in Chapter IX. The features of the event sample are shown, and 
1 he quality of the data discussed. The efficiency for thu detection of the 7fo*~|> linal 
slate and the subsequent acceptance correction are discussed in Chapter X, Chapter 
XI presents the acceptance corrected moments of the K* angular distribution and 
interprets their significant features. Chapter Xll describes the amplitude analysis, 
and interprets the results in terms of parameters characteristic of the observed 
resonant slates. The conclusions of this study are summarized in Chapter XUf. 

* 
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VIII. The LASS Facility 

V I I I . l LASS 

The Large Aperture Superconducting Solenoid spectrometer was built and op
erated at the site of the two-mile long Stanford Linear Accelerator in the late 
I970s/early 1980s, primarily for the purpose of studying the strong interactions. 
The appailus consists of two distinctly different magnetic spectrometera, and is the 
the first of this kind in high energy physics (it provides complete coverage of the 
full 4a- solid angle in the laboratory frame far particle interactions occurring within 
it). Although it h a forward spectrometer, (i.e., the nuclear target is at rest in the 
laboratory frame) and in this sense it may be thought of as an electronic bubble 
chamber. But, where bubble chambers are relatively slow and cumbersome, LASS 
has all of the advantages of the flexibility and speed of contemporary electronics, 
and in addition lias rather extensive particle identification capability. 

The instrument records to a high precision the trajectories of charged particles 
emitted from interactions in the liquid hydrogen target located near the upstream 
end of the LASS spectrometer, where a secondary beam of highly relativistic kaons 
from the Stanford Linear Accelerator is focusscd. (Figure VIII.J). The emerg
ing charged ptirticlcs follow hi-liral pal lis in the 22.-lk(i solenoidal field, depositing 
minute btit detectable amounts of energy as they traverse the cylindrical and/or 
planar proportional chambers which instrument the solenoid volume. Further down
stream, additional wire chambers rrcurd I lie particle tracks as they move into the 
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region of the dipolc spectrometer. The dipole serves to momentum analyze low-
angle high momentum tracks which are not well-measured in the solenoid. The two 
spectrometers provide excellent momentum resolution and very high angular accep
tance over the nearly all of the available phase space. In addition, two Cerenkov. 
counters, a time-of-flighl system, and dB/dx information from the cylindrical cham
bers, permit a high degree of particle identification in the experiment. 

SupwconAjclift) Coin. 
and Wxwm Itastl 

— Lr»2 Tonjei 
C Cutttor CwKr 

— Rroporlkral Ctowta 
— Mognetalrklii* Qioroos 

Sdnlilkilian Count* Hotfcscopt 

OiojteMogwl 

Figure Vlti.1: The LASS Spectrometer. Theineidenlbeanidirecuon, the solenoid/target, 
the Cercnkov counters, and the dipole chambers arc shown. 

There is extensive computing power and event analysts software which supports 
the spectrometer. A high speed data acquisition network allowed an accumulation 
of nearly 140 million events Lo be kept for analysis. A sophisticated tracking pro
gram, a thorough Monte Carlo simulation of the detector, and a multiple vertex 
fitting program were developed which permitted Lhe successful, highly efficient re
construction of the events from LASS. 

A comprehensive review of the LASS facility can lie futiud elsewhere! *'. 1-or 
continuity and convenient reference, a few of the details of the s|H'clroiwM.rr which 
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arc particularly relevant to llie present physics will tic reviewed licrc It should 
be noted here that no prior experiment allempt in a to study the spectroscopy 
of particle states In hadrorilc interactions can approach the LASS in experiment 
acceptance and Jlali-tlicaj power. 

VIII.2 The LASS Beamlirve 

The !l-GoV/c kaons which comprise the incident beam Tor thin experiment, 
experiment E-135 at LASS, originate from the aecondary debris generated when 21 
GeV elections from the Si.AC linac arc focusscd onto a production target. The 
spills are 1.6;<sec long, as frequent'y as ISO pulses/second. The water-cooled target 
is composed of 0.25 radiation length ot copper backed by 1 radiation length of 
beryllium. Electromagnetic showen in the target produce a host, of secondaries, of 
which those within a 1T.4513.S5 mrad production angle axe collected to provide 
SI.AC beamtine 2021<T"I. The beam line is shown schematically in Figure V1I1.2 

Figure \Tfl-V SL.\C HrKrn Lute 20-21-22 Th*- rrUlitr pu.-mmi* of the- n>ni|>o>irnl* 
*rp Rrr*tl> r»«Kj r r , , t ( r ^-

VIII 1 Till- l./l.SS Bauulim-

The optics is surh that thr beam is fmusscd four times along the line, at points 
labeled as F1-F4 in the figure. Kl limits tin* momentum of the secondaries by colli-
niatioti to 2,0% in 6p/p. Ilctwecn Kl anil l-'J, there is a short 0.56 radiation lengths 
of I * l> to help remove any rlritron contamination, and then two radio frequency 
(HK) separators. The separators generate electric fields, the strength of which is 
dependent upon the RF phase at the time of arrival of a charged particle This 
momentum dependent dispersion is organized such that by the time the particles 
arrive at the achromatic focus F2, a clear particle separation has formed. A colli
mator selects a single species of beam particle. Only one separator was necessary 
to achieve the beam purity levels essential to the experiment. 

A hodoscope of scintillation counters was installed at F3. The instrument 
consisted of six lengths of scintillating plastic which measured the momentum of 
individual particles. The counters were overlapped to prevent any dead regions. 
With this construction, the incident beam momentum pec particle was known to 
0.5%. At the nominal 11 GeV/c tnomentum setting of the beam, the individual 
particle momentum is 

Ps = 10.600 + 0.(M95n, 

where n is one of the 11 counter regions. Any uncertainty in the beam tuning also 
contributed to the beam momentum error. This effect was fom d to be detectable, 
and will be detailed later. The error on the beam momentum is estimated to be 
=20 MeV/c. 

At focus F4, another downstream hodoscope, the Q — $ hodoscope, measures 
the spatial position of each beam particle. It consists of the horizontal ( 6 ) and 
vertical ( • ) counters, each an array of 12 1/2" foil-wrapped scintillators. This 
hodoscope also generates a signal For the experiment's trigger logic, in an effort to 
isolate single beam particles. 

Between the 0 — • hodosojpc and the entrance to the LASS experimental half 
proper, arc 2 threshold Cereukov counters. Kach counter is gas-filled and fitted with 
a parabolic focussing mirror at the downstream end of the device. The mirror focuses 
the ultraviolet light from the Cerenkov emission in the gas onto a phoUmiultipner 
tube, where a pholocathode generates a signal. The C» deviic is filled with 40 psia 
of hydrogen gas. in which only 11 GeV/r pious can radiate. The C^- counter is filled 
with carbon dioxide, and both pious and kaons jirodnce light, The beam particle is 

r 
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identified according to Table VMM It was found the RF separation achieved a h'/r 
ratio of 70-80 for the 11 GeV/c K~ beam. Other contamination* were negligible. 

Cerenkov Identification 

Counter r,e K p 

cw V y 
CK V 

TkbJe VJH.I-- Th*be*niC*riakovtruth ttbl: PoaaibbtnckliypotlitMsanindKated 

Just prior to the: LASS solenoid a set of proportional counter* were installed. 
This beam-chamber package consisted of tea planet of proportional wire chambers 
(PWC's), each built with sixty-four 20ft diameter gold-tungsten sense wire* spaced 
at 1.016mm. The set was divided into two distinct groups 1 meter apart. The 
upstream four planes measured i , y , p and e coordinate*, where e s ( i — j ) / V 5 a n d 
p = ( j + y) / i /2 . The six downstream chambers measured x,y,x',y'1 e and p, where 
the primed coordinates are offset by 1/2 of a wire-to-wire separation relative to the 
unprimed ones. The beam package provided a beam vector at the 300/im level in 
z, jf and 0.3mrad in direction. 

A set of 3 scintillators form the last pre-target device. The first, SE, located 
S meters from the solenoid, serves to count both beam particles and halo particles, 
where halo is any in-time olT-axis particle. Il generates the start pulse for the time 
of flight system, and is made especially thick (0.952 cm) to reduce time jitter in the 
output pulse. The SY and the RING counter comprise the final beam tag. Both 
counters are aligned on the beam axis, but RING has a 2.51cm hole at its center. 
RING serves as a beam halo veto, to help reduce stray triggers. 

The final beam focus, F4, is an achromatic focus at the end of the liquid 
hydrogen target which provides Tor a beam in the target of 0.5cm r.m-s. in each 
dimension. 

The '20-21-22 beamliue typically ran at a 90 Hz repetition rate during data 
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taking, yielding a trigger rate for the experiment of 3-5 beams/pulse randomly 
distributed ia time over the 1 6/isec spill. 

VIII.S The Solenoid Region 

The solenoid magnet support* the liquid hydrogen target cell, the inner cylin
drical wire chamber*, the gap and bore chamber*, and is capped on the downstream. 
end by the Ci Cerenkov counter and the time-of-night (TOF) hodoscope, a* shown 
in Figure VHI.3 The magnet itself i* constricted of four separate luperconduct-
ing coil*, where the first segment bold* the cylinder package, and the downstream 
three pieces support tracking chambers. The operating current of 1600 Amp* gen
erate* an axial field of 22.4kG, which requires 5000 liter* of liquid He from two local 
refrigeration unit* at 60 I/hr in normal operation for cooling. The axial magnetic 
component was measured to be uniform to 1% over the full inner diameter of 185cm 
for the entire 465cm length. The radial component ia negligible on axis, becoming 
significant neat 300cm downstream, because of the downstream opening into Cj. 
A fiducial region was defined where the average field variation was les* than 3.1%, 
with a radius of 75cm and length of 320cm. 

VJJ7.3.* The Liquid Hydrogen Target 

The liquid hydrogen target celt provides the initial state protons for the exper
iment. At room temperature, the cell is 85.04cm long and 2.54cm in radius, and 
shrinks to 84.06cm when full of liquid H 2 . The hydrogen is captured in a mylar bag, 
which is surrounded by mylar super-insulation, which is inside of an 0.71mm thick 
aluminum vacuum jacket. It is supported by steel bracing to the upstream mirror 
plate of the solenoid. The liquid l l j condition is monitored for temperature and 
pressure, as the target density is important for determination of the experimental 
interaction cross section. The 2.54cm of liquid H2 implies that protons must have 
» > 225 MeV/c 2 to escape to the vacuum jacket, if they start on axis and propagate 
radially; this is a consequence of the 0.0716±0.0004 gin/cm 3 mean liquid II2 density 
measured over the course of the experiment. 
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Figure V7D-J: The aokaotd magnet and ialaripr compMenta. The ciuee hatched ar
eas repnaenl toe eotenoid risen*, with the target and tracking chamber* 
shown in appropriate reUtioo. The K beam is incident from the left 
(upstream) end. 

VUL3.lt Proportional Wire Chamber* 

The detectors inside the solenoid are all proportional wire chambers. That 
ia, a particle travelling Ihe device will deposit tome of its energy in the lorm of 
ionization is the gas; this will be electrostatically focussed to an anode wire, and, 
in the presence of a high electric field, will generate an electrical signal proportional 
(o the initial charge. These wire chambers ate essential tools of the high energy 
experimentalist. In brier, the electrostatics are defined by the cathodes which form 
the ivalls of the chambers. An important consequence of the pulse formation near 
the anode wire, is that there is also an induced charge on the cathodes. This occurs 
when the fast, mobile electrons left in the wake of the track arrive near the anode 
wire and multiply by Townsend multiplication. The remaining collection of positive 
ions drift away from the anode, giving rise to the cathode signal. By segmenting 
the cathode, an additional measurement of the amount of charge deposited can be 
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obtained. Using the induced cathode signals, which typically cover 2-5 strips in the 
LASS chambers, and the anode signal as well, a three-dimensional reconstruction of 
the charge deposition locale is generated, ant) this conatitutr-s a track, measurement. 

VIII.3.C The Cylindrical Vertex Detector 

The heart of the spectrometer is in the vertex package which surrounds the 
target. Because of tbe close coupling there, the interaction target is essentially 
iostrumented over the complete solid angle. Mbeit that the fasles tracks go forward 
and are only approximately momentum-measured, if at all, in these chambers, the 
central and backward regions in the lab are well analyzed with this arrangement.. 
This makes LASS unique in forward electronic spectrometers, providing bubble 
chamber like reconstruction in most cases. 

There are six cylindrical proportional wire chambers, arranged to be coaxial 
with the target, with central radii measuring from 6.05cm to 19.02cm. The chambers 
consist of a central anode wire plane of 20/i diameter gold-plated tungsten wires, 
sandwiched between inner and outer layers of cathode strips. The strips make ±10° 
angles to the anode wires over 100cm of active length in the first four PWC's and 
±15° angles for 87cm in the outer pair of chambers. The outer pair of chambers are-
recessed 7cm from the upstream solenoid mirror. 

Tbe cathode strips are made of metal foil upon an interstitial support of a 
double cylinder structure of aluminum-mylar laminate and paper honeycomb sheet. 
The ends are covered with fiberglass printed circuit boards, where the anode wires 
are anchored and readout, There is an additional lucite support ring halfway along 
the cylinder length.'"1 

The result of this delicate construction is to reduce the material density in the 
chamber region to ==G. 11 gm/cm 3 This is excellent for many of the interesting 
physics channels, as it reduces tbe multiple scattering and energy Ices contributions 
to resolution, and hence improves the tracking resolution. However, the physics to 
be reported here requires good resolution even for the slowest particles which emerge 
from the target, in particular the slow recoil protons. The density of materia) in 
the chamber region will play a significant role in some kinematic corrections which 
will be detailed in chapter VIII. Suffice it to say here though, that it is impossible 
to understand the exact consequences of the complicated chamber construction on 
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a per track basis. That is, a perfect simulation is not realizable. The effects of this 
will become dear, but as will be demonstrated, the problem can be circumvented 
in a most satisfying way. 

The cylindrical chamber package was not intended to be used to measure en
ergy low of slow moving particles within them. It is a tribute to the care of the 
scientists who built and studied the system, that in the end, a very beautiful dB/dx 
measurement capability was wrested from the cylinder signals, as reviewed in chap
ter VIIL The signal strength from the cathode foils was used to measure energy 

[ loss fcr alow tracks of 600MeV/c or less. There were noticeable effects from pulse 
1 saturation in the gas-filled chambers, but none the leu, correlating the measured 

ionization from several cylinder measurements per track provided useful particle' 
identification information. 

VIU-3-d The Gsp.Bore.P/ug, and Trigger Chambers 

Each of the Ihrae downstream segments of the solenoid is instrumented with 
a gap, bore, plug, and trigger chamber ensemble. These planar tracking chambers 
generate space points from ionaation deposited by particles moving in the helical 
orbits which they follow in "the solenoidal field. 

The gap chambers are single planes which cover the breadth of the solenoid 
inner diameter. There are 7SS anode wires (the wires are of the same manufacture 
as for the cylinder, and all other, chambers) strung 2.032nun apart. The cathodes 
are of aluminum-mylar laminate, * > t n 6.86mm etched strips 1.27mm apart defining 
the readout structure. The cathode-anode spacing is 9.508cm, and each cathode is 
oriented! at 45° to the anode wires, clockwise on the upstream plane, counterclock
wise downstream. A central I6.Slcm diameter is covered with a styrofoam backed 
mylar barrier, which prevents any signal generation in the region. This is essential 
in order to prevent the busy axial region from confusing the oft"-axis tracking in 
these chambers. The plug chambers cover this region of solid angle. 

There are actually 5 plug chambers in the spectrometer. There are the three in 
the solenoid and two additional ones downstream. The plugs are small, only 26cm 
by 28cm, but the 256 anodes at a I-016mm spacing, provide good resolution in the 
beam region. Each chamber has three such anode planes, oriented to provide i , y, 
and e coordinates, where e is at 35 s lo the x wires. These chambers worked well 
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in the intense 5-10 MHz charged particle instantaneous rate environment near the 
spectrometer axis. 

The bore chamber* instrument the inner radius of the solenoid. Again, there are 
x, y, and e planes, with the c wires at 45° to the other two. There are 640 sense win* 
at a 2.032mm pitch, with a 0.106cm cathode-anode spacing. These chambers have 
octagonal frames, to maximize the tracking coverage inside the magnet sections. 

The trigger chambers were originally intended to measure the track multiplic
ities for the event trigger, in the end, they primarily provided more redundancy in 
the tracking. Each chamber consists of an anode and segmented cathode planes, 
where the anodes just provide the electric field here, i.e., they do not provide signals, 
and as such are widely spaced at 4.064mm. Ibe upstream, or tracking, cathode, has 
two concentric rings of pads defined on it, 3 pads in the interior and 128 in the outer 
ring. The downstream, or trigger, cathode is more coarsely divided into 16 pads 
in the outer ring, with the like 8 inside. The trigger foil of the most downstream 
chamber was not read out. 

VJIl.S.e The Ci Cerenkov Counter and the TOF nodbscope 

All of the physics amenable to study with the spectrometer depends upon the 
knowledge of the mass of the particles which leave tracks in the spectrometer. In 
some cases, the kinematics and topology of an event are enough to allow an unam
biguous determination of the masses involved. However, there are also important 
classes of events where additional particle identification is required. For example, 
very high momentum tracks are difficult to identify without additional informa
tion. To this end, a great deal of particle identification hardware was built into the 
spectrometer. The Ct Cercukov counter and the time-of-flight (TOF) hodoscope 
are two examples. It is important to note that the final states studied here did not 
require any particle identification information from the dedicated devices. However, 
for completeness, a brief description of the hardware is included here. 

The Ci Cerenkov counter is inserted into the last of the four solenoid coils, 
filling tbe coil aperture, and extending down the beamline. The counter is a con
ventional gas threshold device, where Freon 114 is the fill gas. In this gas, high mo
mentum pions begin to radiate at »2.6 CeV/c, and kaon threshold is z;<).2 GeV/c. 
The total path length in the counter can be 180 cm, which implies that a Cast pion 
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could generate a cone of Ccrcniov light of nearly 2cm in radius at the end of the 
radiating volume. 

The volume itself is segmented into38 cells, arranged into 2 small semi-cylindrical 
cells on axis, and three concentric layers ot 12 azimulhally symmetric cells. The 
cells do not extend over the full length of C j , beginning some 40cm from the up
stream end. This design mean* that a radiating particle may emit into more than 
one cell, even though the extrapolated track occupies only a single cell. Each cell 
roughly focuses the incident light onto > mirror which reflects the light at right an
gles through a Preanel lens, a collection horn, and onto a photomultiplier cathode. 
The phototubes ace RCA 8850 Quantacoos, magnetically shielded with /(-metal 
and iron jacket*, and a set of bucking coils, so as to correct for.the strong fringing 
magnetic fields, on the order of 2-4 kG, of the solenoid. 

The performance of the counter was studied using pions bom 7?o decays. A 
particle trajectory is extrapolated through the Cerenkov counter in the presence of 
the soleaoida) field. (More on the details of the tracking in sec.Vlf-8) The expected 
pattern of Ccrenkov emission tor the track is calculated and then compared with 
what is actually observed. A careful study has shown that the average efficiency of 
the device is 0.975 for particle* above threshold, which improve* to 0.995 for tracks 
which radiate exclusively into a tingle cell. 

The TOF bodogcope is part of the time-of-flight system, ft is used in conjunc
tion with the SE upstream scintillator to determine the tengtl of time a particle 
actually took to traverse the solenoid. The hodoscope consists of 24 15° wedge 
paddles surrounding a set of four on-axis 90° scintillator segments. Each scintillator 
is 1cm thick, and is optically connected to a lucite light guide consisting of a light 
pipe, an elbow, and a Winston cone. The guide terminates at'the face of a pho-
tomuUiplier tube, which is, again, magnetically shielded in a fashion very similar 
to the C | tubes. The tubes are readout by both an ADC and a time-to-digital 
converter (TDC). 

In practice, a signal from the SE counter starts the TDCs. When the scintil
lation light from a passing particle is sensed in a phototube, the attached TDC is 
stopped and the pulse height recorded by the ADC. The pulse height information 
is used to correct the observed time ( T S E - T D C ) for "time walk" in the readout 
electronics. The resulting resolution on the TOP measurement was =s 0.5 ns. The 
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expected time for a mass hypothesis of x,h',p is calculated based upon the track 
momentum and point-of-origin, is compared to the measured time, both of which 
have been corrected for transit time of the light in the scintillator and dispersion. 
A probability reflecting a given hypothesis is determined. In this fashion, ±93o~ 
separation is found for r/K up to momenta of s l . l OcV/c, and up to es2.S GeV'e. 

VIII ,4 The Dipole Region 

The downstream half of LASS consists of the 18kG dipole magnet and sets 
of magnetostrictive and proportional chambers. This spectrometer measure* the 
momentum of particles within 50-100 mrad of the beam axis which have p >1.5 
CeV/c. The dipole region is shown in Figure V1II.4. 

V///.4.a The Magnet 

The magnet is a water-cooled aluminum pancake, built of four stacked coils, 
which draws up to 7050A at full field. At this excitation, an 11 GeV/c particle 
will develop about 900 MeV/c of transverse momentum, due to the 30.1kG-m field 
integral along the beam-axis. The magnet was operated at full field for better than 
half of the experiment, and about 2/3 strength for the remainder. 

VIff.4 b The Dipole Chambers 

The spectrometer consists of are a combination of magnetostrietive chambers 
and proportional counters located » shown in Figure VIII.4. The magoetostrio 
tive chambers generate the majority of the coordinates for the track finding code 
in LASS, and the technology provided a cost-effective means for obtaining good 
accuracy and high efficiency over a large area. 

A magnetostrictive chamber is a ipark chamber readout with special rnagne-
tostrictive wire which efficiently converts the electrical energy of a spark into a 
travelling acoustic pulse. The spark chamber consists of two planes of woven wire 
cloth separated by 1cm. One plane !s kept at high voltage, the other at ground 
potential. When an event trigger is received, a high-voltage pulse is generated by a 
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thyratron amplifier, sothat a apark is created by any ionizing radiation in the gap. 
The induced current pulse on the wire cloth transferred as an acoustical signal- on 
a magaetostrictive wire wand. The wand is connected electrically to a TDC, which 
records the arrival time of the full set of sparks from the trigger and itores it for 
subsequent readout. 

In detail, the first five chambers are 150x300 cm 3 , and the most downstream 
ptir of ""super-chambers'- are 200x400 cm 3 . The upstream wire plane in each cham
ber determines the x and y coordinates of each spark, while the downstream plane 
is readout at 30P to the normal, generating e = xcasB — ysinfl and p = cosfl + ysinO 
points. There are polyurethane plugs installed on axis in order to deaden the spark 
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gaps, otherwise the high beam flux would seriously degrade chamber performance. 
The downstream chambers are displaced so that the dipole-bent beam will pass 
through the plugs. 

There are two readout wands per chamber, reading out opposite sides of the 
chamber, except, for MSDV and MSD1 which have only (me wand each. Also, each 
wire plane has two 'fiducial* wires placed along the side of the plane. A voltage 
induced on the wire* it detected by the wands. A voltage pulse is generated whenever 
a spark occurs across the chamber gap. The fiducial wires a n also pulsed on the 
same trigger and are used to calibrate the time scale for each event. The full pulse 
train for the event is digitized and stored in ANNA modules,'*1' a set of sarople-
and-bold electronics which is subsequently readout by CAMAC. The arrival time 
of each pulse is determined relative to a 20 MHz clock pulse train, which translates 
into roughly 0.27mm spatial sensitivity, for the x and w chambers. 

The magnetostrictive readout scheme must be compensated for stray magnetic 
fields, whkh can be large. It was necessary to magnetically bias the wands of the 
upstream magnetnatrictive chambers. A separate coil of wire is wrapped arcsad 
each wand to help alleviate the stray field problem. However, it was still observed 
that the upstream chambers are leas efficient than the downstream ones, as might 
be expected. 

VIII.4.C The Johns Hopkins Wire Cnamben 

The proportional chambers shown in Figure VUI.twere built at Johns Hopkins 
University, and consist of a single plane of 512 vertical wires with a 4.23mm wire 
spacing. The aluminum and polyester mesh cathode* of JHUP and JHDN are 
built with a 1.27mm gap wiuth, while the JHXY segmented aluminum-mylar foil 
cathode is of 128 2.62cm wide horizontal strips at a 0.16cm gap width. These 
counters provided in-time corroboration and position information for dipole tracks, 
though the JHXY cathode efficiency is only about 50% and of limited use. 

Vllli.d The Scintillitor Hodeecope* 

The HA and HB scintillator arrays are immediately downstream of the last 
magnetostrictive chamber. Each counter consists of two rows of scintillator pad
dles, with 21 paddles per row in HA and 38 per row in 1111. The center paddles 
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iti c&ch array are deadened in the middle so that non-interacting hc*m particles 
<lo ntrt, generate signals. Each paddle is 89.32cm long. These counters trigger the 
spectrometer electronics on events with dipole particles.and provide in-time cor
roboration of tracks for track reconstruction. A small circular counter of 0.84cm 
radius, the LP3 counter, over the central hole in tbe hodcecope array functions as 
an anticoincidence counter, helping to ensure that there was no downstream beam 
tracks in a real event. 

VllU.e The Cj counter 

The final apparatus in the 20-21 beamline is the Cj Cerenkov counter, it is also 
a threshold Cerenkov device used to aid in x/K separation for fast dipole traiiu. 
The counter is divided Into 8 segments, and filled with 1 atmosphere of Freon 12 
(CCI2F3) which serves as the Cerenkov radiator. Particles traverse a 2trun thick 
aluminum sheet and at least ITScm of gaa. Any radiated photons are reflected from 
mirrors at tbe rear of the counter, two rows of four mirror* tilted at 10* from the 
vertical, through light pipe* onto pnotomultipuera, located four on top of and four 
below the counter. 

Tbe pulse height from the tubes is proportional to the number of incident 
photons from tbe given minor, which is of course dependent upon the momentum 
of the radiating particle. For Freon 112, a- threshold is at 2.9 GeV/c and K'» begin 
to radiate at 10.3 Ge V/c. However, tbe geometry and magnetic environment of the 
unprotected pholomultipliers move the thresholds up, on the order of 1094 for tbe 
r's. 

VIH.5 T h e B-13S Trigger 

The event trigger for the experiment is minimal, so that the widest variety of 
interesting physics from target interactions is obtained. All that is required is that 
it beam particle interact in the target and produce at least two charged secondaries, 
thus effectively triggering on the full K~p cross section into charged particles. This 
physics trigger is supplemented by a few special purpose triggers. The full trigger 
consists of two piccn, the beam trigger and the cluster logic, which respectively 
,Iclennine the trigger criteria just described. 

VIII.S The B-J3S Trigger II? 

Vfff.i.a The Beam Trigger Logic 

An acceptable beam particle is identified whenever the beam trigger logic, 
sfiown in Figure Vlll.5, determines that an incident beam particle is a kaon, that 
the particle enters the target, and that there is only one such particle which enters 
the target within a 20 nsec window. A beam kaon meets the Cerenkov enters as 
given in Table Vll l . l . A target particle is defined when signals from SE and SY 
are coincident and they are anti-coincident with RING. The RING veto prevents 
off-axis "halo" particles from generating false triggers. Tbe 8 — 4 hodoscope signals 
are used as fast timing signals to maintain the 20 nsec trigger window. 

ID Boolean shorthand, the trigger logic definition is: 

tf7-=»e*>l Ae*>2A5i7A5r 'A j lACKA^. 

VJ/J.S.b The Cluster logic 

The cluster logic determines when a viable target interaction is detected. By 
counting the number of hits on the anode wires in the innermost two cylindrical 
PWG's and the first two plug chambers, an event is recorded or discarded. The 
cluster count from each anode plane forms the logic signals of Table VIII.2. All 
but the 32 central wires of plug 1 are OR'ed to generate the cluster multiplicities 
of Table VIII.2, where the central wires are ignored as an additional safety against 
multiple beam triggers. Conversely, only the central wire* of plug 2 are included. 
This allows for events with a single very forward track to be counted. Every new 
signal a* given in tbe table includes the requirement that cylinder 2 have at least 1 
hit, because cylinder 1 has a large accidental rate due to its trigger proximity which 
must be kept in check. 

VliLS.e A complete set of event triggers 

The full set of physics triggers, T0|, 1 = 1,4, and four additional scaled down 
minority triggers, Tt,T2,T3, and T4 form the complete set of possible event triggers. 
A minority trigger is one which causes an event to be recorded at only a fraction 
of the limi it actually occurs. These triggers are important for calibration and 
diagnostic purposes. The trigger definition logic is shown in Figure Vlll.6 . 
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Briefly, the separate trigger topologies are: 

1. TOi - > 3 secondaries and 2 cylinder tracks 

2. TOj - 2 cylinder and 0 dipole tracks 

3. TO] - >1 forward and 1 or 2 transverse tracks 

4. TO4 • >2 forward tracks 

Vil l i The £-U5 Trigger m 

Signal . Definition 

PLGX> 1 at least 2 plug 1 planes have > 1 hit 

PXGi > 2 at least 2 plug 1 planes have > 2 hits 

PLG3 > 1 at least 2 plug 2 planes have > 1 hit 

PLGS>1 PLG, > 1 A PLG2 > I 

CYL>2 CYLt > 1 A(CK£i > 2VCYLJ > 2 

CYL>3 CYIn > 1 K{CYLi > 3 V CYLi > 3 

CYL>3 CYLi >3.f\0YLa>i 
CYL = % CYL = % CYLt^2ACYL>Z 

CYl = lert CYI2 > lfiCYL>3 

TkhJe VTJti- The cluster fqgic signal deflattion. PLGi is the l'th plug dumber, 

5. T l - beam decay trigger. The 3-prong decays of the beam kaons, r decays, 
serve as calibration monitors for the dipole magnet and the P-hodoscope. 
Only 1 of 10 recorded. 

6. Ti- elastic trigger. K~p elastic • .ttering events for momentum calibration. 
Only 1 of 100 recorded. 

7. T3- beam phase space trigger. Only 1 of 1000 recorded. 

8. Ti - random interaction trigger. Only 1 of SO recorded. 

The trigger dead lime is driven by the time needed to clear the track ionization 
from the spark chamber gaps, about 15msec, but can be larger for very high multi
plicity events. On average, the detector was taking data 60% of the time that the 
beam was being delivered. 
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VIII.6 Data Acquisition 

The L.ASS data acquisition system can be resolved into five distinct parts. First 
and on the front-end, are five device cootrollers which monitor the live data branches 
from the spectrometer electronics. There is a DEC P D P l 1/04 minicomputer tlint 
receives the controller output, ao IBM System 7 computer which acts as the com
munications port between the PDf-J J and the Sl.-\C <<-mral computer center, iin J 
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finally, the SLAC TRIPLEX computer system*, which logs the data to magnetic 
tape. The control program for the entire system is the SLAC REALTIME program 
running on the TRIPLEX. 

The device controllers temporarily stoic the electronic data from the CAMAC 
data branches of the spectrometer, before being transferrer to the PDP. Each of 
the live CAMAC branches (only four of which are used at any one time) consist* of 
raw event processing electronics, a controller, and a direct memory access (DMA) 
unit to quickly transfer data to the PDP 

One CAMAC branch is dedicated to the tiodoscope, TOF, Cerenkov counter 
and beamline electronics. Another handles the signals from the PWC anodes. A 
third controls the cathode bit strip signals, and the fourth services the magnetostrtc-
tive chambers through the ANNA system. The fifth branch serves to monitor the 
voltage settings of some counters and to record the contents of some beam counting 
scalers. 

The PDP-11 reads out the device controllers through the DMA branch driver. 
On every event, the PDP memory is partitioned to accept the contents of (our 
controllers, which write data to memory in a parallel fashion. When all the data 
have been transferred, the PDP formats the new data for transfer to the System 7 
computer. 

The System 7 computer shuttles the PDP data to the TRIPLEX system, over 
a 0.5km data link. It read) the PDP event buffer, sets up the correct communica
tion protocols with the TRIPLEX, and transfers the information over a connecting 
coaxial cable. 

The actual tape logging and the online monitoring of the spectrometer are at 
the control of the REALTIME operating system. The tape logging procedure has 
the highest priority of any task., and must be complete (or a previous event before an
other event can be received from the spectrometer. A background analysis program 
samples the incoming event stream, unpacks the data, and a crude reconstruction 
program can generate event information as it arrives from the spectrometer A host 
of kinematic quantities, e.g., missing mass, effective mass, etc., could be computed 
and observed on-line, with the aid of an 1UM 2250 graphics display terminal. As 

* The TRIPLEX consisted t>r« 2Mb I DM JW/PJ, 1 3Mb IBM 370/JSgi, 10 OZSubpi tape drives. 
* IBM 5098 control units, and numrrc-uf di»t drive* and I/O devices. 

I, 
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well, the spectrometer vital signs could be monitored on-line. Various readout ef
ficiencies, chamber efficiencies and multiplicities, etc., could be examined, so that 
tbe performance of any part of the spectrometer could be checked at any time. 

V1II.T Spectrometer Al ignment and Calibration 

The alignment and calibration of the spectrometer is one of the moat important 
jobs of the experimental physicist. Consequently, it is also the most tedious, time-
i consuming, and difficult of work. Due to the variety of distinctly different devices 
which must be understood, great care must be taken to insure that the separate 
positions of each device, relative to one another and to the beamline, are known. 

VIU.7.M. Spectrometer Alignment 

The measurement frame chosen for LASS is defined by the gap chambers, since 
they could be surveyed in situ most easily. The ^-positions were recorded, and the 
anode wire locations were already known bom precise bench measurements. The 
gap cathodes were aligned in two steps. During stretching of the cathode foils onto 
the support frames, small but measurable distortions of the foils get built into the 
final device. The distortion is mapped and recorded over the foil surface for every 
[oil, fit to a polynomial, and used in conjunction with tbe pulse height data from 
real events to correct for the real i - y position of a hit. Then, single anode signals 
are matched to the found i value. A chi-squsred minimization is made for a large 
number of hit matcbpoints, which allows for small anode displacements and global 
chamber rotations. The best -fit results from gap chambers I and 3 then define the 
measurement frame. 

The other solenoid and dipole chambers are "found" relative to the measure
ment frame using straight line fits to tracks with the magnets turned off. The 
cylindrical chambers are located next. The cylinders have unique problems, be
cause they are not exactly round. The small distortions can be understood, by 
studying the helical tracks found in the spectrometer with the magnets on. Tracks 
found in the planar chambers are projected back into the cylinders, residuals de
termined, and the entire process iterated upon until the alignment is satisfactory. 
The beam chambers are aligned using T3 trigger events. The tracks in the plug and 
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full-bore chambers are extrapolated into the beam chambers, and the beam cham
ber positions are adjusted until the residuals are acceptable. These alignments were 
stable over the course of the experiment, unless repairs to chamber assemblies were 
required, or the beam polarity was reversed requiring the moving of the downstream 
chambers to center the beam flux in tbe chamber dead regions. A set of calibration 
data was always taken in such case*. 

The magnetoatrictive chambers were more difficult, and it was found that their 
alignments could vary on the scale of hour*. The affect was traced to instabilities in 
the wands, and so the wand variations were carefully watched with a re-calibration 
made whenever the degradation was too severe (s»50 times during the experiment). 

V7f/.7.b Spectrometer Calibrations 

Proper event reconstruction requires that the calibrations of all of the experi-
inental apparatus be understood. The readout electronics must accurately obtain 
true pulse information, the TOP system must give accurate timing measurements, 
the Cetenkov system must reflect the true momentum dependence of radiating par
ticles, and the dEjdx signals should exhibit pulse height behavt - consistent with 
known energy loss behavior from moving particles. 

The ADC electronics used throughout tbe experiment was subject to run-to-
run variations over the length of data taking. These problems were due to pedestal 
fluctuations in the case* of the Cerenkov and TOF systems, and to both pedestal 
and gain changes in the SHAM-BADC electronics of tbe cathode readouts. In the 
first case, 100 events at tbe beginning of each run were used to define the pedestals 
for the run. In the latter case, special calibration electronics was built into the 
channel amplifiers which permitted a set of calibration constants to be calculated 
at a greater frequency during runs. 

The TOF calibration, while important to the whole of E-135, has no bearing 
on the present physics and other sources should be consulted for an informed iovL 
at the proccdurelT*l. 

The momentum calibration of the spectrometer was also monitored on a run-
by-run basis. By finding the absolute calibration in the dipole region, the solenoid 
spectrometer and P-hodoscopc could be studied for consistency with the dipole 
measurement. 
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The dipole calibration is obtained by reconstructing KM decays where at least 
one of th« daughter *"• (oo> through thf dlpolo magnet. Tlie reconstructed T + » ~ 
mass is compared to the real K, mass, and the difference is converted to a dipole 
tW\d s^ale Factor, which is 1.007 Tor full field and 1.004 for half field. Also, elastic and 
r triggers are sources independent event sets with good dipole tracks. Tbe elastic 
rvcnts where the scattered K~ is dipole measured, provided a relative calibration 
between the P-hodoscope and the dipole at 11 GcV/c. The momentum dependence 
df the dipole calibration was checked using the slower r's from the r decays. 

A good measure of the run-to-run variations is found by plotting ip, = p/i„ 0( -
I'itam versus run number, as seen in Figure VIII.7. Clearly, there are small but 
distinct variations, which coincide with the occasion of change of polarity of the 
incident kaon beam, so that the downstream dipole chambers were moved. The 
details of tbs plot in between the jumps indicate that there are some small drifts in 
the system, which were attributed to the P-hodoscope calibration because the A*Q 
mass in the dipole reconstructions shows Do variation. 

An alternative approach to the fine scale (p, off.cts uses the 4-C (momentum 
Mid energy constrained) kinematic fit events from the present analysis. For tbe 
rase where all of the final state tracks are seen, those consistent with tbe 7?o*~p 
channel, as discussed in chapter VIII, are fit. One fit is a simple vertex pointing 
fit (GEOFIT). Events which have acceptable GEOFlTs are then kinematically fit. 
i-'ot events with good kinematic fits, tbe GEOFIT missing mass squared against the 
A'o""" system is histogrammed, as in Figure VIII.8. The abscissa U the calculated 
missing man squared minus the proton mass squared. Were tbe beam calibration 
exact, there should be no momentum offset. The observed offset of corresponds 
to a 20 MeV/c beam momentum deficit for the plotted 1981 data (the 1982 data 
had only a 5MeV effect). These shifts are just at or below the resolution limit on 
this parameter, but nonetheless these momentum shifts were used in a subsequent 
refilling of the data sample. It is worth noting here that a similar effect in the 
Ko*+*~n analysis was seen in recoil mats from the meson system. The neutron 
missing mass squared residual was not quite 0. Because the neutron is not seen, any 
• rror al the 20 MeV/c level was not detectable, i.e., the resolution on the missing 
mass for a 1C fit is not neatly so good as for the IC case. 
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Figun VTfl .7: Tfle tongHudioal beam calibration. 6p* against run number ia plotted 
for T decays 

VUI.T.c The d £ / d i Calibration 

To extract JE/dx information from the cylinder chambers, the pulse height 
information from the cylinder cathorjes must be understood. The seen pulse height, 
Pfl> is related to the ionization left by a track by 

/ = f,P». 

where 9 is the angle defined by the track's momentum vector and the normal to the 
cylinder surface, and /a is the path length correction. If the cylinder package were 
homogeneous in composition, /» should vary as cosfl. But as seen in Figure V111.9a, 
there is an excess of signal as the tracks are more and more forward. There are 
saturation effects in the chamber which probably account for some of the increase, 
but the exact source of difficulty is not known. A polynomial quadratic in cos0 is 
used to further correct the pu/se height. 
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As the gas gain ia the chamber exhibits run-to-run variations, an offline cali
bration for each cylinder on a per run basis using fast negative tracks is made. Then 
the /} dependence is measured using the protons from elastic events. Proton dE/dx 
loss in liquid hydrogen is known to exhibit a Landau distribution. However, it was 
observed here that the variable (J/PII)0-3 was approximately Gaussian in nature. 
The 3 dependence of the average value of the quantity is shown in Figure VIII.9b, 
and was parametrized with a quadratic. 

tt'tlh these simple parametiizalions, a likelihood function for the probability 
that a track is a x or p is constructed. In practice, the likelihood ratio for the respec
tive probabilities is formed from the product of likelihood ratios of each cylinder 
hit. The result can be used to dilferenliate between the two track hypotheses. 
This procedure was very useful in the A'o* +T"n analysis'"'. Here, it is used as a 
consistency check on the cylinder protons, as will be discussed in chapter IX. 
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VTII.8 Event Reconstruction 

The large number of signals from the spectrometer must be decoded and an
alyzed before physics studies may commence. Real charged particle trajectories in 
the complex magnetic field must be reconstructed, interaction and decay vertices 
localized, and correct corroboration with the particle identification devices must be 
determined. An event reconstruction program was written to perform these tasks, 
which generates a list of associated track parameters, track coordinates, and event 
topologies. The program as written has four clear procedures. It transforms the raw 
signals into coordinates, finds particle trajectories, determines the event topology 
(i.e., identifies vertex candidates), and stores the results on tape in concise event 
records. 

The raw data record from the data tapes is organized into a fixed header and 
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up to four data blocks. The first block holds Lhc particle iilrnlificaliun signals, some 
•trobe signal*, and tome online scaler counts, such as the elapsed time since the last 
beam track. The second block contain! the PWC anode information, consisting of a 
list ol anode bits and some relative wire timing signals which locate a particular hit 
with reaped to the event trigger. As there may be a cluster of anode*, all "ON" for 
a given bit, the data were receded as a single wire hit. The signals are translated 
into the lab coordinate system and assigned an error equal to xa/i/Ti, where ui is the 
wire spacing ID the particular chamber. The third block contains the cathode signals 
from the gap and cylinder chambers- The list consists of the strip number and the 
associated ADC count, which it then adjusted with channel pedestal, gain, and 
crow-talk corrections from prior calibrations. The strips are grouped into signal 
cluster*, and the puke height data used to find the charge centroid. Typically, 
resolutions ate on the order of 200u in the gap chamber y coordinate and 600jt 
in the cylinder a coordinate. The last block packs the magnetottrictive chamber 
data consisting of the pulse arrival time at the wands. The fiducial counts are 
alto recorded here and are used to convert the pulse timing signal* into spatial 
coordinates with error* which depend upon the given wand, but average about 
OOOJJ. 

VJII.S.a Tracking 

The beam particle* are measured by the beam chamber package. Often, there 
are several candidate beam track* per trigger, and care must be taken to insure that 
only the correct track it found. Firal, anode clutters are formed in the chamber* 
and converted to spatial coordinate*. Then, lists of possible matchpoint* are formed 
for the upstream and downstream beam chambers, requiring that the time slot 
information for associated clusters be consistent, A beam track candidate is defined 
when a pair of consistent matchpoints from the upstream and downstream chambers 
is found. Candidates with the best timing consistency, a satisfactory number of 
coordinates along the track, and good agreement with the allowed beam phase space 
(ire kept. Finally, in time corroboration with the 9 * hodoscope and SY are required. 
Other found beam tracks in an event are usually due tg non-interacting beam kaons 
which can also be found in the downstream dipole chambers. In that case, the 
relevant matchpoints are not used lor any subsequent track finding. Typically, 
there are 1.5 beam tracks per event in the data. 

Vtn.fi Even* Reconstruction 

Track finding in the solenoid region bcRms by defining precise matchpoints in 
the PWC chambers. Acceptable track candidates should trace out well-defined he-
lice* in the uniform magnetic field. In that vein, three matchpoints, each from a 
separate chamber, are chosen such* that they are consistent with a helical trajec
tory. This track is used to look for corroborating matchpoints in the other solenoid 
chambers, where the search is done over areas defined by the estimated error* on 
the original rr.atchpoints. Based on the total number of corroborating paints found, 
a x* fit t o a helix is performed on the coordinates. The track is included on the 
list of solenoid tracks if the fit is acceptable. The fit allows for multiple scattering, 
assuming that the track is a * and that the scattering errors are uncorrected. In 
the case that the fit is poor, coordinates which contribute more than 12 to the x* 
can be dropped and the track re-fit. This process is iterated until either too many 
track points are dropped or the fit succeeds, where a successful fit has a confidence 
level > JO"4. The track finding efficiency is belter than 99% in the solenoid region, 
aa determined from Monte Carlo studies. 

Track* in the dipole region are found by first finding line segments in (he region 
downstream of the magnet. A pair ot ae-coordinate* from two similar coordinate 
plane* it found. If the associated spark gaps from each chamber corroborate the ; -
coordinate*, a candidate line segment it defined. The lice segment i* extrapolated 
into the other chamber*, and if the number of found hit* '•• aceptable, a least-
square* fit to a common line is calculated. The fit is kept if the confidence level is 
> 10~*. Line segment* in the chamber* upstream of the dipole we found by the 
same process. The full set of line segments from each tide of the dipole is then 
crossed through the center of the dipole magnet. The upttream-downstream pair 
which i* the beat match for any track ia selected, a first order estimate for the track 
momentum based upon the angle between the segment* is rr.ade, and the estimate 
used to swim the downstream segment back through the dipole to the upstream 
piece. The process is iterated until the best angle through the field, i.e., the most 
likely track momentum, is obtained. The momentum errors are based ipon the 
chamber errors and the multiple scattering contribution. 

Finally, the dipole and solenoid tracks are joined by finding a solenoid track 
which matches to a dipole track and refitting the solenoid helix so that its momen
tum agrees with the dipole measurement. If the fit is successful, the original helix 
fit results are replaced with the new one. About 95% of the refits are successful, the 

* 
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failures arising primarily from "kinks" due to particle decay or large angle scatters. 

VlllS.b Topology Recognition 

Toe topology of an event refers to the configuration of vertices reconstructed 
by the tracking. Usually, a single event can be described by two or more topological 
patterns, unless specific assumptions about the event are made. As such, care is 
taken to insure that events can overlap several topological types prior to the more 
detailed analysis procedure*. 

There are eight event topologies recognised by the E-135 data processing soft
ware. They are: 

1. All tracks emanate from a single primary vertex. 

2. A number of track* and a VO where the VO is consistent with a K,. 

3. A number of tracks and a VO where the VO is consistent with a A or X. 

4. A number of tracks and a VO where the VO is consistent wHh a 7 or e+e~ 
pur. 

5. A number of tracks from a primary vertex and a V - , where the V~ decays 
into a negative and a neutral VO. The V~ must be consistent with a S ~ or 
ti~, and the VO with a A. 

6. A primary vertex and two secondary VO's. 

7. A primary vertex with a V~ and a VO. 

8. A primary vertex with 3 VO'i. 

The program also finds scattered tracks, and stow tracks which may spiral 
several times within the solenoid. 

For the ~R&t~p final state, events are primarily topology 2. However, care 
is taken to save events which decay close to the primary vertex and are given the 
topology 1 hypothesis. The x + s * - pair which constitute the So" must have 0.436 < 
m n < 0-557 GeV/c 2_ The primary vertex is found by fitting the extrapolated 
intersection point of the VO and the other tracks in the event to a common point 
based upon the distance of closest approach. Tracks which cause the \* to increase 
dramatically can be ignored and the event refit. The VO must also meet a soft 
decay length criterion. However, any events which are cut are recovered as different 
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topological candidates, but most are eventually lost anyway with the imposition of 
tighter final decay length cuts, 

Vnr.o.c DST Production 

Finally, candidate events are written onto magnetic tape as a data summary 
tape (DST). The compressed event information is stored in a data bank record 
format, which can be easily added to or subtracted from by subsequent process
ing steps. This structure allows great flexibility for subsequent physics analysis ] 
programs. 

VHI .9 Monte Carlo Simulation 

Contemporary spectrometers, and LASS is no exception, are very complicated 
devices. A relativistk. particle moving through such a thick ensemble of magnets, 
liquid hydrogen, and wire chambers of varying composition can suffer a variety 
of end* so that real tracks, and hence real events, can be confused or lost to the 
event recognition programs. There are weak decay losses, nuclear absorption tosses, 
losses due to particles being scattered abruptly from their helical orbits, and trigger 
losses. In order to estimate the magnitude of these problems in a spectrometer, 
and the resulting effects on the physics, computer programs which model the device 
in software and simulate real tracks interacting with it, are written. The tracks 
are generated by the Monte Carlo technique, i.e., large samples of random tracks 
which populate the software spectrometer in selected regions of phase space. Proper 
calculations of physics quantities will suffer unless a detailed, well-written Monte 
Carlo program exists. 

More specifically, the T?$x~p events relevant to the present analysis can be 
discussed in terms of four quantities which describe the physics. The mass of the 
meson final state, m'jfr, , the four-momentum transfer to the final state proton, t' , 
and two angles.* These quantities describe the phase-space of the channel. Then, 
by generating a large number of simulated events which reproduce the behavior 
(roughly) of these quantities and essentially counting the number of events which 

* See (be diicuaaioii of the Gottfried-Jackson frame in Chapter IX. section 3. 
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are kepi versus those which are input, a detailed schematic of the acceptance of 
the spectrometer as a function of the given parameters lor the Tf^r'p channel can 
be mapped out. This map, also called the efficiency, c, is then used to predict the 
true number of real phytic* event* which were produced, given those that were ac
tually found. The efficiency i» a very complicated function with no a priori analytic 
representation, and is mapped by using the Monte Carlo technique to generate co
ordinates corresponding to random events which occupy all of phase-space. These 
events are treated just as teal beam events in every way, so that the same analysis 
technique* can be used to study them. 

VIII-9-a Generating- Monte Carto events 

The generated event information ii channel specific, so that here the generated 
event consists of the primary vertex coordinates, the beam 4-vector, the two meson 
4-vectors, and the proton recall. The thrown phase space of the beam kaon follows 
from a study of T3 triggered event*. The beam track is randomly interacted in the 
target, accounting for nuclear absorption effects in the liquid hydrogen. This first 
measured vector it then retrscked back out of the target, corrected for energy lost 
and multiple scattering, and the found momentum smeared with the beam chamber 
errors. This method gives a good reproduction of the beam particlea. The other 
tracks from the T3 events are propagated through the spectrometer to create hits in 
the downstream chambers. Smeared by the respective chamber errors, these tracts 
then are used to simulate the effects of secondary beam particles, so that effects in 
the track finding due to these signals are properly accounted for. 

As the interaction products move away from the target, the Monte Carlo track
ing simulates the effects of multiple scattering, energy loss, absorption, weak decays, 
and non-uniformities in the magnetic fields. The details of the spectrometer are pre
cisely reproduced to insure that all simulated tracks closely approximate real ones. 
K.very generated track is swum through the magnetic fields using a Hunge-Kutta 
stepping algorithm to generate track coordinates in chambers until the track has 
interacted, decayed, ranged out, or exited the spectrometer. 

Multiple scattering errors are added whenever material would be encountered 
in the real spectrometer. Energy loss is simulated, including an approximation to 
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the "effective" magnetic field felt by a particle as it loses energy over a step size.* 
Nuclear absorption and weak decays are modeled simply as exponential effects with 
known characteristic absorption lengths, decay lifetimes, and decay branching ratios. 
Finally, a field map of the magnetic measurements in the spectrometer was used to 
generate polynomials to correct for local field distortions. 

The responses of the chambers, scintillators, and Cercnkov counters are also 
modeled. Using the generated track parameters, the resulting coordinates depend 
upon the angle of incidence of the track and the measured device efficiencies. Cath
ode simulation it more difficult than anode simulation, because the signal is more 
spread out and so the chance for overlap of two adjacent signals it greater. The 
cathode peak reconstruction accounts for this effect. The rest of the chambers and 
the scintillators are modeled to reflect the effects seen in the real data. The quality 
and performance of the simulation were checked against real data from n-prong, 
T decay, and elastic K~p events. The elastic events serve as a check on the nor
malization of the experiment, because the cross section for elastic scattering is well 
known. The three-pronged r events from K~ decays were also studied and found 
to reproduce the kaon mast very well. 

In summary, the Monte Carlo correctly simulates the kinematic resolution and 
reconstruction efficiency of the spectrometer. 

* This approximation, while fine (or morn p»ntcle», turns out lo be » poor one in the very 
difficult ciiae of slow recoil protons apnropllt.tr for the present physics channel The effect* 
o'thfa are covered in detail in chapter IX. 
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IX. The Data Sample 

The final sample of candidate ^ J T - » events was obtained bom the much mote 
extensive set of E135 K~ DST's. By * series of event filtering steps, where the 
topology appropriate to the present channel was the primary selection criterion, a 
group of salOO.OOO events were eventually chosen from the initial »U3,0OO,O0O E13S 
event* » true Tt^r~p events. There were 5 principal tape strips in the series; 

1. The Meson Strip (MES). A coarse strip of the DSTs which isolates the }ow-
rmtltiplicity events where the missing momentum is small. 

2. The "VO+2 prong" topology strip. Events consistent with one VO and at 
most 2 additional prongs are isolated. 

3. The FPU strip. Events are selected from the "VO+2" strip v+. ci; pass a mote 
restrictive set of kinematic and geometr-al detector cuts. 

4. The MVFIT sample. Constrained kinematic fits are made which select only 
those events conserving 4-momcntum. 

5. The Final sample. The final set of cuts which selects the final eveDt sample 
from the MVFIT results. 

These strips are detailed here, including discussions of the cuts used, And ex
amples of the precision, sensitivity, and statistical power of the data are given. 

US 

IX. I T*e Cwse Data Strips 

IX. 1 The Coarse Data Strips 

lX.lt The Meson Strip 

The meson strip is the first reduction step from the full DST tapeset. This 
selects events which are characterized by a forward-produced multi-particle system 
accompanied by a seen or unseen recoil state. Eveats with 2 < n < 9 charged tracks 
are selected, subject to the condition 

(Pleom ~ S °») < 2-OGeV/c, 

where Pw«m •• the beam momentum and the sum is over all of the found tracks. 
About 1/3 of the events from the original DSTs survived this strip. This set of 
strip meson strip tapes contains events with topologies appropriate to, eg. , the 
K~*+n,K-T+*~p,1Zi*+x~n, and Tti*~p channels. 

JX.l.b The "VO + Spnmg* topology strip 

This strip takes the meson strip event* and selects events with at least 4 charged 
tracks that can be topologically interpreted as two decay prongs from a secondary 
VO vertex downstream of the primary vertex where at least 2 additional charged 
prongs are found. In addition, the VO mass is required to be consistent with the 
mass of the SJ. The "VO + 2 prong" strip is actually a misnomer, because events 
with only 1 prong at the primary vertex were also selected. This is to ensure that 
eveqts in the present channel with a stow recoil proton which cannot escape the 
target volume due to energy loss are also saved. 

This strip achieves a 6-to-l reduction from the meson tapeset, yielding a set of 
58 magnetic tapes of 4,486,000 events*. 

* Thbhks to Pekka Sinervo, who had the foresight to include the Ko»~ p events Tor thia analysis 
in bis KfT+ir~n event stripping. At tKis point, however, the event analyses for the two 
channel*- diverge. 
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iX'.J.c The FPU Strip 

This is the first strip which define* the sample based upon spectrometer char
acteristics. Cuts are made to insure that events which interact in the target and 
which have V0'» that u t very likely to be 7t^s are selected. All of the cuts are 
generous, so as to allow for as large a fraction of true TTa*~P events as possible to 
survive. All or the cuts could be studied with a Monte Carlo event sample so thht 
VYitW effects were understood. The cuts ire tabulated in Table IX. 1- The final two 
rows indicate the percentage of events with the given topology that survive from the 
"VO + 2 prong" strip. The track cut did not change from the input strip, so it had 
no effect. The primary vertex cut just insures that the interaction occurred in the 
target. The missing momentum cut is very loose, in order to keep the events with » 
alow recoil. Note that this cut applies strictly to the V0+l,2 prong topology, so that 
events with extra tracks which create a larger momentum imbalance are rejected. 
The decay length cut is to eliminate backgrounds due track pain from the primary 
vertex which might fake a Tfg. The d 2 cut serves to remove very poorly measured 
ITo*. The cut is made upon the average of the distance of closest approach of each 
daughter r to a common Ko decay vertex. The missing mas* squared cut* are to 
help ensure that the missing track is compatible with a pf-too. in the VQ+V prong 
case, and to check that there is nothing missing in the VO+2 prongs. There were 
=31,110,000 events remaining after this set of cuts. 

TX.3 T h e M V F 1 T results 

The fourth stage in the atrip process is kinematic fitting?- This event fitting 
is carried out using a multiple vertex least-squares fitting program, MVFIT, which 
minimizes the chi-squared determined from simultaneously fitting helix parameters 
to Ml of the track coordinates. The helices are constrained to pass through a common 
space-point with other helices in the same candidate vertex. Any secondary vertex 
is constrained such that the connecting track associates '•orrectly with the primary 
vertex. This geometrical fit, or GEOFIT, is made for every event. 

There are two more fits to every candidate event. The "TTo* constrained fit 
begins with GEO KIT results, but constrains the VO mass to that of a A", in addition 
lo the pointing constraint. Finally, the overall kinematic fit imposes 4-momentum 
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Cut Min 

3 

Max % remaining 

Number of trucks 

Min 

3 9 100. 

Primary z vertex (cm) 10. 105. 98. 

Missing p, (GcV/c) -2. 2. 70.7 

T^i decay length [cm) 0.5 - 42. 

d 3 of 7fo" (cm J) 0. 0.4 40.5 

Missing mass V0+1 prong (GeV } / c 4 ) 0. 2. 6.7 

Missing mass VO+2 prong (GeV'/c - 1) •0.5 0.5 '21.0 

Table IX.I. The cuts which dtftnt Hie FPB mtrip- The finsl column indicates lh« 
percentage of events which heve survived front the initial V0 strip. 

conservation on each event, starting with the "7vo" fit results. A mass hypothesis 
is assigned to each (rack on every fjt, a «• for the V0 daughters and the negative 
from the primary vertex, a p for the positive. The kinematic fit occurs in two forms, 
a 4-constraiDt (4C) fit which conserves energy and momentum of the VO+2 prong 
events, where all of the 3-monieutum is seen, and a 1-conatraint (1C) fit to the 
V0+1 prong events, where the missing particle is assigned the proton mass. Note 
that all 4C events are also fit as lCs, where the positive track from the primary 
vertex is ignored. This is useful for making background checks on the 1C sample. 
All of the fit results are appended to the initial event records. 

The set of fits above requites a large amount of time on a mainframe computer 
system. In order to more cost-effectively meet the processing demands, a pair of 
3081/E emulators were built.'"' A subset of » more extensive emulator "farm", 
these computers processed all of the fits, using the SLAC 3081 mainframes only 
minimally as I/O units. This permitted exclusive, around-the-clock processing of 
the 1 million events, and in the end was a great time savings. 

The MVFIT results reduced the sample toStapcs of 7?ox"p data. Allhis point 
in the analysis, there remained 165,347 events, of which 129,252 were converged 4-
C event kinematic fi's, and the rest were l-C fits. The quality of a converged fit 
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is measured by the confidence level of the result, and the final analysis sample is 
selected from these event* with the imposition of final cuts, including a cut on 
confidence level. 

DC.S A Frame of Reference 

Prior to defining the final analysis sample, some difficulties with the data had • 
to be resolved. As will become dear, there were problems with the MVFIT measure
ments of recoil momentum which had to be understood in order that the physics 
make sense. To formally address the problem, it is important to digress here to 
define the physical system pertinent to an understanding of K* production in the 
K~p ~* J?o» _ P reaction. 

The moat appropriate reference frame for understanding the Scattering of spin-
less projectiles from an unpolarized target was first discussed by Gottfried and 
Jackson in 1964.1»1. The Hi and * are considered to be the decay products of a res
onant state, produced against a recoil proton in the present case. The incident beam 
K~ defines the *-direction in the XoW~ rest frame. Four variables are required to 
completely describe the final state. The invariant mass of the ~Ki*~ meson system, 
m j j j , , is given by 

">BJ. - (PK + P . ) J = (&K + £ • ) * - (Ptf + P » ) 3 , (IX.1) 

where p is the 4-momentum, E is the energy in the frame, and p is the 3-momentum 
in the same frame. The 4-momentum transfer from the beam kaon to the Kj jr -

system is given by 

'Mr« =«>= 1(PKT ~ PtcamJI*. (KC.2) 
and i m l n is the minimum value of this quantity for a given m-jj-, . Two angles 

completely describe the spatial distribution of the decays of the K o i " system. 
The Jackson cosine, costf,, is the polar angle of the Tfo w.r.t. the z-axis. The 
azimuth&l angle, the Treiman-Yang angle ipjy, after S. Trciman and C.N.Yangl,',l 
who first discussed its relevance to similar problems in 1962, is the angle between 
the plane of the A'r, and sr and the plane of the beam and the recoil, also called 
the production plane. Their use of the angle differs slightly because their choice 
of frame was different, but in fact it can be shown to be the same azimuthal angle 
used here l"l. Figure IX. I is a graphical depiction of the G3 frame. 
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1X4 Slow Xtceil Ptoien* 

FirunDC.l: Tbm GbiUHad^acaw /ram*. Th* *caltarij>| angles a n shown and 
S M M nkvant rinamatir quantities defined. 

DC.4 Slow Recoi l Proton* 

For the events which pass the MVFIT selection, Figure IX.2a histograms the 
recoil proton transverse momentum in the lab frame. Here, the 4-momeatum trans
fers are small, so that t » pj. A smooth distribution is expected, as opposed to 
one with a sharp peak seen at » 260 MeV/c. In order to understand the effect, a 
number of Monte Carlo events were generated, with m-g- x ss 0.9 GeV/c* , where 
the same effect was observed. 

Protons with the lowest of these momenta typically do not escape the cylinder 
chamber region. In fact, tbey have already lost most of their energy loJE/di loss in 
the liquid H2 of the target, for the pi plotted in the figure is actually the estimated 
value of the original pt at the primary vertex. They are heavily ionizing at this 
momentum, where 0 = p/E < 0.25/Mp cs 1/4. MVFIT attempts to account for the 
effect, assuming some average density for the cylinder chamber environment. But 
for a highly non-linear process like energy loss, small errors in the accounting of the 
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3 s 

Figure EX.2: The recoil proton Pi for -f^omtraint events, tn (a), the shoulder at 
low pi is an eKcosa which indicates that too many protons are found 
with their true momentum underestimated. In (b), the psuedo-lC fit 
produce* a m a n natural distribution. 

material can lead to Don-trivial errori in the reconstructed momentum. Again, the 
cylinder package is a complicated structure, constructed of aluminum and mylar 
layers which sandwich • cellular honeycomb of hex-cell plastic. As the protons 
exit the target, wticb is more easily modeled because it is of-nearly homogenous 
construction, the protons have tost most of their original momentum. These piotons 
spiral along a quickly decaying helical trajectory, depositing a greater fraction of 
iheir energy as they move. 

Since the Monte Carlo events exhibited the same behavior, some ad hoc cor
rections to the cylinder density were made in software, which cured the problem. 
However, the Monte Carlo simulation iniomplctcly describes the cylinder cham
ber region, so that a correction which alleviates tl-.e problem in Monte Carlo, only 
modestly improves the situation for real events. It became clear that an adequate 
rorrection for additional proton dEjdx loss outfidt- of th»* mrget. which worked far 
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both Monte Carlo and experimental events, < a intractable. 

luslead, an approach based upon the assumption of a proton recoil was at> 
tempted. The transverse momentum of the beam kaon, the A'e, and the x~ are 
well measured in the lab frame. Using these quantities to calculate m^- , , a Lorentz 
boost is made to the cenler-of-mais frame along the beam direction. This boost 
preserves the mass and pt values which were calculated in the lab (tame. The pt 
of the TJoi" system i» also that of the proton. The recoil energy is then known, 
given the proton recoil hypothesis. The energies of the mesons are then recalcu
lated to conserve overall energy and momentum, keeping the angles between each 
meson and the beam axis the same. These modified momenta are boosted back 
into the laboratory frame, and the 4-momenlum transfer < is recalculated. The 
process is essentially a 1C Til to the 4C events, or pseudo-lC fit. The scatterplots 
in Figure IX.3 show the improvement when using this procedure on Monte Carlo 
events. The changes in the internal angular distributions of the Tfjsr"' system due 
to this technique were below the level of the resolution in these quantities. The pt 
distribution for experimental events corrected in this way is shorn in Figure IX.2b. 

With this improvement, it was decided that the kinematic fit quantities MVPIT 
would be used to arrive at a final sample of TTc*~P data, except that the 4-
momentum transfer to the final state would be determined by this pseudo-lC fit. 

IX.5 The Monte Carlo Event Sample 

Every experimenter would like to build the ideal spectrometer, one with perfect 
efficiency. Then, whatever secrets that nature would allow one to see could be stud
ied to arbitrary accuracy and all would be clear. Such is not the case, and perhaps 
it would not be as interesting an undertaking if it were. Yet, it is still essential that 
any results from a given experiment not be biased by instrumental effects. So the 
efficiency of the spectrometer, i.e., the acceptance, must be undecatood. 

The Monte Carlo technique is used throughout high energy physics to study 
the efficiency of any detector. By simulating the response of the device to a model of 
expected physics, the experimenter is able to learn about, *-;d perhaps correct lor. 
any biases in the instrument which may affect results. Prior to detailing the final 
event selection, the MC sample is described here. The results Irom the analysis of 
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thrown 
P t 
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Figure 1X.3: The caJcu/alerf ^-momentum transfer to the recoil proton. In (»), the 
MVFIT Spt = pJArou-n - pl"Mnd ;, plotted ver»u, p , . The failure 
at low p*'» u evident. In (b), the m i x quantities ate plotted for the 
assumption of a recoil proton:- the p*eu<io-IC fit described in the text. 

these MC data will subsequently be compared to those- from the final data sampif 
as evidence o( the high quality of the physics events. 
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1X.S The Monte Carlo Bnat Sample 

A cursory took at the GEOFIT results from the final data sample provided a 
basis for defining the distribution of the kinematic variables which are generated 
for the Monte Carlo eve its. By examining the t* =\l — (n,inl dependence of the 
data in different, broad m-p-, slices, rough estimates for the (' dependence of the 
Monte Carlo events were obtained. The MC events were esen-ted with exponential 
distributions in f , according to 

^ « * - * • > , (K.3) 

where a, the t' slope, is mass dependent, as tabulated in Table 1X.2. The mass 
dependence of the thrown events was picked to roughly exhibit the distribution in 
the "'ata, so that the ratio of thrown to real events per mass slice was approximately 
const tat ovs? the full m-g-m mass range. Note, however, that this does not imply 
good sampling over the entire T>~" - plot. In the first place, because lb* emphasis 
here is on the Kx reaonaj,^ production, there was no MC generation at all for 
m-gr„ > 2.5 GeV/c*. Above this mas*, the cross section for any interesting Kx 
physics is too small. More importantly, as is well known, the production of high 
spin K'% gives rise to sharply forward/backward peaked angular distributions in 
the G J frame, which implies event concentrations near Dalitz plot boundaries. This 
meant that a relatively larger number of MC events must be thrown at more forward 
and backward angles (in the GJ frame) so that adequate sampling of the acceptance 
phase space it maintained. Consequently, there were 5 times as many events thrown 
in the angular region where cos 9, > 0.7 relative to the number at other values of 
co* ij, for events with thrown mass larger than 1.6 GeV/c 2 . This increased the 
statistical precision of the sampling in that interval, but the events were deweighted 
by 5 to preserve the Bat acceptance correction. 

Also, slightly different numbers of MC events were generated for 1981 and 1982 
data samples, corresponding to full and half field dipole configuration!!, because 
the 1982 data set is about 10% smaller than the 1981 set. The differences in the 
configuration of the spectrometer for the two samples are accounted for in the MC 
generation. The distribution of thrown MC events with mass, generated in 20 
MeV/c 2 bins over the full range, is shown in Figure IX.4. A comparison with figure 
IX. 14 shows the mass dependence to which the MC was tailored. 
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itrnpte. It'll dial I t i l simulation, is Ihi uninwled histogram, with the 
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IX.6 Trigger Acceptance 

The high trigger accept ante or the spect tometec is J w lo the nearly 4* coverage 
of the device. The physics trigger. TO. acceptance i« illustrated in Figure IX.5. The 
rurvrs are shown for 3 different values of *n-r-r • The trigger acceptance- is large. 
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*» 85%, and approximately uniform at all mass values. 
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Figure fX-5: The triegtr acceptance far Monte Carlo* nQT~p data Th« accep. 
t H K t IB plot ted a s a function of CO9 0J. 

DC.7 T h e Final Event Sample. 

The final event sample consists of the two distinct even t topologies, with/without 
(4C/1C) the seen proton recoil. The two samples are treated differently for the re
mainder of the event selection process as they are subject to differing backgrounds 
and resolutions. 

IX. 7. a The V0 S in the Sample , 

The VO's in the data should be consistent with a K,. The properties of the Hi 
are well known. Because it is a spin 0 object, tlir- distribution of the decay angles 
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of the IT'S in the rest frame of the K, should be flat. More precisely, the angle («?/,) 
between the * + and the axis (defined by the direction of motion of the K, in the 
lab) should be uniform'/ distributed in cosflA l the helicity cosine. Deviations from 
the expected mass and helicity cosine distributions indicate very poorly measured 
events, or backgrounds in the VO sample. Also, the proper lifetime of the VO's 
should be consistent with the known K, proper lifetime (cr =2.675cm). Again, 
deviations from this value indicate poorly measured or non-A'« events. The 4C 
events are expected to be relatively background-free, because the 4C constraint is 
a very powerful one. The 1C events are more subject to backgrounds, as will be 
shown. 

The GEOF1T VO mass distribution for all 4C events, and for those where 
the kinematic fit had a confidence level (CL) better than 10~*, are shown in Fig
ure IX.6a. The choice of CL=10~* was baaed on Monte Carlo event studies where 
it was observed that 3% or leas of the 4C Monte Carlo events were this poorly fit. 

The resolution on the VO mass is shown in Figure IX.7. The points are the 
events from the final sample, binned in 1 MeV/c* intervals, with 0.84 < m y , 5 0.94 
The c u n e results from a fit to the points using two gaussians, whose widths of 4.7S 
MrV/c* and 11.14 MeV/c 3 were determined by Identical fit* to Monte Carlo events 
in the same mass region. There is a slight systematic shift of -0.4 MeV/t* from the 
nominal K, mass of 0.49768 GeV/c 2 , but this ~ 0.1% effect is compatible with 
the uncertainty in the magnetic field measurements. A similar systematic effect was 
also observed in the XoV+*""n analysis from this experiment'7 1'. 

The helicity angle cosine of tbe daughter x's is a very sensitive indicator of 
background problems. There is the possibility that a p from a A decay could be 
mistakenly identified as a T + , and there is phase space for the resulting invariant ' 
mass to reflect into the ffj region. Such events reflect as a band across the xn 
invariant mass plot, as seen in Figure 1X8 Also, if the w" is actually a K~ from 
the decay of a Ji'4(S92) resonant pair at the vertex, then the kinematics are such 
thai a broad band of events should be apparent in the figure which cross the TQ 
mas» at =a c<A&h = 0.3. There is also phase space for events from higher mass K' 
events to reflect into the plot but no effect is seen, and likewise there is no evidence 
for A background from App events. 

Figure IX .9 shows the distribution of the helicity cosine distributions prior to 
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Figure IX.S: The GEOFIT Vtt mas cliatributkma. In (a), tha uratixkd hittogram 
is for ill converged 4C fits, the sfaadad for thoae events which paaa the 
Anal cuts. In (b), tbe winded plot U for ill 1C flu, the shaded for 
those events which past the final rata. 

acceptance correction.. The 4C events are flat after final cuts, with no indication 
of background contamination. The 1C events have been severely cut prior to ac
ceptance correction. These events are most subject to background, as the G BOFIT 
distribution in the plot indicates. The 1C events with ccaO/, > 0.8 are discarded, as 
well as those 1C events with r* < 0.02 and 0.2 < cosflj, < 0.5. These are both fiat 
cuts and easily simulated in Monte Carlo, so rather than use more sensitive, detailed 
cuts, these were adopted. Because tbe most interesting physics in this channel is 
due to natural parity exchange where most of the cross-section is at high t' , the 
l C events are not as important as in the K~*+n channel. In this case, statistics 
were sacrificed for cleanliness, a reasonable tradeoff. 

There are cuts on the decay length and proper lifetime of the VOs. These cuts 
help to remove events where the V0 is not a true A\, but is something else which 
reconstructs with an invariant mass within the KM mass window. Ilxamples arc 
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Figure JX.7; Tfte VO meal reeofution. The ftl is to a. iHe sum ot two Russians, 

whose widths wen determined from identical fits ta the Monle Carlo 

dale in the eame mass region-
events where a K, was made frorn 2 i s from the primary vertex that tile recon
struction software made into a downstream vertex, other K- overlaps, and VOs 
from false tracks. The lifetime cut was u»ed to help remove backgrounds in the IC 
sample and has a very minor effect upon the 4C events. A comparison of tbe lifetime 
distribution from the final sample and the MC events is shown in Figure IX.10 

f.\'.?b Other Cuts 

There is a substantial cut on IC events with no seen dipole tracks. Figure IX.U 
^liows the mining mass squared distribution for events without (a) or with (b) at 
least 1 dipole measured f. either from the primary vertex or from the A', dcc*y; the 
prjton mass squared has been stibtratted- It is clear that events without a clipolr 
track are so poorly measured that any A signal cannot be discerned,at estimated,. 
1 he IT'S from events of this type are either absorbed in the iron of the solenoid, or 
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Figure IX.B: Cos0 f t r». a-"*"*- invariant maai. Theae are from a sample of uncut 
CEOfil tracks. The A evcnU art the dark band at the lop. There •> 
no evidence for either misideritifled K - x-r events front the primary 
vertex or A contamination. 

have sucb * steep angle that they never make it through the dipole aperture. These 
are ju it geometrical effects in (.he spectrometer and are r-producible in the Monte 
Carte. Since there is no information in the events, they are discarded. 

there is a cut on tile missing mass squared, mm*, on both 4C and IC samples. 
Thi:> cut is also sensitive to both background and resolution problems in tbe channel, 
tn tbe '\C case, the cut simply removes the most grossly mismeasured events. In 
tbe 1C case, there is s real background from h"p —* 7So»"_A + events, where the 
i\ » not seen. As shown in Figure IX.12, the missing A events manifest themselves 
J-s a shoulder on the high missing mass side of the proton peak. A cut is made 
'i o Weep only events witli -D.6 < mm2 - M* < 0.2, except when I' <. 0.02, when 
the upper cut is made at 0.1. A fit to the MC IC missing mass resolution is used 
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Figure IX.9: The h«licity cofine, coa&h< distributions. The Unshaded histograms 
•how tha uncut GEOFIT dittrjbuLion, and the shaded are the final 
MVPIT dwlribuiions prior lo acceptance correction. 

lo estimate? the expected missing proton distribution, and that fit imposed on the 
figure as shown. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo is excellent. The 
A is fit as a p-wave Brcit-Wigner, and that curve extrapolated under the missing 
proton peak to estimate the A background in the events'. The fit finds that a 
maximum of 5% A contamination is allowed for events uilh i' < 0.02. There is 
<3l/f contamination for 0.02 <(' < 0.06. 

The set of final cuts for the 40 events is listed in Table IX,3. Similarly, the 
final 1C cuts are shown in Table 1X4 

* The A fit is determined by rilling 1C (JEOFIT e^nls "iili r' > 0.06, where A production is 
dominant. 
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Figure 1X.IQ: The ti/ciime ©i" tha V0. The anariw u norrcuUzed lo the known 
proper lifetime of the Kt, cr=2.0?S cm. 

The (' cut in the tables demarks the separation between the 4C and lC samples. 
Any event with m ^ j . < 1 -6 GeV/c 2 and ( < 0.06 will be treated in the subsequent 
analysis as a 1C event. For mjf-, > 1.6 GeV/c J and t' < 0.04, the event is also 
defined to be a 1C event. All other events are 4Cs, and the 4C Hi for the event is 
used. 

One indicatir:. of the 4C sample purity can be seen in Figure IX.13. In the 
ngure, the logarithm of the ratio of proton likelihood to pion likelihood is plotted 
as a function of recoil momentum. The likelihood is calculalml from the (lli/,lx 
information from the cylinder package. The negligible amount of signal in the left 
half of U»c plot indicates that there is no appreciable conlamitintiuu in the sample 
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IC Hissing Uass Squared 

Vl»lnf Mitt Squared (CeVa/c*) 
Figure tX.It: The missing mam mtfuand distribution foe IC events. In (fc>. there 

are no <?><>]« track* tn Che event, whereas in (b), there is at least one 
dipolc measurement. Th« proton miss squired hw been subtracted-

due to misidentified slcv recoil ts. This should be contrasted with the TTJjV^T^n 
sample front this same experiment, when the proton recoil is actually a source of 
i .ickground and a cut had to be made on the likelihood parameter. 

The rnTTt distribution after final cuts but prior to acceptaoce correction is 
shown in Figure IX.14. The mass distribution is shown here, because the accep-
inner correction developed for this analysis has & coarse dependence upon the shape 
tif the observed data mass distribution*. The contribution to the total of the 4C 
and It' samples is also shown. This first look at the mass distribution provokes two 

Mediate observations. First, the 4C contribution clearly dominates the sample, 
' thai th«* IC sample more severely cut. Second, there are obvious conct-n-

of rvoiits in the region of the A'f(S92), another smaller "hump" tit-ar the 
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Figure IX.12; A background in the iC sample, The A. i* fit ma a pwiv« Breit-
Wigner remnftnee. and exlrvpoltlcd under tlie missing prolan peak lo 
estimate the remaining contamination after cU**-

/rj(1430), and a hint of some additional structure in the 1800 MeV/t 2 tegttm. The 
threshold, intermediate, and high mass ranges appear as featureless, slowly vary
ing, in fact almost flat, distributions. The implication is that the cross section is 
dominated by resonance production at larger [tr > 0.06) 4-momcntum transfers, 
particularly at low mass. As the mass increases, resonance production must de
crease very rapidly, as thct« are tew events at high mass relative to the 1 GeV/c 2 

range. This is consistent with previous results in this channel, but is in contrast to 
the K~ JT+n and /<e*' ,V~u data from this and other experiments. More definitive 
statements as to the nature of the observed mass structure must await the moments 
and amplitude analysis of chapters XI and XII, 

IX.8 NoTmaUxation 

Tor a. fixed number of observed events, /V^,. the rross section i? invcrsrly pro-
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Cut Description Min Max # c u t %lefl 

Input 4C Data Events - 129295 - 100.0 

4C Conf level io-* - 21082 83.7 

7?0 mass ( GeV/c 2 ) 0.478 0.518 7963 77.5 

S ^ lifetime 0 0.2 131 77.4 

Tfj) decay length (cm) 0.5 - 2204 75.7 

Tfo"rf*(cms) 0. 0.1 1185 74.8 

Mining man mm 2 (GeV 2/c' 1) -0.19 0.15 2641 72.8 

J' 0.06 30 1617 71.5 

Output 4C Event] - 92472 - 71.5 

TahtelXJ; T** «C flnat cut Mat. 

portional to the incident flux. Th< sensitivity, S, in units of n b - 1 , of an experiment 
is an oft-quoted number which is related to the Sux, and to rV„j, by 

Na. = cvS, (1X4) 

where S = NkamPpL, and A^. a r a !s the total number of incident probe particles, 
flp is ibe target density, and L the target length. The efficiency (acceptance), e, is 
determined from the Monte Carlo. Ni^am is the scaled number of beam particles,, 
corrected for absorption in the target, beam decay between the upstream beam 
trigger package and trie target, and various hardware and software inefficiencies. 
The greatest correction is due to uvenl processing losses, estimated lo be on the 
order of 18%. TSe net correction factor to *Vj„n. is 0.768 ± 0.026. The target 
density is just that of liquid H 2, averaged over the E-135 running, ind gives pp ^ 
4.72$ x 10 2 2 ±0.5% c m - 3 . The target length is S l . 6±0 .2 cm. which is the cooled, 
filled length. Tlie product gives 

."?= 1.082 i 2.7% cvenls/nb. (IX.S) 

IX.fl Normalisation jgo 

Cut Description Min Max # c u t % left 

Input 1C Data Events - 36052 - 100.0 

Ko" mass ( GeV/c 2 ) 0.478 0.518 5747 84.1 

Spec**/, -1. 0.8 825 81.7 

fio lifetime 0 0.2 2878 73.8 

7?o decay length (cm) 0.5 - 184 73.3 

~Ri<P{cm2) 0 0.1 478 72.0 

No dipole tracks - - 6314 54.4 

Missing mass mm 2 (GeV 3 / c 4 ) -0.4 0.2 11224 23.3 

«' 0 0.06 2387 16.7 

«"*ft ( f <0.02) 0.2 0.5 331 15.8 

Output 1C Events - 5884 - 15.8 

Tmble IXA: The 1C Anal eul list. 

which is about a factor ot 4 larger than any prior A'~p experiment with » 4ir 
acceptance. 
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X. The Acceptance Correction 

The calculation of the acceptance of the •pectrometer in this phyaica channel 
ia eased due to the simple, hut dean, topology of the eventi, at least in the 4C 
came. There are always at least three solenoid found tracks, two of which must 
make a good VO. Because the spectrometer has almost 4* angular coverage, a 
large traction of these events aw found. Also, three found track* guarantees that 
there are almost no triggering I T S , except for events-with the primary vertex far 
downstream in the target, wher_ the VO tracks do not separate in space enough so 
that both pass through the deadened plug region. Fortunately, the MC mimics the 
effect so that the consequences are understood. An early estimate of the average 
efficiency, i.e., just the number of events found by the number thrown, indicated 
that the efficiency was nearly 50%. With such high average acceptance with all 
of phase space occupied, it was decided that a weighted events technique could be 
used to calculate the detailed acceptance. 

X . l Weighted Events 

The weighted events method has several advantages over other options, e.g., the 
maximum likelihood method or the method of moments technique. II is more flexible 
when examining any interesting feature of the data, because the acceptance does not 
have to be recalculated for every parameter change. It is fast, because each observed 
data event has an associated weight, representing the inverse of the efficiency in the 
same corner of phase space. The weight enters as a simple multiplicative factor 
when used in any calculation. 
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X.l Weighted Evtnts 1*4 

While it can. be shown that the etrors determined with this method lor any 
acceptance corrected quantity are not optimal as they would be in the maximum 
likelihood case, the fact that the efficiency is so high in the present channel was felt 
to be good reason to opt for the relative convenience of the weighting technique. A 
posteriori, the results of the full analysis indicate that the physics did not suffer. 

The calculation of the weight is straightforward, relying upon known properties 
of the spherical harmonic functions, Yl

m(SJ,^TY). These functions are given in 
terms of the Legendre polynomials, Pf(co»$j), and exponentials as 

Consider the relationship between Nt produced events distributed as <4|($,,•PTY)< 
and the distribution of JVr observed events Aj ( -8 J >i(7T y) which have survived the pan 
through the spectrometer model and data cuts. The produced events could be the 
generated MC events, or as well, the real physics events. With <Kl = nm9Jd9J<lfrY, 
expand Aj in spherical harmonics. 

^ = " / 1 ) E «%.ir<*,.*rr>. (X.2) 

where the a / m ' j are constants, and Im** represents the largest value of the orbital 
quantum number consistent with the structure in the moments. In strong interac
tion physics, parity is a good quantum number, so that using the property of the 
spherical harmonic functions under reflection 

vr«>,,¥Yv>=w -«,.«+fry)' = (-ly-vy^,^), (\D 
(X.2) can be rewritten as 

^ = M EVW.IWMI.V,. vw) 
* 

'max * 
( X I ) 

+ £ i2i'kYr^J,<pry)y^eYr(i)J,lpTY)}, 
1=1 m = l 
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with {JfetjT^.VYr)) * Olm- F^T the purposes of acceptance calculation, tlic MC 
cventi *erve aa the produced distribution. The Monte Carlo events were generated 
llat in the GJ angle* so that 

* * = Si. (X.5) 

Then, in any solid angle element «W, the acceptance a^ . ipyy) is given by 

'=» (X.6) 

(wlnucl 

Here, the Yft ate normalised ao that 

/ YrvJ,vTr)Yr(»i.vTY)'<{a - i- i*•')' 
J4w 

Then, multiplying (X.4)by YIH(,»J,y>Tr)' and integrating over 4* in solid angle 
gives 

[Y,%,VTY)) . ' jf >/(%.^) '(^)dn = i - £ if (a,), cx.8) 

(«e>r«!,.VTT)>=^/ v r ^ ^ ' Q ) ^ ^ £ ^"KM. 
/ *** / eucnti 

( X 9 ) 
where the turns are over all events in a large sample. These normalized moments, 

y/f" for brevity, characterise any distribution, and will reflect any biases in the 
spectrometer with the MC events, and physics in the data events, when the accep
tance correction is done properly. A useful quantity is the average acceptance, aoo, 
given by 

« W - ^ . (X.10) 

X.2 Man VMghlli-t let 

and with this definition, (X.6) becomes 

1=0 

+H £< foyn»,.YVv»2fl*>n9,.vvv)}-

»(»,,<?„) = ^ / ^ = 4»eoo{ ^(YPiOj.^vVYfte,,^) 

1=1 m=l 

The weight assigned to any found evept at some Rj then is 

fX.ll) 

This weight is just a multiplicative factor attached to an event in that particular flj 
of phase apace. It is a measure of the ratio of the number of produced event* in II,- to 
the number of found events. When calculating any acceptance corrected quantity, 
e.g., the number of events in a given mass or (' slice, th« weight is an additional 
factor included in the sum. For example, for a quantity, i , the uonarrculired moment 
(z) corresponding to a sample of events with individual values *,- and w,- is given 
by 

< x ) - £ w i X j (X.13) 
i 

with error . 

In tbe particular c u e that (x) is a spherical harmonic moment, an error matrix E 
is d fined so that 

Efrmw = E "^nn.ov/fn.-). (x.15) 

X.2 Mass Weighting 

Every found event has an attached acceptance weight, whether it be real physics 
data or Monte Carlo. In the caw of tlie Monte Carlo data, there are two more 
multiplicative weights. There is the cos 6} weight which is either I or 1/5 as discussed 
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in the last chapter, and there if a ma» weight. The man weight it used to include 
the mass resolution of tbe spectrometer into the acceptance corrected distribution!. 
To this point, only (he angular degree* of freedom have been considered in this 

[ acceptance ducuanoo. There are also the mass, m-g-w , and (' variables to consider 
tn the complete problem. The complete acceptance of the spectrometer for the 
mass range of interest requires that the acceptance weights be determined in fine 
mass and i* bins over the available phase space. Again, the mass sampling il in 
20 MeV/c* intervals. The ** distribution is divided in many different bin U2es 
depending upon lh* thrown statistics. It varies from bins of 0.02 GeVJ/c* in the 
region of the 1C{I&2) to bins as large as 0.1 GeV*/c4 »' Wgh m,^, and large f . 

J The mjj-,. spectrum of figure K.14 has large, narrow bumps at low .mass,' 
. becoming essentially Bat at high mass. This implies that in the J?*(892) mass region, 
i the angular distribution of events in the wings of the pe*i can be noticeably affected 
f by a contribution due to a subset of true peak region events which are relatively 
j poorly measured and reconstruct with an error on the mass value. Because this is a 
: spectrometer elect, it can be samuaVH and studied with the Monte Carlo sample. 
\ It fat true that the ns l Jala, a n not flat and preferentially occupy certain regions 
'• of angular phase space, but with sufficient MC statistics, the consequences can be 

understood. 

The procedure is straightforward. A mass distribution »'— that of figure IX. 14 
was generated in 4 McV/c3 bins. That histogram wax fit with 3 Breit-Wigner 
resonances and a fourth-order polynomial, normalizing the function, / ( " * j r , ) . t o 

uniiy where the data peaks. The mass weights were calculated independently for 
OH. "-T81 and 1982 data samples. The distribution of mass weights is shown in 
Figur. JC.1. While the thrown "»jf-. lies within ±10 MeV/c* of the central value of 
the mac bin, the reconstructed mass will not necessarily do so. Every reconstructed 
mas* value was given the value of the J(m-g-w) appropriate to the center of the 
4 MeV/c* bin. Then, the complete set of uanormalized moments were calculated in 
tbe 20 MeV/c* m^j, and f bins for all Yl

m{BJ,<fiTr) with / < 10, m < 4, with the 
weight factor included. That is, for all reconstructed masses within 100 MeV/c2 of 
the central throw J "ff!~w • the quantities 

(RtrriBrVTV)) = 5 > r w r 'toVrilrVrrh (X-16) 

1 
X.2 M i a tV««-nlinj-

were accumulated in 20 MeV/c* bins. This was repeated for the entire thrown 
sample. So, for a given thrown mass bin, the contributions to tbe uanormalized 
moments from the events k. tbe 10 nearest thrown bins which reconstruct with 
masses in the Current bin are summed to give the new acceptance moments. 

Mass MC Weight 

•a 

I 

S 

- i — i 1 [—T 1 1 1—I—i—i 1 1 r — i — i 1 r 

1981 lie Data 

Figun X.l: The macs weight difiribution*. The points a n the weights in the s 
MeV/c 2 bins,thehbiognmthe sverasevsluein the 30 MeV/c thrown 
kins. 

Tbe mast resolution determined from the MC sample is shown in Figure X.2 
as a function of mjjr-. mass. Clearly, the resolution is much finer than the sizes of 
any relevant physics structures in the respective mass domains, based on Particle 
Data Book values. The MC events in the figure are for the 19S1 data only, but an 
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essentially identical plot can be made for the 1982 sample. As it happens, the new 
resolution hi only slightly better than for the MVnt value alone. A great improve. 
menl i» observed when the same technique j« applied to the GEOFIT sample. This 
it taken to be evidence to support the claim that the fitting procedure is understood. 
Any advantage from the weighting becomes leas important as the mass increases, 
because the strength of the production of resonances decreases there. 

Mass Resolution 
20 

is 

to 

a 

i 1 1 1 1 11 i 1 1 1 i i i i i i i • i 111 i i i I i i i i I i j 

• • ' • • • • ' • • • ' • • • I - ^ 

0.0. J 1 6 2 2.5 
ms>- (0«V/c*) 

Figure X . 3 : Tf ie m a n rtaofulioa. T h e pouits are for the combined 1C and 4C 
events. 

A slight modification to the weighting must be made in the mjf-, = 1.6 GeV/c 5 

and *"•}{-* = 1,9 GeV/c 1 regions where the «' dependence of the thrown distribu
tions changes. For 100 MeV/c 2 on either side o( the two breakpoints, a lenormal-
•zation weight is included for events which flow across the boundary in one direction 
or another. For the same number of total events thrown, the occupancy of a given 
(' bin must be corrected for the 1' slope difference across the respective boundary. 
Thai is, every event which flows across the boundary must be corrected to represent 
the number which would flow if the (' slopes were the same. The correction removes 
any discontinuities in the weighting spectrum. 

X.3 The Ateeptmnce Momenta | 7» 

X.3 The Acceptance Moments 

The normalized acceptance moments from the generated MC sample, calculated 
according to (X.8) and (X.9) are the important quantities. H was observed that 
the f dependence of the normalized moments was flat in the separate 1C and 4C 
intervals in each mass tin. Consequently, linear least-squared fits to the distinct 
1C and 4C t' regions were made, and the results used to calculate the value of any 
normalized moment. 

Difference* between the calculated values for the 1C and 4C samples are ex-
pectcd, because of the disparate cut ta'ales for each set. The differences are manifest 
in Figure X.3 and Figure X.4. These two figures are representative. The DM plots 
for the AC sample* indicate the almost Bat, *(50% acceptance of the spectrometer 
in this XgV~p chrnnel. The acceptance value varies slightly where the resonance 
structure in the data it prominent, dipping slightly at the peaks and rising in the 
wings of the peaks. This It consistent with the expectation that more events will 
flow out of the peak region than will Bow in, due to the nature of the T i t > _ » pro
duction. The 4C acceptance is nearly constant in mass. The 1C acceptance, on 
the other hand, decreases monotonjcally above R»1.4 GeV/c 1 . Also, the plot ot 
iff, which attains the largest non-tero values of any acceptance moment, has a 
very clear mast dependence". i the 1C case, whereas the 4C moment is essentially 
0. until »].r} GeV/c 2 , when it develops a small negative value. The reasons for 
the variations are understood. In the 1C case, there is a depletion of events in the 
central cos 0, region as m-jjj^ increases, hence the positive V™. This is due to a loss 
of events in the transverse pljne, i.e., i /cnts which have no found dipole tracks. 
The effect of this essential cut grows v..,. mass, which is to be expected, because 
of the resulting larger ^-values of the decay pseudoscalars. In fact, a hole in the 
1C acceptance is created for n»jj-. > 1.6 GcV/c'. Hence, the lCs are not used in 
the amplitude analysis above that region. This is considered to be unimportant for 
this analysis, because the interesting physics in this channel populates the phase 
.•p-.ee with f > 0.08, whereas the 1C region is (' < 0.04 at these masses. In the 4C 
case, the decay angular distribution in the GJ frame is mote strongly peaked in the 
forward/backward directions, as the mass increases. The cut on the decay length 
generates a slight asymmetry in the momenta, because the backward rVns are more 
affected than the forward ones. 

? 
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This technique can bu checked for self-consistency using the Monte Carlo data 
again. If the act of normalised momenta which have been calculated are sensible, 
then using them !o correct the round Monte Carlo events should reproduce all 
of the original characteristics of the thrown sample. In other worda, consider the 
found Monte Carlo events as data to be acceptance corrected. Insert the normalized 
moments in the acceptance calculation, using (X. i ; and (X 9) in (X.l l ) to gel 

<9rVn) » 4*-aoo{ £>#>',V J, ¥> n,)+ £ J2y^R'Yim^VTY)}- (X.17) 

Then, sum over the same set of Monte Carlo events which were used to generate the 
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normalized moments, evaluate the spherical harmonics, calculate a(fl) and so the 
acceptance weight W. Again, at a given tf , the value of the normalized moments is 
based on the linear fit in the mass bin. The mass dependence of the acceptance is jiiat 
an interpolation between central values of the normalized moments in contiguous 
20 MeV/c* bins, until mjf-, =1.6 GeV/c* , when the relative lack of sampling 
in the small binning requires that the averaging take more neighboring bins into 
account. Using the weights, the acceptance corrected kinematic distributions were 
compared with the thrown distributions, using the procedure described, until the 
thrown and acceptance corrected distributions agreed. 
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X.4 The Acceptance Corrected Data 

The acceptance correct! i data are generated (torn the M VTvt sample using the 
acceptance moments. For every data event, the acceptance weight is calculated 
baaed upon the m j j j , , C , coat,, and <fTt exactly aa for the Monte Carlo, i.e., 
according to (X.17). Any events with t S O.T are attached the weight given as 
determined from extrapolating the linear (its to the higher r* values. 

There is an additional corration to be made which applies for the data events 
only. Because of the inadequate representation ol the cylindrical chambers in the 
spectrometer which gav<i rise (o the r* problem in 'he recoil protons, the Mcmte 
Carlo does not reproduce the observed i* dependence of the event sample in the 
1C/4C overlap region. TheefTect is clear in Figure X.5. The problem is the same, the 
Monte Carlo underestimates the amount of material in the cylinders, so that the 4C 
events will become Important at smaller values of t'. The problem is very localized 
to the 1C/4C t' boundary at low mass, with a gentle diffusion in (' observed as the 
mass increases. T h e n u * DO Uwfnal aceaptance effects in either 1C or 4 0 samples 
as the boundary Is craaed. Then, sine* tb* reasons for the effect are clear, a simple 
correction is mad* to correct the weighted cross section with a polynomial' in the 
overlap region, so that '.dere u no discontinuity across the boundary in the cross-
section. This was checked against the number of TZl*~P events found in the 1C 
events with 1' a 0.08 (In the if] (892) region) and there was no disagreement. These 
additional 1C events were kept in the sample for this purpose, but were excluded 
from the physics analysis because the bsrkground A production dearly dominates 
the signal in t' o*e events. 

The acceptance corn -:ted mass distribution* are ihawn iu Figure X,6 and Fig
ure X.7. The /To"*- histograms show prominent peaks at the 2 lowest mass K't, 
and alio indicate just how dominante the high (' production is. The baryon-meson 
mass plots indicate the prominent sources of background to the present physics 
Analysis, the namely (he three pr structures and a low m u i bump in the pJTo mug 
plot. 

The acceptance corrected data are shown in the Dalitz plot ot Figure X 8, the 
CJhcw-Ujw plot of Figure X.9, the cos9, vs. m^j-, plot of Figure X.10, and the u> r r 

va. m ^ , plot of Figure X.I I. 
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Fifur* X.*: Tht ovmrlmp region at t1 « 0.06 in the rl*i(892) region. Ttvet« to* 

4Ct in the MC aaJnple produced at a lower t' vajue than in the data. 

The Dalitz plot clearly shows the production of resonances in the Tfa* sys
tem. Seen ate the K'(892) and the KJ(143v). There are hints of structure at the 
A")(1780), and perhaps in the rV|(205O) region. Also, the density enhancements 
between the resonant bands at high pi mass is indicative of interference behavior 
between amplitudes. There is also evidence of strong baryonic resonance produc
tion. The teft-most vertical band is immediately identified with the A(1232). There 
are two Hear higher mass N"t as well. Along the upper right boundary, there is 
evidence for production of a V* at a mass of a 1.8 GeV/c 2 The obvious overlap 
of the baryonic bands with the mesonic bands IIM non-trivial implications for the 
present analysis. Prior analyses from the present experiment and others on related 
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Kx production, have been forced to make hard cuts on the baryonic mass in order to 
extract the interesting meson spectroscopy. Unfortunately, such simple cuts in the 
baryon systems reflect non-1 nearly into the mass, t' , and angular distributions of 
the meson system. In the piesent analysis, however, the good efficiency suggests al
ternative means of coping with this difficulty, as will be shown. On the other hand, 
the overlap with the baryon systems has been used as ot late to extract physics 
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Figure X. 7: The mam ttigCribuiMtw of the pcoCon-memm mymtttnv. The pjr~ mu* 
distribution, i* ihown in {»), UM p7?Q distribution in (b). 

from the meson reactions. If the umplitiides for baryon and meson production are 
coherent, the total amplitude for reactions involves an interference term which has 
consequences that can be understood in terms of resonance production in (he meson 
system.**'".. 

The Chew-Low plot h u several interesting features. Again, the resonance 
bands are dear, with stronger hints of the A'4(2050) than the Dalitz plot would 
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Figure X.»: The DaMIs plot. Strong bands indicative of naonant production w 
observed in the Ag* system (the borisonteJ budi), the p-» avalem 
(Lh« vertical banrfa, e«d tha p7?J >jrilem (the diaf-Hial band at ibe 
upper right at the plot). 

imply. Note the depletion of erenu along Ibe boundary for mjp-. >2.& GeV/c 2 , 
which it actually sets in at smaller mass values. Thia loaa of IC events is indica
tive of the acceptance as previously discussed. There are real IC event* *i these 
l«Rt momentum transfers, where the recoil is forward and consequently must travel 
lunger paths in the target before it escapes. The resonance bands extend to luge 
momcutum transfers. These events possess the same structure in the angular dis
tributions as the low l' events, however their flatter (' dependence indicates that a 
iliffrrcnl production mechanism may be in effect. 

Tlir plol of cos 0f against "17?-,, shows the event enhancements at forward and 
backward cos 0y at high mjr-m . characteristic of baryonic overlap. Actually, first 
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Figure X.f: The- Chew-low plot. The Ho* resonance bend* arc eeen. Hoi* the 
long talk emending t« large momentum transfers in ihe reaonant bands. 

effect! of the baryons can he teen at s i . 3 CcV/c 2 . 

The plot of ipTf against mjj- also illustrates tbe classic effect of baryons. The 
higher event concentration near tfTy - 0 becomes broader and less restricted as the 
Ki mas* rises. More interesting, is the obvious appearance of the double peaking of 
tbe Vfy dependence, in sharp contrast to the K~*+n caae. This cca^^j , behavior 
is characteristic of natural parity exchange, and is the first clear indication that the 
physics ia this channel is different from that in hi ~ * + n . 

J 
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XI. Moments 

The nature ot the ~Kix~p data sample is exhibited in the distribution! of 
unformalized moments of figure* XI.l-Xi-5. The moments and errors are calculated 
using equation! Equation X.13 and Equation X 1 4 where the measured quantity i i 
just the weighted value of Ibe moment. The quantity r j m is related to >be ipberical 
harmonic moment by 

I 

with » j tbe acceptance weight. The data are presented in 20 MeV/c 2 bins for 
0.5 < rnjjj. < 1.18, 40 MeV/c* bins for 1.18 < m-^, < 1.86, 60 MeV/e* bio, 
for 1.86 < mj>-M < 2.52, and mas* is given in GeV/ t 1 . These are acceptance 
corrected moments and, in particular, loo i* the corrected number of events. Tbe 
raw moments, i.e. tbe moments prior to acceptance correction, ace not significasUy 
different in shape. The data shown are summed over I < 0.8. 

By Inspection, the m s 3 and m » 4 moments are consistent with 0. Conse
quently, they are not used in tbe analysis. Also, the I > 9 moments are observed to 
lie structureless lor all mass and t. There is clear mass dependence in the m = 0,1,2 
moments. In particular, the very large structures in the m = 2 moments are in sharp 
contrast to the K~x+n channel. The physics in the two compiemcntary channels 
is clearly different, as expected. 

As discussed previously, there are effects in the 1\Q*~ distributions due to the 
production of baryon resonances. Such effects exhibit themselves as ntouolonically 
increasing (decreasing) functions of "»JT% in the m=0 (» i=l) moments. In order 
i<i extract the relevant K* measurements for the purposes of ihe present analysis. 
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this background must be removed. The effects of the baryons are in fact much more 
extensive than a simple moment plot would indicate. They reflect into the meson 
system as complicated functions of njjj - , ,1, and the GJ angles, and there is no way 
to analytically distinguish these backgrounds from the Ka'~ data. 

XI-1 Comparison with Other Experiments 

As a check upon the normalization and mass dependence of the observed mo
ments, it is important to compare these measurements with others. The high
est statistics measurement of the present reaction in this beam momentum range 
is that from the 10 GeV/c experiment at the CERN/Geneva non-magnetic spec
trometer ("IIMI "I . There are other lest significant measurements [MH«'II»«I, and 
there is also an experiment at higher beam momentum using the non-magnetic 
spectrometer!5*). It follows that the only meaningful comparison is with the CERN 
10 GcV/c data and this is shown in Figure XI.6. The comparison requires that 
the data be plotted in term* of cross section, using the sensitivity of the experi
ment as discussed in section DCS. Corrections have been made (or the branching 
ratio DIUKo" -» K* — » + i _ ) = 0 . M 4 . To be compatible with the CERN data, 
only events with 0.1 <r* < 0.4 are used,'and the E-135 data have been scaled by 
a factor of ( jg) account for the beam momentum difference. The agreement is 
excellent, except perhaps for the t n moment in the m j - . fa 1.4 GeV/e* region. 
The difference could be due to the fact that the Dalit2 plot shows that in the "Tj(-W 

=a 1.4 GeV/c* region, there is significant If' production in the E135 data. The 
CERN data are not as sensitive to N* final states, due to acceptance. 

XI.2 Scattering Formalism 

The moment plots plainly show the production of the well known strange meson 
resonances A''[892), /q(14J0), and perhaps even A'JtWSO), based on the too and 
'62 plots. In order to extract precise resonance parameters, the exact form ol the 
rulattvistic Brcit-Wigner fits must be defined. 

The 5-inatrix element describing 1 + 2 --• (31 + 32) + 4 scattering is given by 

Sfi = b,i - ,{2K)*i*{PJ - Y>iKrEiE2E3lF.31E^-i'2TJi, (XI.2) 

XL2 Scattering Fonnaiism 
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.V.I.2 Stuttering Formalism IK 

where p are four-momenta as before, and Tft is the Lorentz-inv^riant transition 
amplitude. The difTcrenlia] cross section is given by Uie transition rate multiplied 
I >y the LoreaU-invariant phase spate, and divided by the probe flux, as follows: 

where the p*, E* arc the momentum and energy in the CMS (center of-maas) frame. 
Tl.j appropriate "Fcynman" diagram is shown in Figure XI.7, and ignoring final 
slate interaction effects, the invariant amplitude can be written as 

T/i = V«A,V„ (XI.4) 

where the Vi, V& are invariant vertex amplitudes, and &x s &»(<»,mj) represents 
he propagator which connects Ibe top and bottom vertices. Then, (XI.J) can be 

written as 

* - g£{ wive- +*»-«- ^ o f e , , ^ } 
(XI.5) 

For the specific case of pion exchange, V̂  is taken to be a point interaction of 
the form 

V* = CT775UJ. (XI-6) 

Summing over spin states, the second set of curly brackets in Xr.5 becomes 

-gj{.;+ («,-.,/,,*}£*. <xi.7> 

wild j ^ (he appropriate pion-nucleon coupling constant A, change of variable to 
>fJ s (pjl + Pa l ) 2 att'l I s lt. recognizing that Mt = "2 = Afproio,, = M, and 
iliat ;>*£* = pi^Mp, makes (XI,7) become, after integralmgout a trivial ajimitthal 
'Impendence, 

If»xWa*'"f 
rd.l/'rfl (XI.S) 
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XI.2 Battering Formalism 1ST 

The top vertex is related to the virtual 2-body scattering process \+x —'31+32, 
where all particles are bosons. With the magnitude of 3-momentum of the con
stituents at V| in the rest frame of J / given by 

,,- = ~ , / ( . » / * - A / s +1)3+4M?«, (XI.9) 

the differential cross section for that process is, 

<*"=S£{ w < - + « - " - ̂ wm^w^V (XI 10) 

It follows that for one pion exchange, (XI.5) becomes 

where <fll = <f (cos S^dup^^ in the (-channel helicity frame, and A z has been ex
pressed as the pion propagator. In the language of Chew and Low'*1), the differentia] 
cross section, ^Jf, may then be considered to describe off-mass-shell Kt scattering. 

- This may be expressed in terms of the corresponding on-mass-shell cross section hy 
writing 

V<(0 = y£vr (XI.12) 
where Vf71 is the invariant amplitude describing the real K-x process at. the same 

value of M. Equttion Xt.U then becomes 

where qj is obtained from (XI.9) with t — — m\t and 

F W=llpf |* —' » « i - - " 4 - (xi.ii) 

The form factor, /"*(')- may be well-described by an exponential of the form 

F(t) = t-W*+™l), (XI.I5) 
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XI 2 Scat ter ing FoctTtftJism r»o 

the on-shcll h'x differential1 cross section may be writim JM 

where the scattering amplitude for isosptn / is given by 

/ ' ( « * « , , v>r,.) = ^ £ > ; V , V , . V Y v ) ( X , I 7 1 

ttilll 

of = ^2l + lsf s in* ,V 6 ' , (XI.I8) 

and <r( is (he elasticity of the J'* partial I H I o[ phase shift if; ei and cj are 
isospin CG cocflicient*. 

H has been shown that this piou exchange process is the domioaal contributor 
lo the production ot th* K~*+ system in the final state K~x+n; other contribu
tions due to absorptive cuts and /> — nj exchange are much less significant. For K* 
production in the "RQ* p final state, all contributions corresponding to isospin 1 
exchange in the (-channel ate reduced by a factor 4 with fespect to those in the 
/t'~T+n state, due to isospin CG coefficients. Explicitly, for pion exchange the 
renormalizcd coupling constant values at the baryon vertex are related by 

(^H^-iO^'W < x [ 1 9 > 
The Kx scattering amplitude relevant to the 7?jjr"p stale is given by 

whereas that corresponding lo the A " - » + n final stale is 

/ = ! ( / * + J/*)- (X1.2I) 

i he CG coefficientsoutside the brackets result in a further factor of two reduction in 
intensity. However,for the h'x S wave, which has a sizeable isospin 3/2 contribution, 

Xt.2 ScMttrrin/f Formalism 
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XI.2 SatUting Foriuiinn 111 

there are other significant effects due to the fart that the two isospin amplitudes 
combine differently for the T?oT~~p and K~x+n final states; as will be discussed. 

The Chew-Low formalism has proven very successful, due in large part to the 
close proximity of the pion pole to the physical region. In the present channel, the 
dominant exchanges are natural parity isoscalars. The lowest lying isoscalar mesons 
are so massive as to be far away from the physical region, and it is not obvious that 
the simple propagator can be used here, instead, the (-dependence of the natural 
parity exchange contribution is simply parametrized by the expression 

(i'JTfV'"' (XI.22) 

where « / is the net heiicity flip in the production process. As will be shown, 
the different representations of the pion and natural parity exchange contributions 
describe the data well. 

For a resonant KT amplitude produced by pion-exchange, the corresponding 
mass spectrum, obtained by integrating (XI. l l ) over angles and t takes the form 

dfi {.\i\ - J"2)2 + M%r|,(Af) • { ' 

Here, rY(Af) is the total width of the resonance of mass MR, where 

i 

and r.(M) are the p&rL.al width* of the separate open decay channels. The Kit 
partial width is parametrized by 

HA/) = jjBF (.1/), (XI.25) 

where BF[\1) is the Blatt-Weiskopf barrier factor given by 

XI.2 Se*Cter.j]£ Formalism 
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.VI.3? Scrttrrutg rcn-fHii/isjH 

f'tjore XI.7; 7hc scattering picture. This is fpr an mrhtirmry 1+2—*(3l+32)+4 
Ktl ler inj , wher* tbr shaded *r*«* represent vertex coupling*. 

with i the angular momentum of the resonance. The /->/(*) are the polynomials 
defined in Table XI.1. Then, with Y{MR) as the widlh at the resonance peak, 

if U U assumed that P and V j- have the same mass dependence, the mass distribution 
given by (XI.23) is completely specified in terms of J \ / R , I"/,, and li. In the case 
of natural parity exchange, no assumption is made about the M dependence at the 
ri-sonaiicc production vertex (c(. fifc XI.t\. The resulting mas> spectrum is then 

do m{M) 
./»/ • [ . » / £ - . » W + . U Z | | ( U ) ' 

(XI.28) 

Hrcausc the cross tcction goes as the srninre of the amplitude, the largest / 
.impjilujr can produce a Jt nioinent. from tlie prupi-itics of the spherical harmonic 
(iindiim!.. C'omeoely. 111 a particular lltafs region. ol»ervaiion or structure in an 
••<•<.•» /, moment, with no structure in higher moments, implied a maximum / ampli 
'u<le given by I = C/2 I hi* fact is used 10 define the set uf moments, and hence 
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maximum partial wave, used in the fits to extract amplitudes. The telationship 
between the moments and amplitudes is discussed in Appendix A. 

XI-.3 Baryon Resonance Correction 

Prior to fitting the moments, an important digression must be taken. As has 
been mentioned, there is cleat evidence (w the production of baryon resonanrcs in 
the data sample. This is a direct consequence »f the Urge, uniform acceptance of 
the experiment. The DaliU plot indicates that the A" production* reflect* into the 
meson system for m^- , > 1.2 GeV/c 2. This reflection is observed in the moment* 
as a inonoLonir increase in the absolute value of the m = 0,1 moments as the I\n 
mass increases. It follows that the com-vpoiidiug A* amplitudes and phases wilt 
be affected by this overlap. 

Studies have shown Lhat the t' dependent •' of the N* production is not local
ized, so that tr cuts do not eliminate the HW-cl However, as discussed previously, 
the N*s do reflrct into sperifir n-gign* of the r\>s0. and if angle*, as s*-en in the 
scattcrploLs. With (In* e\i ••llrnt «Mirplr-uirr In-rr, A trthiii<|iii' which lakes advan-
lagr of the localised <»J AII^U- properties of the .V* ictleciinns was used to cut these 

* lii what fallow*, jV* wilt b* us«l to tcfrt to twill* N* %w\ A piutluct-ioii 



XI.3 Bmxyan Hasonante Correction 19} 

background regions away. The technique is just the method of moments, applied to 
tbe weighted eveuts-

Coosider an arbitrary distribulion of events, /(ft), and let 0C be the solid angle 
remaining from the full solid angle after an JV* cut is applied. Outside the region 
of Af* overlap, /(fl) is the true 7?g"r angular distribulion, which may be written in 
terms of spherical harmonic moments as 

/ ( « ) = £ c l oljO(i<)+ ] T £ c,m2RcVr(m, (XI.29) 
(=0 1=1 >n=l 

where Imax is some cutoff value of the. orbital quantum number, the c j m s are the 
true A'o* moments, and only the moments with m < 2 are considered, as higher 
m values are not required by the data. Then, in turn, multiply (XI.29) by each of 
the spherical harmonics which male up the expansion on the tight hand tide, tod 
integrate over the range of solid angle, f l e , wliich is left after the N* cut. Typically, 
the region will include all of the space, except the region near forward cos 0j with 
ifTY M 0. If there were no N' cut, the original moments would be recovered, bccaiue 
in fact, that is how they were determined. The set of 31 max X 3tmaz equations which 
results yields the following matrix (with L = l m « . | : 

/ n W d f l = too/nyooriotfil + • • • + cLi f„YK2RcYLld(l + cL, JnYx2BcYudO 
/nWdO = >•«/(, v^norfn +••-+ cltfnY„-2RtYL,xi + cL,SnY,tUUY,.^ia 

SaHtYltlda =Coo| n &yi. iVm<in +• • • + r t l J nJfeV|.iIR«Yi,irn + < : « / „ R*YuVUYt,dSl 
/ o * H . ] M n = * o / „ f l ' « V i 3 l » J n + +cufnRcY^iKrYt,ia +<ri, , / n ««l r tj2«tV t i<rn 

Tim left, hand side is just the usual weighted event sum, except that only events 
within Uc are addnl. The integrals on the right hand side are constants which 
may be evaluated by Gaussian quadrature over !! c- 1 n t ' resullil;g square tualrix is 
inverted lo Hud Hit* c/,„ roelEicicnts. 1 Itiu is, 

f = > ' - ' / . (XI.30) 

^here (' is the column vectoi uf lhr r roelficit-nts. V is Hie matrix of integrations, 
anil / is the event sum. Aku. the eirwi matrix appropriate to the coefficients must 

"1 

XI.4 Brail-Wflaer K u |M 

be calculated. It is given by 

( f C ) 2 = r ' - 1 r 7 ( K r ) ) (XI-J1) 

where £ is the error matrix which accompanies / in the usual way. The quoted 
errors on the coefficients are just the square roots of the diagonal terms. j 

The lit moments obtained in Ibis way naturally have larger errors thin the 
direct moment sums, because tbe statistics in a given sum are reduced, and because 
of the correlation terms introduced by the JV* cut. It should be observed thai the 
important moments foi the present analysis are the m = 2 moments, which reflect 
the predominantly natural parity exchange. Inspection of the uunormalized. m = 2 
moments of Figure XI.3 shows that these moment* are not as severely affected by 
N't as the m = 0,1 moments, due of course to the fact the contamination is largest 
where the value ol tke m = 2 moments is small As such, the actual effect o! tke 
cut is reduced for these moment*. 

There were three N' cuts used in the present work, the choice depending upon -
the man region of interest. The cut* were chosen based upon the amount of JV* 
removed, measured by simply examining the histograms of nip*- and/or m -rr~ for 
the cut. The actual cuts were made in 9J,ifTY and are tabulated in Table X1.2. The 
N' cut used in the presentation of any fit will be identified. 

XJ.4 Breit-Wigner Fits 

The leading momenta in the data sample arc used here Lo extract the lireit-
Wigner parameters for the resonances observed. Also, the observed lim-shapes can 
be compared with similar measurements from the /v'~ir + u results of (he present 
experiment'7 1), so as Lo understand mure clearly the difference in the phytnt al pro
cesses. 

Xl.i.a The A"(892) region 

The I" A"*(sy2) is certainly the most well understood object in A'JT -.» altering. 
T h e mass and width are well known and tile resonance muss difference between tl:c 

charged and neutral modes is relatively well understood''-1"!. Uowrvrr. the higher 

statistics of K-135 will permit some additional (ondiisions u* he drann. 



A l l Hnil-Wigacr Fits 

,\' cm "<T^. ( ««*'.<* > I' cut {GeV2> 9 tut l « ] fTY rut ( x i ) 

Min Max Min Max Min Max { Mm Max 

Kj tut 1.2 1.6 0.0 0.2 0 0 0.2 -0 .5 0.5 

12 1.6 0.2 OS 0.0 0.1 -0 .3 0.3 
. — - - -̂  . _ — —̂  - - _ - . 1.52 1.96 O.0S 0.8 0.0 0.15 - 0 . 6 0.6 

1<3 cut 1.52 1.96 Q.OS 0.8 D1'7 0.23 -0 .5 0 5 

1.52 1,96 O.03 0.S 0.25 0.33 - 0 . 3 0.3 

1.7 2.1 0.08 O.S 0.0 0.1". - 0 7 0.7 

h'l cut 1.7 2.1 0.08 0.8 0 15 0.25 - 0 . 5 0.5 

1.7 2.1 0.08 D.8 0.25 0.35 -0.3.-; 0.35 
E 
F 1-7 2.1 0.08 0.8 0.80 1.00 0 7 < t^Tyl 

Tmblr Xl.7: Ttie TV* cut*. Th«rr ta »v#rl»p between the cui* to pvtvnit canticvuAiy 
check*. 

For the mass region in the vicinity of the peak, the l' dependence of the 
moment combinations is plotted in Figure XI.8. The filled forms are from the 
F(t) paramelerizationi of (XI. 15), and the helicity projections <rg. tf-t-, and a - aic 
ilrCmed in appendix A. The dominance of the helicity 1. natural parity exchange 
it apparent. The slope parameters from the fits are tu good agreement with other 
similar measurements'**'. 

The mass dependence or I lie moments and projn limi* rtie shown in Figure XI.3. 
fur 0 < f* < O.S. The fits used uere described in section XI.2. The ^ wave 
• -oiitril.iitic.il has been removed, motivated by the results of thp J\'~x*ii analysis. 
where it was found that the 5 wave, the A'Jfl-'lM)). tould lie parametrized by an 
effective range term and a Breil-Wigncr. Note that ihc >' wave background is 
expected IO bp small in the present channel. The factor of 1/3 m the projection 
ilefiniiioiu. another factor of 1/3 from the <SM + 1 nut malum tun. ami another farmr 
• >f = 1/2 from I he magnitude of the $ amplitude impli.-- i|,,n i|„. y? c»iitribiiiiiu> lu 

,\'I I Brcit- Wijnrr Kit* l » 

Differential Cross Sections at K'(890) 
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f (GeV2) 

Figure \t$ The t' dependence *i th* /v*(S92) Th* h^Ucity pto)«lions »** 
•hovxn, ovcrluid with fid buftJ u[>vn thr F{t\ param^u-rixalion. 

tfjj is on HIP order of IflS. Krimi the f' plot, tin- cuiiUibution to <?£ from 5 is liven 
negligible. The txlraclod Urnt-W,g.« r CHW) paiMm-tcis aie .isird in Table XI.3. 
The I22 "Mwumncjil is the must, irliable. -\s it reflects the dominant nat-wal partly 
exchange only. As supporting rvidcnrv f*» i**smiai.ce behavior i» the P waves, the 
'lO-'ll- and -ji moninils exhibit tlit- u»i illau.ry behavior expected for the I* w.tvr 
brating against a .lowly varying.** v a w 
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XI.4 Brtit-Wifaer Fits 

Moments at K*(890) 

»7 U »» I UI U W U U I U tf M U U I U U 

• • - • • • • • • I — 1 — I •• 

a? o» at i u u i t u t» I M IJ M M «t I Li u 

Mass (GeV/c 2) 
figure \'i U t Ite inwrdritrnd* ntr vfttir hetirtl? prujec !»•>»» Lacli curve 15 fit with 

a >lim||. iiirrra>iug l>*« kgrouml tu MTCUUIII For ihe > w&ieliairl-grMiKft 

XIA flrriVWignw Fits 

Fit Mass ( MeV/c 2 J Width ( MeV/c 2 ) Radius ( 6 ' c f - 1 ) 

'00 890.9 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 46.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 5.6 ± 0.5 ± 1 . 

150 889.6 ± 0 . 5 ± 0 . 5 50.7 ± 1.4 ± 0.5 100. ±50. ± 5 . 

<M 890.5 ± 0 . 3 ± 0 5 46.0 ± 0 . 7 ±0 .5 I I .4±Z.S± 1. 

•f 6 9 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 1 0 5 50.4 ± 1.7 ± 0.5 0.00 ± 10. ± 1. 

< 890.7 ± 0 . 2 ± 0 . 5 46.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.5 15.4 ± 5. ± 1 . 

at S98.8 ± 7.7 ± 0.5 87.9 ± 30. ± 3. 100. ± 50. ± 5. 

ftM* XM- S»V l u r u v f e r * for i fe Urge mcmeott ia tte A"*<892) region. The 
I»TSL m o f is •lalislkal, the wcond aysiemttk 

The cross section for tbe production of Che /T*(S92) is compared against the 
world <UU itt Figuie XI.10 Tbe measurement is corrected tot ibe tails of the ~K^t 

Ibe unseen KM -» J - * f l decay, Ibe unseen !C*tU&) — K~r* mode, ami tbe tbe 
Uils of tbe K*Vm) BW outside of tbe 0,84 < rn-frw < 0.94 mass tf >o selected. 
Tbe roeasurifthetit gives 

ff£-V-p-/Fr(F92)p)^il6±5±3 /ib, (XI.32) 

in good agreement with the expected valie as exlrapoUt*"! uoin tl:« OIIUT uit-a-
surementa. 

As Figure XI 8 indicates, there is an apparent •tope chaji^e for i' > D H <it-Vs, 
indicating tjiat perhaps there is, A change iu the production of tlu- 1' at tlu-at- large 
inututtitui.: t*jnsfers. The elfert is also evident in the C-IIL-W-L*m- plot of Chapter 
X. where ihe resonance regions |j»vc cle.-i bands extending to iarg* t' In fiu l. the. 
mutm-fits ha.ethc same behavior, l.e,, tl»e production phytic* is very jiniUi l i t ' 
• ow atalisiir* in these* tails proinhiL * full amplitude analysis, bu. I It*- pnnluc lion 
is due to natural parity exchange, albeit with a Halter >' dejieml-'I*". In f;i<: 
the Ixdiavwrf obss« ve«J »•* i|UiU* con**1''"* with the p - a? ro.it r:!'Uti"» to A •°(l*!r^) 
production uJwervnl fur the A' * jr +n final atateC*'. 
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K'(890) total cross section 
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10 
» i » (G«V/e) 

Fijui* X M * Th« croa* seetfpji tor the reaction A' ~ p —» A**~(S92}p. 

A / . - l b T h e / < - J ( H 3 0 ) region 

The moments which will be used Tor analysis purposes are obtained from (he un-
itonnalucd moments, after removing the A'*s according to the A'J cut of Table XI.2. 
The effect of the A'J cut on the p* man distribution is shown in Figure XI.lt. The 
majority of A" events in the sample have been removed. The leading moments, and 
IJAV iils to them, are shown in Figure XI. 1'2. and tabulated in Table Xl.-I. Note that 
i here is no structure in the / = 6 unnormalized moments in this mass region, intlicat-
ini; no significant leading F wave production. Again, the raw fio-'jl.<30-'32.'i[l.'i? 
ilnirib-utioni exhibit interference behavior. Such behavior in this range of moments 
implies both fO and DF interference. Of special interest is the f 3 0 moment, as 
ihi' Tad that it is positive with a slow rise to a peak near "ijrr. * i-1 tieV/r* and 
• lieu ft rapid failtiff. is also evidence for an 5 wair iwligrmrrtd which resonates in 
i In' legion. The hrlicily projections shown in Figuri* Xl.1'2 are derived in appendix 
V The olJ plot reflects predominance of the natural pariiv exchange, but the aj? 
i.lur is atruiiglv influeiKt'il by ihe underlying >' wave. hence the fit is not expected 

Xl.a Brcit- IViytlirr M b WJ 

to reproduce the data quite as well. Note the vimilatily in shape to the [70 munient. 
A more complete understanding of the .V wave mass dependence will require the full 
amplitude analysis. 

K ; ( 1 4 3 0 ) N* Cut 

1250 

% 1OO0 

:* 
9 
3 no 
a 
u 

a 
soo 

» * 3 * 
m , . (CtV/e«) 

Figure Sill: Thep* m a « distribution for 1.2 < rn,K, £ 1 6 The •hul«3 merits 
srv removed by <h* A/" cut. 

The (' dependence of the cross section in this mau region is more difficult to 
know with great precision. However, with the N' cut, a lit to ihe I' dependence of 
the £42 moment gives a slope parameter for the cross section of a n = 8.92 ± 0.27, 
in agreement with the same parameter from another measurement'5*'. 

X/.-i.c The '13(1780) region 

The moments which will be used fm .walyMS purposes are obtained from thctm-
iiormalizrd uuimcitt*. after removing tin- rV"* ^rrordiug to the A'g cut of Table X1.2. 
The effect of the A'J cut on the pi mass distribution is shown in Figure XI II*. 
and that on the//TTjj mass distrihiitiun is nhuwn in figure Xf.f'w. As previously 

file:///i.-l
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XI.J Brcit-Wigncr Fill 

Moments at Kj(1430) 

•KM 

IS I.I 15 i s 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.1 13 U M U 

mfc (GeV/cE) 
Figure A7 J2. T/»f leading nrvmenss in li.i* A'JI 1 l-JO) region J he uncut moments 

are -luiwit iu> the unlilK-d »lot> 

d i - fussed , lie*- IC eVt'itts U<*K' «<jt M^-VI m th*' a n a l y s i s for ' " i — . ^? 1 -5 (•(•V/*"'; *>nlv 

il te -10 4-vi'iiis wi thin l i i r t' <"ul ».f I A Mr X L 2 a r r include*l in t h e ana lys i s sruupliv 

XI.4 Brcit-Wigner Fit* 20* 

Fit Man ( MeV/c2 ) Width ( MeV/c2 ) Radius {GcV-*) 

<oo 1419 ± 0.8 ±1 . 99.3 ± 3. ± 2. 100. ± 78. ± 10. 

*»2 1424 ± 2.6 ± 1. 100.7 ±10.1 ±3 . 0. ± 53. ± 5. 

'•10 1424 ± 3.5 ± 1. 101 ±11.3 ±3 . 5. ± 5. ± 3. 

' « 1420 ± 2. ± 1 . 69.8±5.±1. 3.J±1.2±1. 

<tf 1412 ± 4.8 ± 1 . 100.7 ± 14.7 ± 3. 100. ± 59. ± 15. 

•? 1420.S ± 1.1 ± 1. 98.8 ±4.4 ±3 . 12.5 ±54. ±10. 

TMtXLi: B\V pxruncUr* for ihe lui* monmnl* in Ihn 1<2(142Q) region. Tlw 
finl error is statistical, cbc cecond systematic. 

T h e fits t o the leading moment* a te shown in Figure XI .14 , and tabulated ill' 

Table XI .5 . 



Sl.-I hrvll-\-wr J-'ic 

Ka(l7B0) N" Cut 

1.3 3 2,3 3 3.9 
ra,. tO«V/o'J m a (C«V/c") 

fKurt XI 13- Tl,* rlTrct or the h'j cul. " A O T I . 6 < "t/, „ < 2.0 Hie shmicd 
**«TH» art rcrnov«i by llii1 A * cut Tlir ,"T m w di^lnlnmctt n shown 
in (A), with llir pl\Q tn«M in lh). 

XI 4 Hrril-MlKHrr Ftln 

Moments from Kp(!700) Region 

too 

1« 17 l.S l.B 2 l.« J.T 

HiR, ( G e V / c * ) 

pifinre XI t-t Thr leading tnoii-.rnln m the f\£[ I 780) lepon 

Fil Mass ( MeV/c* ) Width ( Mi-V/e 2 ) RaxIiiis(OV""'> 

'oa 17J7 i \1. ± J | IIS. ± Oil. i 10. j 100. 

'62 1738 ± it ± '. 1 IO.V ±.«; i 15 | 100. 

4 17S-I ± I I ± Id. 100 
1 

"i 1711 ± ! I S ± V j J I : I ±w l 10 11)0. 

lal'lr .\l : HIV iiiir.iM«-<.i, f..i l l l r l»n 
l i r . i i-t - • . . I . rli. 

n. -i. thr KJllVSll) ft-emi lt«-



XII. Amplitudes 

An understanding of the physics underlying the set of Ko*~ unnormalizcd 
moments for the reaction W~p — KQ^~\> requires a partial wave amplitude analysis. 
As discussed in chapter XI. and given explicitly in appendix A, the moments reflect 
the production amplitudes. In particular, the smaller, or underlying amplitudes 
which ate dominated by the leading wanes in each mass region and can only tie 
extracted by means of a partial wave analysis. 

X1I.1 The Scattering Model 

To extract the /VQ-~ scaur:tnz amplitudes from the observed momenta in the 
(•otilrivd-Jackson frame, it is cvni«niciit to define helicity amplitudes with definite 
i'Xt liaiii-t* neutrality. In llicj oiu* parti'V exchange model, the naturality is given hy 

l ) v / ' . (Xll.ll 

wlu'iv J. /' ari' tin- »pin and p.: . ' »[ tin- cxrhanged panicle. For a helicity ampli-
t i ide / /£ . ih'* piodmMiou umpli ..:.•- /. \ r / in a h'o~~ system of spin .'. and t-chaiiw-1 
hWiriiy \ In ttattti*} 11/ = -). .-: ..- uttUita) iff = —I parity exchang*1 is written .is 

VJJ. 1 The Scattering Model 208 

where A — 0,1 here. The observed moments are expressed an sums of bilinear 
products of the production amplitudes, the relationship given byl 5 1' 

LL'XX'v 

. _ i _ « e ( , A i ) / / . , n ) 

(Xil.3) 
where < ( > are Clebsch- Cordon coefficients. Here, a sum over micIcon fieficily, 

and the property of s^in coherence at the fiucleon vertex arc assumed. 

The set of moment •amplitude relations used heme is listed in appendix A. The 
mass and V dependence of the individual amplitudes mu;t both be determined, 
because the interesting physics has consequences in both parameters. Solutions in 
a, given bin, in mass or (' , or both, are obtained by minimizing a x2 function given 
by an effective y 2

( wlicrc 

X 2 = £ > * - i^E-i{U - W)> (XIU) 

where *„ arc the measured moments, tp are the expected moment values as given 
in appendix A, and E is the error matrix for the tp$. A tit was deemed acceptable if 
the y^ was less than 3x the number of parameters in the fit. All 3 lieiklty states for 
a given L arc included in the fits, in general, but the analysis- program «.w designed 
with enough flexibility to allow individual moments or amplitudes to be fixed or 
ignored. 

The completi- mass range for the amplitude analysis was from Llireshuld to 
2 GeV/c 2 . The upper limit of the mass rajjge reflects the lacii of slalislua </oup|cd 
vvil h tht' increased complexity of the analysis at higd mass. The g*iai was tu arrive 
at i •je best un<Vrslaudii>& of the anipViLurie properties over the full m.iss raiu*t'. Tin* 
largest angular moment tun amplitude required in •-»« fits was I lit' /*' wave, l.i'.iuix-
tht̂ re was no significant structure in t!ie moments with /, > 7. Thf nuts* mlrrviih, of 
thr partial wave his are fitted in Table XI 1.1. The i' ranges of tin- lit*. wi-n* dWnwd 
lo he 

U.U < *' < U.S Ci-V2; w r r ^ l b CcV/'- 7. 
" • h"' (XII '.) 

(MIS < i' < 0.« OW*; l.« CcV/v J <| '«, r-
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Xil 2 ^wijiJMi«in anil /'lm-i-* 2«'J 

Ma,s Interval Wa i ••Sri 

n.fil < m K-„.< 0,'JG •=.Po .P- .;•+ lelaslk ,N_ >\>> 
0.116 < m ~t. * l.W £. J°o p _ . /•+ o„. /J , / J , (< l.-islic i ) 

1.32 < in E i £ 1.96 5 fl) P-. /'+ Oo. D - . />+. r* F . /> 

InM<> .Vl/ I. TJM- MI«A< «lep<-nc/cnre of [be parlia/ «a»<« *••• 

The analys, procedure was an iterative one. The division of the full mass 
range irito the three regions reflects the dominance uf a single natural parity am. 
plitudc, the leading amplitude, ic each region. The characteristics uf the leading 
amplitudes were established first. The amplitudes with the same L produced by 
unnatural parity exchange were also measured in each region. These amplitudes 
are clue predominantly to T exchange, and have been measured with much higher 
statistical accuracy in the I\~*+n analysis of this same experiment. To take best 
ndvarilsse of this, these amplitudes mere parametrized identically in both analy
ses; in particular the helicity 0 amplitudes in the physical region are expressed in 
terms of the corresponding on-mus-sbell h'w scattering amplitudes. In all cases, 
the observed leading hclicily 0 amplitudes were compatible with those obtained in 
the neutral K" analysis, and hence could be fixed to those values to take advantage 
of that rnore precise measurement. Tuis choice of constraint was checked against 
the observed moments of the present channel, to ensure that the resulting \ 2 if-
mninrd reasonable. The observed moments were a l u a i s well reproduced when the 
amplitudes were treated in this way. 

I he amplitude fiNing permitted roiiipalibiliti cluck* bet ween the different Icad-
iiitj mass regions. Tails of the leading amplitude fits fruin-une mass region could l«e 
lixed In '.he adjacent lower mass regio:i The 1 • 'ails weir allo»ed into the moment 
hi*, and the results (hrrked for con-i.-ieMci unit the resiles in (he free case. The 
in*"" answers nnpiowd tin- ii^olution un the utulrihine speciumopy. 

XII .2 Ampl i t udes and Phases 

In general, all i.f tin- pui I i»l » B i , - > have I = I >.' anil ) = 1/2 ••i>tiipinn-nl> 

Ml 3 ,\i>riu.ilr?a(f>tt 

l lowrwr. as disnis^cd piev-iini*,lv. rmly lli,- ,s' wave lias been found to require any 
sj£iiilkaj!t I ^ :|/2 roninbntiriiil'*'!. 'Hi.- un •diell .S wave is known to be elastic for 
"'Tp., < l") O V / r 2 . so that in |iinu iple. I|K- elastic amplitudes can be written 

311 
a i = v/2l + l Yi '•<•"*£ tsin * ie '* t . (XI1.6) 

k=<,7 

with ;h the elasticity. A* the phase shift f'.r the l.lh wave, and CO'i, are isospiu 
Oebsch Goidon coelliriems. Elaslir umtarity rrriiiircsc^ = I, so that the amplitude 
is given by 4J. This should be "jnir.iM'd with the inelastic case, where 

, u = |n ; . |c"*i. (X1I.7) 

This inelastic parametnzntion is used for all amplitudes here except for the S wave 
and Pn wave for rn-rr- < 1.2 GeV/c 2 . 

v flfj" ' 

In the inelastic regioa, there is an overall phase in the amplitude solutions 
which is not determined and must be chosen. The choice is arbitrary, picked in 
order to make the interpretation of the results simple. The other phases in the 
amplitude fits are relative phases. Thai - . the absolute phase of any amplitude is 
not determined, and so some method o( ph^se fixing mvsV be adopted. 

XI1.3 Normal iza t ion 

The absolute normaliz.il ion uf the previa experiment can be calculated in the 
context of the Chew-Low model tax h - * scattering at the pioii pole. The hclicjty 
0 piece of (he unnatural j)anty exchange cross section at the /C*{892) is used to test 
the normalization, because the lesoiianrr \% known to he elastic, i.e., there axe no 
other decay channels op'"ii. 

The Chew-tow dilTrreiilia' uuss icrtion is Riven by the ((X1.IIJ1- la general, 
(lie scattering amplitude must include I lie piece due to production of tsospin 3/2. 
although for the Po wave, no significant < oirtribiition has been measured. This 
implies, e.g. for A " " r + ^raltenjig, thai 

nu) = \fm\i\) * \/*f-iu) = 'it/l^(U). (xn.fi) 

y 
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XII.3 rVormaJizalion 

Using an exponential 'o describe ihe vertex forii. factor dependence, the Chew-Low 
equation may be written as 

where another factor of "2 has been divided out Lo account for the CG of the A ' I 
final slate. This can be related to ibe measured four-fold differential cross section, 
given by 

where S is the experimental sensitivity of Chapter IX, and 4 l , A A / are the 4-
momentum transfer and mass intervals in the regioa where the comparison is to be 
made. The amplitude program fits a form 

•<**H\ |2 
IFA/p — | o s r o 0 + opV, 0 | t (XII.11) 

to the measured quantities, with the same f dependence/so that if UQitarily at the 
pion pole is to hold, F.V should be given by 

F . V . " " " » * * ' g g , (XM.,2) 
2.5B814«Po6.1/* 9 4r 

The fit* are done in 20 MeY/c 2 mass intervals ai the Jv*(S9'2), and the l' interval 
is chosen to be 0.-0."* GeY*. as for ihe <TQ plot of figure Xl.S. The arithmetic 
gives KN = 1S."25. using ihe laiest published measurement tor the value of tint ppx° 
coupling constant' 9 3!. -(- = 13.1 ± 0 . 1 . With this value for the FN parameter, 
the observed peak value of th? P$ amplitude should be consistent with one. The 
hdicity 0 / J wave amplitude is shown in Figure Xl l . l . Clearly, (he uiiUanly bound 
ii satisfied. If the old ^ aiue fur th«' coupling constL nl is used, the extrapolated pule 
amplitude in ihe figure drop? lo =s 0.1*i. ojiisiMe-ni with the change in the coupling 
i m p l a n t . T h e curve in the figure i> a UYV hi l o the data win it- a .radius parai.iH._T 
of 1. ( I e V ~ L \VR» tired, A* in thf /v " s-"̂ n rtjiaU>ii. The til fuimd ft i; k - r [ / 'o) — 
\).&Xi ± 0.002 and l > b = VJ.7 ± h M i A / t v 

A'JI.4 Tfce N«(ur*J Ftriiy EjceJ].in«t AmpfiCudci 2J2 

\ 

•-T OW ' • . . a t OS a^4 I 

Figure Xi/.l . T i e P 0 anipnltjcfe in t/ie rV*(892) region. Unitsrity would imply 
thai this amplitude approach 1 at the peak of Lhe resonance. 

X1I.4 The Natural Par i ty Exchange Ampl i tudes 

The leading natural parity amplitudes are shown in Figure X1I.2. These waves 
are responsible for the structure in the moments with the largest I value in the 
respective mass slices. The curves are fits U> the data points using the parametriza-
tion of (XI.28). The fit results are shown in Table XI 1.2. As discussed earlier, 
there are mathematical ambiguities, and this implies that in each bin there can be 
several different acceptable fits, the number of which increases with the number of 
partial waves allowed into the fit. It was observed that in the present channel, the 
leading natural parity amplitude solutions were approximately unique, i.e., while 
there mtght he several distinct solutions for the unnatural parity unti non-leading 
natural parity amplitudes, these leading waves varied only slightly for the different 
solutions. 

XllA.z The I" AV892) 

The Particle Data Croup lists 0.89211 ± O.OOIKIi Cli-V/c2 as the u u e.f the 
charged /v "(892), somewhat above the value reported here. The amplitude however 
is unite consistent with the mass as determined from the moments (bee Chapter 
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XII.4 The Nmiurnl V*rily Exrhaivfr Amplitudes 

Urn (0«V/e*) 

Figure- XII.2: The letting pattuW UBpUtades. The scale is arbitrary, aa discuaaH 
in the text, but tbe error* indicate the relative statistical precision of 
each meaaurement. 

Xt). The discrepancy is not considered significant. The width ivalsa smaller thAn 
tin- world average ol 51 13 ±9.54 GeV/c 1 . Elecalt ttiat this analysis has removed 
I he resolution smearing due to the spectrometer, and in that sense, this narrower 
width may be more lepteseniative of the actual value In any case, the resonance 
is clearly the A"(S92). 

The value of the neutral K*(S92) mass measured in this experiment was 0.8<MS± 
0 6 ± 0.2 with a width of 0.0)94 ± 0.9 ± 0.2'T 1'. This gives a neutral/charged mass 
difference of 5.4 ± 0.6 MeV/c*. consisrent with '.he PDC's 6.7 ± 12 MeV/c 1 

XII < The HmUinl I'urity B*chmngt AmpliUnlrs 314 

| Kcson after Mass ( UcV/c 3 ) Width ( CcV/c J ) Radius (GeV" 1) 

1 A'(S<>2) 0.8W1 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0005 0 <M2 ± 0 001 ± 0.002 12.1 ± 3.2 ± 3.0 

A'J( 11.10) 1.4234 ±0.002 ±0003 o.oua ± 0.004 ± o.oo; 4.80 ± 2.3 ± 3. 

1 K;<n80) 1.720 ± 10. ± 15. 0.187 ±0.031 ±0.020 8.5 ± 3 . ±10 . 
_. 

Tmble Jill2: The itmding n*tur*l putty *mj>iilud<*. A single Prrit-Wignvr irao-
n*nrt is luaumod for t**ch wave 

XlU.b The 2+ KJ<1«0) 

The VAIUC for the K£[H30) mass is consistent with the PDG's value ofl.4256± 
1.5 GcV/t^ arid width of 0.99 ±00024 CeV/c 2 , and is consistent with the mea
surements of Chapter XI. This peak is clearly identified. Using the value of the 
neutral A'|(H30) mass from this experiment, 1.4316 ± 0.0018 ± 0.0007 and width 
0.1165 ± 0.0C6 ± 0.002, gives a value for the neutral/charged mass difference of 
8.4 ± 3.0 MeV/c J , consistent with the A"(892) mass difference. 

XU.A.c The r ^ ( 1 7 8 0 ) 

Tbe rnajs value derived from the amplitude analysis is below the PDG value 
for the /T]<1780) of 1.780 ± 1.6 GeV/c*. It is »lso lower than any of the moment 
measurements of Chapter XI. This discrepancy is due to the fact that this mass 
region, as will be shown, is not completely dominated by production of the leading 
resonance. There is significant 1" resonance production in this region, as well as 2^ 
background. There is also the set of unnatural parity amplitude* contributing to the 
cross section in thir region. For these reasons, the values of the 3~ parameters are 
much more difficult to determine. The N* cut necessary to extract the signal, also 
reduce* the a priori statistical power of the data. Most importantly, with respect 
to the neutral A" system, the cross section due to leading amplitude production is 
greatly decreased in this mass region. The measurement of the £ 6 2 moment is not 
dependent upon the- complicated correlations which are introduced by the ampli
tude analysis, so that the corresponding rrsonance parameters are inherently better 
defined. The IIKISS value of this resonance wvll sulisi-fpicnlly be defined accordingly. 

J» 
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The curve plotter in Figure XII.2 is for the 1.74 GeV/c* mass value. The X2 change 
is 6.5/8 instead of 3.4/T. The mass value is still lower than that of the FDG, but is 
consistent with the recent measurements from the present experimentt'll 7'!. A sys
tematic error of 15 MeV/c 2 is estimated on the basis of the sensitivity of the fitted 
mass value to variations on the JV* cut f binning changes, and choice of amplitude 
solutions. This wave w&d well denned in all cases, and is clearly due to production 
of A'*(1780). The width was also subject to the same problems, but it too w u also 
well defined and consistent with the value determined by fitting the tej moment. 

XII.S The Fit to the Natural Amplitudes 

With the parameters of the leading amplitudes established, the underlying spec
troscopy could be examined. The mass dependence of the natural parity amplitudes 
from threshold to 1 GeV/c 1 is shown in Figure XII.3. The plotted points are the 
results from the amplitude analysis when as many as 30 random starts are made in 
a mass bin, and the amplitudes which are allowed to contribute to a fit in a mass 
bin are as given in Table Xlf . l . There were no ambiguities found in the natural 
parity waves for mass values below 1.6 GeV/c 2 . Above this mas*, there were two 
distinct choices per bin in the 1~ and 2"*" waves. The alternate solutions are shown 
as the open dots at high mass in the figures. These points, while good solutions to 
the moment equatic us, were not used in the mass dependent fits responsible for the 
overlaid curves in the figure. Such fits were attemt. «J but never gave reasonable 
behavior in terms of the simple model of resonance production used here. While 
it is certainly mathematically inappropriate to ignore these solutions, the fact that 
the first choice of points showed smooth, reasonable behavior which provided results 
consistent with other measurements of resonance production, was thought to justify 
this choice as the more probable physical solution. 

The lack of obvious structure in other than the leading amplitudes of Fig
ure Xli.3 is offset by the elegant structure observed in the natural parity relative 
phase behavior. The measured phases, /̂> — ^/> and ^D ~ V>F» a s required by the 
moment-amplitude relations of Appendix A. are plotted in Figure XII.4. 

The model used to describe the data of figures XII.3 and XII.4 involves the su
perposition of interfering D\V amplitudes niih arbitrary relative production phases 
and no background. The lit requires 6 Ureit-Wigncr resonances, each with a nor-

XII5 The Fit IP (he JVaiuraJ Amplitude* 

•a a 

Figure XII.S: The natural parity amplitudes. In (a), the 1 amplitude, here the 
P+ wave ia shown, in (b)p the 2"*" amplitude, or the / ) + wave, and 
(t) the 3~ amplitude, or F+ wave. The fitted curves are the from the 
resulta of a simultaneous BW fit to tlk-7 data. 

malization, a mass, and a width parameter, 5 additional production phases, and 
a common radius parameter in the relevant Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factor. The 
results are sensitive to this radius, as it has a significant effect on the relative phase 
behavior of the interfering amplitudes, due to its effect on resonance tails. The fit 
results prefer a value of R c= 10 G e V - 1 , approximately 2 fermi. The model inror-
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£ F * - * D *, phase /H 
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Mass CC«V=") 
Figure XJM: The two nalura/ parity reJalive p/iases. In (a) the tfip — &D phaaa, 

and in (bj the (,?£ — tfp phase The dallied curve indicates the ea. 
peeled nhaae behavior if the second P wave BW ia excluded. The 
dolled curve indicates the expected phase bchavipr if the *e< ond D 
ware BW is excluded. 

porales three 1" BWs, two 2 * BWs, And the single 3~ [IW. A given amplitude i> 
parametrized as 

aL<x ^ mi'lr'^i. [XII.13) 

wlicre v=* is It"? production phase of the fr'* BW. This phase was set to 0 for the 
A''(B92), fottsWtent. with llic overall phase freedom described earlier. The fit shown 
Rive a x s=14S/SC. The mass and wjdlh of the Iradii % amplitudes were fixed at 
the values tabulated in Table XII 2 The production phfecc of the A "(S'JO) and the 
A'T(17S0) were set to 0. as suggested by Sl'(3) L^ ,..] I!IIH argumruts, and by results 
Trorn |irelimin.iry fits. 

Xrl-S The Fit (o Ihe Nature! Amplitudes 2 1 * 

Xll.5.9 7"hc/' f Amplitude 

The P+ wave is clearly dominated by the production of the ft'*{892). Alhigher 
mass, the distribution of the amplitude is smooth and featureless, but clearly non
zero. The phase behavior is clearly indicative of additional resonance behavior, 
particularly near 1700 MeV/g 5 . The need for a third resonance near 1400 MeV/e 2 

is indicated by the phase behavior as well. The dashed curve represents the expected 
phase behavior for the coherent addition of just the fY'(S92) and 1700 resonances. 
Clearly, the phase of the P+ wave in the MOO region is systcmati rally lower than 
would be expected. There is a small "bump" in the distribution of the magnitude 
in the same region: The addition of a third resonance descsvbes the. liata -wei\. 'Vhc 
parameters of the resonances as determined from the fit arc shown in Taulc X1I.3. 

Fit to the 1" T+ Amplitude 

Wave Normalization Mass ( GeV/c z ) Width ( GeV/c 2 ) Phase (deg) 

n 1.677 ±0.010 08905 (fixed) O.MS (fixed) 0 (fixed) 

n 0.122 ±0.019 1.367 ±0.054 0.114 ±0.101 69 ± 7 

n 0.190 ±0.008 1.678 ± 0.061 0.454 ± 0.270 - 9 2 ± 1 7 

TaMe XII. 3 "Hie P+ resonance parameters. The lubscript refers to the reaonaju.es 
discussed in the text in order of amending mass 

XII.5.b The D+ Amplitude 

The t>+ wave is cir-irly dominated by the production of the iYJ(1430). At 
higher moss, the distribution of the amplitude drops relative to the behavior ex
pected for the high mass tail of the h'j(1430), shown as the dotted line in the Z>+ 
wave of Figure XI1.3. In addition, the D+ - F+ relative phase (Fig. X11.4(b)) is 
quite different from that expected for the A'j(l430) and A'J(1780) resonances alone 
(dotted curve in Fig. XII.4(b)). These eflccls require the inclusion of an cddilional 
resonance D wave resonance near 1950 MeV/c 2 The parameters found for the 
pair of resonances required are shown in Table XII,4. 

i 
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Fit to ibe 2 + D+ Amplitude 

Wave Normalization Mass. ( GeV/c 2 ) Width ( GeV/c 1 ) Phase (deg) 

0.7S0 ± 0.012 

0.124 ± a.009 

1.425 (fixed) 

1.978 + 0.040 

0.1 (fixed) 

0.398 ±0.047 

40. ± 4. 

2. ± 5 . 

libit XU.1: TbeO+ resonance parameters. ', >e subscript refers to the resonances 
discussed in tbe text in order of ascending mass. 

XH.5.C The F+ Amplitude 

The F+ wave is specified Using the parameter values obtained from the le.2 
moment, i.e., mp = 1.74 GeV/c 2 and i > = 0.195 CeV/c 2 . The fit found that a 
normalization value of 0.434 ± 0.017 was required. 

XJ1.5.d Discussion 

The parameters of the 2 additional P wave resonances are consistent with those 
seen in the A _ o* + ir~n and K~r+n analyses from the present experiment. That the 
widths of the pair are not well determined is a reflection of the lack of an obvious 
"bump" structure in the amplitude plot of Figure XI 1.3. The higher lying recurrence 
is most naturally identified with the l 3£?i member of tbe £ - 2 triplet to which the 
A'.j(l780) belongs. The interpretation of the second resonance as the 2 S S1 state, 
the radial excitation of the K''(S90) is attractive. 

The parameters of the second D-vvave resonance are in excellent agreement 
with those obtained in the partial wave analysis of the h'or^w'n system produced 
in the reaction K~p—> A'o«"+;r~n in the present experimcotl 71. The interpretation 
of the resonance in the context of the quark model is somewhat uncertain, El may 
be the radial excitation of the A'j(H.IO) or it may be ihe 2*' member of the 1 3 F 
ground state triplet in the quark model, spin 4 family. The mass splitting would 
make it more compatible with the first interpretation, as does the mass value, which 
is predicted to be in tins range'5 1!. 

The mass dependence of the individual amplitude* and phases are shown in 
the Argand plots of Figure XII.5. 
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-0 .4-0 .2 0 0.2 0.4 
* - > - 0 . 3 

Figute XII.S: Tkc Arjand plots. The observed mass dependence of the natural par
ity amplitudes and their phases are plotted. The production phas* has 
been suppressed. 

XII.6 The Unnatural Parity Exchange Amplitudes 

Contributions due Lo the unnatural parity exchange amplitudes, i.e., the La, L-
waves, arc also present in the data sample. One example has already been shown, 
namely the I'a amplitude in the A'*(890) region, which establishes the normalization 
of the experiment. There are 3 other helicityO amplitudes, the5, A>, and l'tt waves. 
The latter two were used to help constrain the possible solutions in the D wave and 
F wave regions, so they are not independently measured. However, the >' wave-
is determined. It is interesting because of the / = 3/2 component which leads to 
differences in the total 5 waveshape between the /t"~x+ji and A'o*~P channels. 
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Also, both the 5 and f'o waves have been observed to resonate again at high mass'''I, 
and it is of interest to know if such effects can be detected in I he present channel. 

The ticticity I unnatural parity amplitudes are not shown. They are very small 
here, reaching values on the order of 1/2 of the hcliciiy 0 amplitudes at the resonance 
positions. 

Xil.6* The Low Mzss S W»»c 

It is important to realize that the measured 5 wave in either the K~t + n 
or the 7?off~p channel is the total 5 wave amplitude. That is, as was observed in 
K+p -» A' + » + n and fi.'-p —• K~x~ A + + , there is a significant / = 3/2 component 
Contributing to the S wave. The / " 3/2 wave enters differently 'ID the T^x^p and 
K~r+n channels and this result* in dramatic effects in the interference moments, 
which contrast sharply between the two final stales The / = 3/2 amplitude is well 
described by an effective range parameterization!"', 

where the best fits gave as = -1 .03 (G*V/c)~' and r 5 = -0.94 (GtVfc)-' *. The 
contribution lo the total S traveof the / = 3/2 part is different between K~r''n and 
A'or~p because the Isospin Clebscb-Gordon coefficients are different. Explicitly, 

4<*-»+) - f(»i = 1 / ,<*-' +> + 5-i°*/,(A-»*)). (XIM5) 
incl 

Proir the rV~3r+n analysis where the S wave is well measured, and using the 
effective range paramclrization for the / = 3/2, the behavior of the 5 wave in the 
present channel can be calculated. A comparison between this calculation and the S 
wave for wi-j-r- < 1.6 GeV/c 2 found iq the present analysis, is shown in Figure XII 6, 
where elastic unilarity has been assumed for »»7j-. < 1.5 GeV/c 2 . The agreement 
is good, and again demonstrates the consistency between the belicily 0 amplitudes 
in the K~s + n and the l^-'p final states. 

* In principle, a new, more precise measurtmrnl o.'thrs* [<*r*m«l«H could b* extracted fiom 
the E-U5 data »am|ik. but this is not attempted litre 

XII G The Unnmturml Twity Exrhxnee Attipliliiitrt 

Unnatural Parity Amplitudes 

U M S (G«V/e*) 

Figure XII.S: The total S WMV* amplitude and phu*. 

XII.6.b High Mass S.Po 

In the high mass region it is even more difficult to extract the unnatural parity 
amplitudes, due to the t' cut at 0.08 G c V The S, l*o amplitudes are nonetheless 
shown in Figure XI1.7. The l\~t+n analysis found evidence for resonance produc
tion in fa at =1700 McV/c 2 with an elasticity of « 0.4, and in the S wave at 
== 1900 MeV/c 2 with an elasticity on the older of 0.5 These amplitudes, although 
poorly measured here, are seen to be consistent with the values expected on the 
basis of the A""i + n analysis'71'. 
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Unnatural Parity Amplitudes 

IPol 

' IJt IM 1.7 I* 1-i a 1.* 14 1,7 1.1- 1.* Z 

U I H (CeV/c") 

f i iure XJ7.7; S^PQ »i A(«A m m In (a) (he £ wave, mnd (b) the PQ wave. 

XII.T (' Dependence 

In the present analysis, the only t' information which can be reliably extracted 
is for the leading hclicity 1, natural parity amplitudes. Also, only the behavior of 
the leading amplitudes in a given mass slice is well measured. When the underlying 
natural parity amplitudes are significant, the (' dependence of the leading ampLitude 
is assumed. 

The (' behavior o[ the leading amplitudes is shown in Figure XU 8, and the 
mass windows and fit parameters are given in Table XI 1.5. The (it to the data ij of 
the form 

o i ( f , ) c c ( i , ) 5 e - ° ' ' . (XII.17) 

This form is the consequence of angular momentum conservation in the forward 
direction, (i.e., (' —*0), and n is the number of units of net helicity (lip in the 
reaction. Since the predominant production mechanism in rolves isoscalar (-channel 
exchange (i.e., u>,j exchange), n is expected to lake the value 1, i.e., the natural 

! 

XII. 7 I' Dependence 

parity exchange amplitudes would be expected to be ~ \/l' at small t' . The results 
for the D+ and F+ amplitudes are consistent with this- However, the value for the 
P+ amplitude, although close to 0.5, is substantially different from it. This may 
be due to the contributions from p — aj exchange as observed for the A'~i+n final 
slatel"!, 

t' Dependence 

S 
1 
% 

Figure XIL9: The V hehnior of lb* leading mmphtudes. The f.Ui.ig Inintiun i 
described in the text. 
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Mass Amplitude Power Slop*1 

45/7 

99/8 

6.42/7 

Y/8 

0.S4 < m-ir, < 0.91 

13 < m ^ , <l.S-l 

16 Sm-^.S 1 05 

P+ 0.165*0.003 

0.5 

1.673 ±0 .02 

1.531 ±0.01 

1.481 ± 0.21 

4.34 ± 0.08 

45/7 

99/8 

6.42/7 

Y/8 

0.S4 < m-ir, < 0.91 

13 < m ^ , <l.S-l 

16 Sm-^.S 1 05 

D+ • 0.335 ±0 .05 

1 0.5 

1.673 ±0 .02 

1.531 ±0.01 

1.481 ± 0.21 

4.34 ± 0.08 

45/7 

99/8 

6.42/7 

Y/8 

0.S4 < m-ir, < 0.91 

13 < m ^ , <l.S-l 

16 Sm-^.S 1 05 F+ J 0.S54 ± 0.29 

! 0.5 

4.66 ± 0.92 

3.58 ± 0.26 

2.3/5 

3.7/6 

Table XlJ-5- Result* ijrom the t 1 flu. Tb« p u t m l c n whf n ihe pover is foe/Hied 
are atiowh. 

XII.8 Cross Sections 

From the masses, widths, and {' dependence of the amplitudes, the individual 
contributions to the total observed intensity out be calculated. ll*if, the mass 
dependence specified by the Breil- VVigner is integrated from threshold to 3 GeV/c' 
, and the t' dependence is integrated from 0 to 10 GcV*. These account for the 
unseen tails of the cross sections. The cross sections are tabulated in Table X1I.6. 

.X11.8.A The Ktf/h'n Branching n»tio 

A result of some intciest involves the determination of the K* -* A'IJ to A"' -• 
A'i branching ratio at the A'g(1430) and fi"j(17S0) resonances. The mass spectrum 
in K'~ —> H~i) has been seen to be dominated by Ihe production of Kj{1780), 
with no indication of A'j(l430) production. This result is expected in flavor SU(3) 
•iyuunetry. if Ihc iffy' mixing angle is on the otdei o( -"20° I*4*. 

The branching ralio has already been repotted I"l. I>ut n was based on a 
much earlier measurement of A'" -• h- from a different experiment. With the 
present analysis, a new branching ratio value can be determined. TI<c branching 
ratio calculation rclnlrs the ralio of produced evcnis between the two th<.mcls of 
interest. In wlo.t to treat the data as riemocraticalli as possible, the Kn data 

XII.8 Cross Srcltona 

Resonance Produced Events Cross Section (/jb) 

A'*(89n) n + 71714 ±718 105 ± 1. 

h'(890) r,.. 7995 ± 297 1 2 ± 0 5 

/ f ( 8 M ) w 79709 ± S01 U 7 . c ± 1 . 2 

/f,*(1400) r, + 1100 ±307 1.6 ±0 .4 

^•(1430) t)+ 18739 ± GOO 27.5 ± 1 . 

K;(1430) n- 6070 ± 432 8.9 ±0 .6 

KJ(U30)i„ 24S09 ± 820 36.4 ± 1 . 5 

A-fcnoo) n + 1450 ± 167 2.1 ±0 .2 

A-JC1780) n+ 3467 ± 423 5.1 ±0 .6 

h'J(1780) IJ„ 2544 ± 727 3.9 ± 1 . 

ffJ(lTBO),* 6111 ±750 9.0 ±1 .1 

#£(1950) IJ + 241 ± 4 7 0.4 ± 0.1 

T*bfe XUS: Resonance production cr«m section*- The unnatural parity crtm see-
tVoni were determinpd using Che elasticity value* from Ihe K ~ » + t i 
analysis, which tf( consistent with the observed va[\ws from the ptestnt 
analysis, multiplied by a factor 1.25 to account for the smaller belkity 
1 contribution. The quoted vaJues eowtnpotid only to the Kr decay. 

were refit with the present BW resonance paramctriza-lion with R = 10 G e V - 1 to 
allow a direct comparison with the 7TQ*~ data. The results of the At* are shown 
in Figure XII.9, where the f{tj data nave bwn reduced to account for the difference 
between the upper limit of the I* sampling interval between the two channels. The 
fit parameters under these conditions are listrd in Table XJT7. The t' slope in 
tht An case was determined to be 9.2±0 8 (Gc-V/cJ*, appropriate for the intensity 
distribution ol that work. Here, the t' slope from the amplitude was 4 ± 0.5 CeV 2 , 
a* given earlier, or 8 ± l t leV 2 in the intensity. The numbers are consilient within 
error A common value of 8-5 GeV* is assumed. With these valuers, the mass 

<•* 
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dependence as given by the B\V is integrated from threshold to ? GeV/c 2 . Doth 
integrals must be corrected for the unseen decays, a factor of 0.237 in the Kn case, 
and 0.67 in the K0T case. Letting / be the integration, the branching ratio is found 
to be 

g ( K - ( 1 7 8 0 ) ) • BF{Kj-(1780) -, K~n) /*- , 0.67 _ „ . . . „ „ _ m , . . . 

' s ^ * 2 3 7 

This should be compared with the value 0.50 ± 0.13 obtained previously!"'. That 
number was based on a simple parametrization of the beam momentum dependence 
of the total cross- section, as opposed lo a direct comparison of like production 
amplitudes. A simple ratio from the sum of the point* shorn) in Figure XII.9 gives 
0.455 ± 0.063, in agreement with the result obtained with the fit. 

j s i s 1.7 i.s j a 2 i s j a IT i s i s g 

Mass (GeV/c") Uass (CeV/c 1) 
Figure Xll.9: \F+y •" l»? A'ty »nd A'o~ channels The radius parameter is fixed 

Lo 10. Thr data liave been corrected. Tor the unteen decay modes. 
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Parameter Kt) Value 7Fi> Val-ic 

Peak Value 67 ± 6 92 ± 8 

Mass ( CeV/c s ) 1.74 1.74 

Width ( GeV/c* ) 0.195 0.195 

Table X'1.7. Fit mult* for Kl to Kx branchinf ratio calculation. The radio* 
parameter is fixed at 10. 

XII.O Evidence for Higher Mais Production 

Recent results from studies in s i channels have shown that the eifeel of di(Trac
tive fil* production can interfere with meson production lo enhance the observation 
of meson resonance structure in the region of the JV° overlap l* 7U ul. In principle, 
the same effect could be present in the ~Ki*~p final state, even though the N' 
system is not produced diffraclively. 

la the region of 7?o»" mass above 2 GeV/c 2 , where spin 4 arid 5A'"i would 
be expected l 7 I)l , ,H**l | there is no evidence in the unnormalized moments for the 
production of such slates. This implies that the corresponding production ampli
tudes are small. However, in the region of N' overlap, the larger N' amplitudes 
might produce effects in the corresponding 7?<is - mass spectrum, through inter
ference effects with the small KT amplitudes. In particular, because the average 
phase of a BW amplitude is 90 s , an interference effect might take the farm of the 
imaginary part of the TTQW BW amplitude, producing a bump close to the mass of 
a resonance in the Kg* mass spectrum. 

In Figure XII.10b, the par- mass spectrum for nip* < 1.8 GeV/r 3 exhibits 
significant A and JV* production. The corresponding Sfljr" mass sjiectruiii in Fig
ure XI 1.10 a shows that in addition to the dear A"J(1430) and fkj( I7S0) peaks, thai 
there is an excess of ~ 200 events in the 2.02-2.14 fieV/t* mass range. Altluiugh 
Ihe spin-parity associated with the enhancement is nut drtt-rminc-d here, il is plau
sible that the events arc due to the production of the A'J(2050) via tli< iY' N* 
interference mechanism. 
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High Mass N* Overlap 
" • - • • t - — 1 • • • — 1 • — 1 — •<— 

(b) 

[L 1900 

M 
1000 

IJU\ . tea 

. . . . 
!.» 1.4 14 1J 

R , t a m I C V / e ' ) p * M . » ( C V / c ' ) 

Figure X(I. JO: m J J - „ in the JV* overl.p Th« bump n i u ?.D5 GiV/c* is indicative 
of spin 4 production. 

If the bump la due to G wave production, it would follow that there could be 
inlerfcrcncecffecta between the G wave and other smaller J amplitudes in the region 
below 2 GeV/-. 2 . In fact, the final point in Figure XH.'is near « r o in the JF +{ 
solution, due to the tr,2 moment being positive iu that mass bin. The moment would 
be expected to be positive if there were a significant contribution from D+ — G+ 
interference. 

230 

XIII. Conclusions 

The analysis of the Kjjx" moon system produced in the reaction K~p —» 
TTgr'p at 11 GeV/c incident momentum has been described. Tbe data sample ii 
the largest of its kind, to date, and the first to combine the large statistics typical of 
a spectrometer experiment with the uniform acceptance not unlike that of a bubble 
chamber experiment. 

The simple event topology, consisting of a single VO and no more than 2 addi
tional tracks, the large acceptance, and the use of a sophisticated kinematic fitting 
pTogram result in a very pure data sample. That this is the case is indicated by 
the lack of any clear need for background terms in the subsequent amplitude fits. 
These amplitudes show clear K #(890), Kj(1430), and KJ(1780) production, pre
dominantly by means of natural pality isoscalar exchange in the (-channel. Addi
tional vector s'.ales at as 1.4 GeV/c 1 and fa 1.7 GeV/c* are observed, and evidence 
foe the production of a higher lying 2+ amplitude near a 1.95 GeV/c* is obtained. 

The l - partial waves show resonant structure at a mass of 1.73 GeV/e* , 
which is identified as resulting from the production and decay of the 1~ member 
of the L — 2 multiplet. A second I ' resonant slate is obscr/ed at a mass of 
—1.42. This resonance, strongly produced in JCir~n+n reactions, is produced only 
weakly, consist .-nt with results from a recent analysis in the K~n+n channel'"!. 
Tbe properties of this state are consistent with its assignment us the first radial 
excitation of the I" K"(892). These data confirm the results of a prior analysis c( 
the r?o"s-_»+rt final stale, P'l where these two states were observed and called the 
/<7(I790) and the /t',*(H10). A lower inns: and larger width for the KJ(1790) is 
inferred from this current experiment, although the partial wave data appear to be 
consistent with the prior ond"l. 

In addition to the well-known fY}(M30) resonance, the t ) + amplitude exhibits 
resonant amplitude and phase behavior at a: I 95 GcV/c J , The resonance param
eters are in agreement wilb those obtained previously in tv,is experiment from the 
partial wave analysis of the 1\QX+ S ~ systejn recoiling against a neutron. This state 
is probably the first radial recurrence of the A'|(M3Q), although it could also be 

tm 
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the 2 + partner of the #4(2050) in the 3F qq ground state triplet. 
The 3~ if£(1780) resonance, one of the L = 1 triplet slates, is seen, at a mass 

of a 1.72 GeV/c* , below the Particle Data Group value, but not inconsistent with 
other recent measurements. 

A 7?oT_ enhancement around 2.1 GeV/c2 is observed. Although it is not 
pouible lo show that this due to resonance production, the interpretation that it 
results from an interference effect between the iV* amplitudes and that describing 
the production and decay of the 4+ iQ(2060) is consistent with the data. 

Appendix A. Moment-Amplitude Relations 

The set of equations relating the observed moment structure to the underlying 
amplitude behavior is listed here. Spectroscopic notation is used to define the 
amplitudes, with an additional subscript to indicate natuiality. A factor of «/2t + l 
is implicit in each amplitude. Note that the physics of interest here is that of strong 
interactions, so that parity is a good quantum number. As such, only bilinear 
combinations where both terms have natural parity, o, both unnatural parity, can 
occur. Other relevant QcSnitions are given in the first section of Chapter XII. 

<» = |Sl»+|P^ + |P.| J +|P + P+|B 1 p + |D-i=+|D+|> + |F 0 p + | f . |» + |F+p 

lit =2|S|lfli|a»(»>s-*'i'.) + ^|ft||0.|™((CIV-WD,) 
.+9?<IM|IM«-(W+ -*i>,) + |r1-IIP-l««<S»r_ - VD.)} 
+*j§\Wm^VD.-vr.)+ffiUDtm\*»(VDt-vr,) + \D-\\r-\«m(ra_ -10/-.)). 

+-fa\D,nr.\c*irD. -«*_) - l$\D-\\rA<xM»0- - iff.) 

<» =21S||«i|«-(p,-».D.) + ^|ftp-^ |(tf>+|» + |i'-l ,)+^Sl»ol' + ^(|C + l , + |i>-l,j 
+JtUr+P+ l*"-P) + jjtlftl'+tj%m\ri\«M.vr. - w j 

h, = $l*MI»*-l«>stWi - fr.) + ^ 5 | D » l P - | o - ( w - VD. ) + i/2|S||D_|c«(„,s - v o , ) 
+ $ g W - l " M v r . - W.) + ^IFollF-laMrr. - V r , ) - ^\K||ft,|<**ivr- - Vr.) 

'» = - ^ f + l ' " C-l') - ffiW - IO-I1) 
+^(IP*I1F+I<«(K>P, - vr,)- IP-IIF-I"^, - VF.)) - •/S«F+P - If-P) 

+2|Sl|F0|c<»(ps - if,-,) + *£\Ih\\F,\aM>PD. - vr.) 
+^P(|D+ll^)'«(*'o* -m)+p-l|F-l«><*><>_ -„>,_» 

' « = JgWU'-l«»(OTs-9D.) + ^|l''-lln»l«*(VJ-. -WO.) 
+ ( /2 |Sl |F. | a »{VJ-i( ' f-)+^l^-l l f l ik»(VB--w.)+ v

/ i lOoll ' -K'»(¥'J' . -W-) 

»« = "v/ldP+IIO*!"^!?!-, -*>o,) -|P-l|0-l<«(*'P_ -*>»_)) 

-Jb<l'>*ll>'+l<«hM>, -*>r»)-IO-ll^-l«>«(v,c. -»>*•_)) 

i« = -J(U>+P + |£>-P>+ f|M,P + Jf(|f,P+ |f-P) + i |ftp 



•l-;£rlWo|rc"Ct-"r. - vr.l - *0i\l'.\\Ft-rMt.-r. - r r . ) + |f'.||F-|.<»<v>^ - v,J) 
l„ = 1 ^ | t t n | | / X | t o S ( y - o . - t » B - ) + $ig)/yJF.'c-<*f..V. - „ - / • . ) * $gl/ ,-l,. co,«M(»>l>. - y - r . l 

+ >$\FtUF.[«»tirn-+,„) 
... = ~^( | I>*r - | f f-P)- V / | ( | / ' * | | / - . | < « C ^ F . - ,>.) - )P.|)r.|««i(vr. - */•_)) 

- ^ | F . I ' - | F - I ' ) 

(u = jg$|0»",r.l rotten. - »F . ) - U^C|0*l|fV|'«< r'i>. - vr.) + IO. | |r . |<- M ( V P . - v,,-.)) 
In = ^i i»Dl |F- l<:c(^.-pr. ) + J5g|Z3.||f0|c«(,-p_ - r - r J 
'» = - ^ s H D + l i n i ™ ^ . - V»f.) - |0 - | | f - ) twteo . - *-#•_)) 

ii. is often interesting to me make linear combinations or throe moment* in 
order to project out som? particular bilinear combination of amplitudes. These 
have been referred to on occasion throughout the body of the text of this thesis and 
are denned here* 

«; - i/vr + i is? = i'« - &„ - Jji„ 
it = [P.\' + J(S|> = i . M + •£(„ + y j t „ 
"f = I4.P + r^(IS|J + Cl^l 1) = rV» + &«« 
»? = IO4P+ rlOSI' + SI/'P) = S ' o . - 4 ' " - K7T5'.. 
»-" = W-l' + ftOsf+ E I * f l = fti«- i i « * s f a i , , 
«S = .ftp + | (l-Sp + £ |/>|» + £ |D|») a 1<M + a ^ | e o 

»f = IM»+ {(ISi' + EIPI' + E W ) = ?'«>- ^ ' « - | ^ i ' « 

*? = | f - | '+ ?(|5|' + £|/>|» + £10! ' ) = J , „ - ^ p f « + U $ } . „ 

with £ |.V| 5 = l-Vol3 + |.Y+|* + |.Y-|». 
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